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ABSTRACT

THE INFLUENCE OF MENTORING IN DYADIC RELATIONSHIPS ON THE
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT OF WOMEN COLLEGE PRESIDENTS.

MAY 2005

CHERYL E. BRAXTON, B.S., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
M.S., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by Dr. Joseph Berger

The purpose of this study was to examine and describe the influence of
mentors in dyadic relationships on the leadership development of women college
presidents. To fully understand the influence of mentoring on leadership development,
a case study approach was used to originate empirical data to provide additional
knowledge about women’s leadership development. The case study was conducted
through in-depth interviews with three women college presidents, their mentor(s), and
their proteges. A process model of cross-generational leader development was
generated from the empirical findings of the study and the model includes three
specific mentoring strategies - Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting as well as two
key bonding stages - Developmental and Peer Bonding.
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CHAPTER 1
OBSTACLES WOMEN FACE WHILE TRYING TO ADVANCE THEIR CAREERS
Introduction
Although women comprise approximately 50% of the general population,
institutional complexity can be especially problematic for women ascending to senior
level positions. Warner and DeFleur (1993) write “although women have made
progress over the last 15 years in obtaining senior level administrative positions, these
gains have not been distributed across all types of institutions or departments within
institutions “ (p. 3). As recently as 1987, women represented only about 11 percent of
college presidents of approximately 3,000 accredited institutions in the United States.
The majority of women presidents are clustered in two-year colleges versus four-year
colleges and universities. Warner and DeFleur refer to this clustering as sex
segregation or “human capital theory” explaining that women are often disadvantaged
because they are less likely than men to have records of continuous employment
whether by choice or cultural mandate. Consequently, they may receive less on-thejob training and job skills become outdated without continuous use.
Moreover, lack of formal and informal mechanisms (such as networking) within
the labor market may restrict women from entry into or upward movement into senior
level administrative positions. However, these are just a few of the issues women face
while trying to ascend to senior level positions. Other obstacles are: 1) old beliefs
about women’s abilities; 2) male domination in upper management; 3) inadequate
advancement opportunities; 4) the lack of credentials; 5) not recognizing the
significance of feminist/relationship building; and 6) lack of mentoring for leadership
development.
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Old Beliefs
Old beliefs and assumptions continue to set the standard especially since most
previous research on professional development has focused on industry and has taken
a traditional male perspective. That perspective encourages competition rather than
that from a female perspective which encourages collaboration and cooperation
(Morgan, 1997; Sitterly, 1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992; Astin and Leland, 1991).
LeBlanc (1993) believes two sets of standards coexist. The first standard maintains
“openness of opportunity, and equal responsibility for women”; the other standard
preserves “old beliefs in the fact and rightness of inequality - in the fact and rightness
of a distinction between men and women in their capacities and proper roles” and “we
retain the welter of old assumptions about women’s nature, and men’s” (p. 40).
Astin and Leland (1991) explain that the female leadership perspective is an
anomaly when compared to the traditional male leadership perspective. Flynn (1993)
explains changing the paradigm of the traditional perspective can be threatening. She
says “in some instances men do not want higher education administration opening up
to women because of the change this would require in the social and intellectual
structure of the role of the chancellor or president” (p. 114). Flynn goes on to say, “if
women were to take on more visible positions in administration the leadership image
could not remain that of the strong charismatic male ...” (p. 115).
Male Domination
Attaining more visible positions is difficult when “males continue to dominate
institutional leadership” (Chliwniak, 1997). Idrees (1989) remarks “women have been
under-utilized in higher education administration, management, and leadership
positions” (p. 39). Ideas expressed by Chliwniak (1997) and Idress (1989) are similar
to those expressed by Tedrow (1999). She writes, “over the last two decades, much
attention has been given to women’s leadership in higher education. One reason is
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that the literature on women’s leadership in higher education generally reveals women
are less likely than men to participate in upper levels of administration” (p. 1).
Androcentric thinking further restricts entry into senior level positions. Warner and
DeFleur (1993) further explain that most college and university search committees are:
composed primarily of senior males... and
this means that even though committees try
to locate a wide range of candidates, the bottom
line often is that they are most concerned with
finding a person who fits with the existing organization (p. 6).
This is due, in part, to women assuming traditional female “teaching” positions
vs. administrative positions (Wellington, 1998; Morgan, 1997; Warner and DeFleur,
1993; Astin and Leland, 1991). McDade (1988) writes, “since many senior academic
administrators of colleges and universities first trained for academic careers in
research and teaching and scarcely anticipated administrative positions, they have had
minimal management training. And, while many administrators enthusiastically
embrace professional development programs, other administrators (and faculty) just as
actively ignore them" (p. 2).
Tierney and Rhoads (1993) believe that “unless one’s area of interest happens
to be higher education, faculty do not have much of an understanding of the diversity of
higher education and the array of governance arrangements that exits” (p. 59). They
believe that there are various leadership roles to be filled in academe and that training
in governance and other problems confronting academe will help prepare faculty for
senior administrative positions.

However, McDade (1988) believes professional

development programs have never achieved the same acceptance in education as
they have in private industry.
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Advancement Opportunities
According to Green and McDade (1994) the paucity of interest in professional
development programs among some senior administrators in post secondary
institutions is due to a lack of focus. These authors say:
Ironically, we pay little attention to enhancing the
ability of administrators and faculty to lead our
institutions: the priority is low and our investment
is modest. The corporate sector, on the other hand,
spends $40 billion a year on training. Surely, higher
education - a $150 billion dollar enterprise should not consider leadership development less
important than the corporate sector does (p. 3).
Despite the complexity of colleges and universities, women are predominant in
lower level administrative positions (Anderson, 1993; Bower, 1993; LeBlanc, 1993;
Warner and DeFleur, 1993). Therefore, mentoring and professional development are
extremely important to move beyond low-level positions (Bower, 1993). “Historically it
has been easier for women to assume leadership within education than within other
institutional or organizational settings” and “the demand for teachers has always turned
to a women’s labor pool and as a result women have had greater access and more
opportunities for visible leadership roles within the American educational system” write
Astin and Leland (p. 28). However, while there have been greater leadership
opportunities in educational settings, few women have received training to ascend to
senior leadership positions. Flynn (1993) observes the lack of training can often be
attributed to biases in institutions of higher education. She says:
... women have experienced a ‘double bind’
regarding success and achievement in American
society. This results from the mixed messages
women have been given during the last 50
years. Our society encourages women
through education and opening doors to new
opportunities, but at the same time undermines
women’s self-confidence by creating barriers
to leadership positions (p. 116).
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Green and McDade (1994) write, “many colleges invest up to 80 percent of their
operating budgets on human resources. Yet little money is budgeted for professional
development. Many people reach a plateau caused by the structure of higher
education institutions rather than by limitations of their abilities” (p. 9). These authors
express concern that although limited professional development funding may be one
constraint for institutions, another limitation may be institutional hierarchy. Further,
they believe that: 1) leadership advancement is further obviated by lack of movement
among institutional types and across functional lines; 2) movement is stifled by lack of
advancement opportunities; and 3) narrow career mobility parameters may prompt
some employees to reconsider their options and seek upward mobility at other
institutions or even outside of higher education. Additionally, “while breadth of
experience and learning from new situations, new issues, and new people constitute
the best preparation for leadership, academe tends to confine people to certain career
boxes that thwart their development” (Green and McDade, 1994, p. 8).
Twombly (1986) believes that academe has a tendency to restrict people within
narrow career boxes that can hinder professional development. Institutions lose the
benefit of new thinking and talent as they restrict opportunities for staff and faculty to
assume leadership positions. Twombly asserts restrictions may force some faculty and
staff to leave the institution to gain leadership experience, effectively eliminating
themselves as internal candidates for senior level positions. In fact, her findings mirror
the opinion of Green and McDade (1994). Like them, she believes that other obstacles
blocking ascension to senior level positions in business and organizations are budget
constraints, institutional plateaus, and lack of advancement opportunities. Twombly
acknowledges these obstacles and notes that post secondary institutions present
particular constraints that may not be encountered in industry and that one of these
academic constraints is a lack of advanced learning credentials.

5

Credentials
Astin and Leland (1991) report that well over half of the women in their study
held doctorate degrees. Most had extensive academic backgrounds. They write “as
academic women, presumably they enhanced their leadership with the theoretical
underpinnings and academic skills associated with formal higher education” (p. 55).
While their study does not report the fields in which study participants received their
doctorates, the report does state that most of the participants graduated from women’s
colleges and attained the highest degree possible from that institution. The authors
further state that attainment of the Ph.D or Ed.D is “essential” for women’s
advancement in post-secondary institutions. Research by Warner and DeFleur (1994)
discloses data lacking from Astin and Leland’s research regarding doctoral degrees.
Their 1994 study indicates “those with degrees in the social and physical sciences are
represented at higher rates than those with degrees in other fields at the most senior
level positions” (p. 11).
Despite the importance of advanced education, degrees and academic
credentials are no guarantee of upward career movement (Green and McDade, 1994;
Astin and Leland 1991). A professional degree might prohibit an individual’s
candidacy for an academic vice presidency because of the seeming lack of scholarly
research and experience. Further, experience in a small, private, liberal arts college,
or community college, might disqualify candidates for university positions (Green and
McDade, 1994). The perception of a deficiency in scholarly research and
inexperience in university settings can present a significant obstacle since “slightly
more than half (52%) of all women presidents are in independent institutions, and just
less than half are in public colleges or universities” (Touchton and Ingram, 1995, p. 3).
Nonetheless, the number of women college presidents is growing in community
colleges and is currently approximately 20% (Getskow, 1996).
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Nonetheless, despite the growing number of women college presidents,
colleges and universities are special types of organizations with no clearly defined
career lines (Gestkow, 1996; McDade and Green, 1991; McDade 1988). Twombly
(1986) points out that a high level of education, with advanced degrees, is necessary
before entry into senior level administrative positions. She says “there is an almost
implicit assumption that investments in education are necessary for advancement” (p.
8). Twombly’s study on administrative career mobility in colleges and universities
discloses:
Analysis of level of education indicated barriers to
entry and requirements for advancement. Earning
a doctorate is an obvious necessity for achieving a
presidency. Furthermore, a high proportion of the
graduate degrees earned by presidents ...
were in higher education, educational administration ... (p. 10)
While an advanced degree may provide theoretical applications for educational
administration, McDade (1998) acknowledges preparation for academic careers may
preclude preparation for the practical aspects of administrative jobs. Individuals must
quickly develop the knowledge and skills needed to lead an institution when they move
into senior administrative positions. “On-the-job training is best but mistakes can be
costly to individuals and institutions” (McDade, 1988, p. 2). Warner and DeFleur
(1993) concur with McDade. They believe “colleges and universities are large,
complex institutions requiring significant management and fiscal expertise and faculty
members typically do not develop this expertise in the normal course of their activities”
(p. 5). Ironically, the lack of academic credentials may contribute to the lack of
advancement opportunities and leadership development. However, one solution for
obtaining the guidance for leadership development is through mentoring and
relationship building.

7

Women’s Relationship Building
Relationship building seeks to include diverse groups, share power, build
coalitions, and advance individual as well as community development. As a
consequence of relationship building, women are often labeled outsiders or “weak”.
Some studies have suggested that most cultures expect women to be more nurturing
than men and that women are treated harshly when those expectations are not met
(Tedrow, 1999). She suggests that women are far more likely than men to use
relational ways of knowing and leading and that “traditional organizations need
relational leadership styles for achieving change” (p. 3). Tedrow refers to studies by
Peter Senge that recommend organizations adopt flatter structures to reduce the
hierarchy - a concept that Senge concludes supports more relational organizational
constructs.
An important aspect of relational organizational constructs is leadership
development. Astin and Leland (1991) write that since the early 1970s much has been
written that contributes to our knowledge about leadership development. They refer to
Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions as classic research that “presents a
model for fundamental change in our theories and scientific paradigms” and “it is only
by confronting anomalies that we are able to challenge and reverse the traditional
paradigms in normal science” (p. 2). Astin and Leland state:
Women’s studies is the direct result of the
awareness of anomalies in the traditional
disciplines and in their theories. Since the
study of leadership is no exception in presenting
us both with anomaly and with a crisis, the
paradigms developed in women’s studies offer
alternative models in the study of leadership ... (p. 2).
The anomaly of cross-generational leadership is the locus of Astin and Leland’s
(1991) research on women and leadership. An important component of their research
focuses on key influences and experiences. Their study indicates that mentoring was
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not part of the common parlance in the 1960s. Support, for the most part, was
provided as friendships, supportive relationships/networks, simple assistance, and role
modeling rather than intentional mentoring. Their study ended in the 1990s and they
did not further research the importance of mentoring. This study picks up where theirs
ended and focuses on the influence of mentoring.
Mentoring
Bower (1993) writes “colleges and universities must include in their staff
development efforts programs for advancing women into administrative positions.
Mentorships must be viewed as a major way to provide a new and fresh group of
administrators for the next generation” (p. 90). Wellington (1998) concurs, adding that
“the responsibility of a mentor is to provide the protege with the recognition, attention,
and guidance she needs for optimum personal and professional growth” (p. 62). One of
the ways colleges and universities can widen a search process to identify more women
qualified for senior leadership positions is to ensure women are on search committees.
Astin and Leland (1991) assert institutions must “... help women enter and stay in the
mainstream of higher education and professional preparation” and .. .’’attend to issues
of equity and to lower the institutional barriers to equal participation of women” (p. 87).
Personal and professional growth is an issue still being explored by the
American Council on Education (ACE). In 1973 ACE opened its Office of Women in
Higher Education to address policies affecting women’s advancement. An October
2001 article in the ACE Newsletter discusses women’s perspectives on college
presidencies and identifies eleven keys to success for women. Two of those factors
involve important relationship building activities. They are: (1) Seek mentors at each
stage of your career to meet your changing needs and take time to identify and mentor
talented women who will become the next generation of higher education leadership;
and (2) Cultivate a proactive network of “explainers” as well as listeners (p. 2).
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The October 2001 ACE news article states “most men and women college
presidents agree that mentoring has played an important role in their careers” and
“women must think strategically about their careers and actively seek mentors to
assume leadership positions ” (p. 3). Bower (1993) also recognizes the importance of
actively seeking mentors to provide guidance to leadership positions. She believes
mentoring is a shared point of view of every successful administrator’s career and that
mentoring is essential for women administrators in a male dominated culture.
In summary, women may face more issues than their male colleagues while
ascending to senior leadership positions. As previously stated, some of these
obstacles are old beliefs about women’s abilities; male control in senior level
management; few advancement opportunities; and inadequate academic credentials.
However, many of these obstacles can be overcome with a supportive network - a
network that encourages relationship building with a significant focus on mentoring.
Mentoring relationships have played important roles in the development of most men
college presidents and women must actively seek mentors to enable them to move into
more senior leadership positions (ACE 2001).
While research by Astin and Leland (1991) indicates that mentoring was not a
common occurrence in the 1960s, Bower’s (1993) study shows that there has been
some progress in the past thirty years and that mentoring is being viewed as a way to
help groom and guide proteges’ professional development. Information on these
mentoring relationships may provide theoretical data to emerging facts about women’s
leadership styles and how unique and different they are when compared to traditional,
conventional male leadership.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine and describe the influence of mentors
in dyadic relationships on the leadership development of women college presidents. In
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this type of mentoring relationship a senior leader intentionally oversees the
professional development of each of his or her junior staff members. Mentoring
relationships in this study are the dyadic relationships that influence women’s
professional development (Bower, 1993; Harter, 1993; Warner and DeFleur, 1993). To
better understand mentoring relationships, this study will begin with an examination of
women’s leadership and mentoring using a cross-generational approach. This study
will look at mentoring and its impact from three perspectives: 1) the current college
president; 2) her mentor(s); and 3) her protege(s).
Significance of the Study
This study is important for higher education given the high rate of turnover in
campus senior administrative positions, the limited effort directed toward the
development of qualified individuals to fill those positions, and the scant number of
women in senior leadership positions.
Taylor (1987) writes:
Given the high rate of turnover in senior campus
leadership positions, large pools of candidates
are needed to keep up with demand. Yet, there
does not appear to be much effort directed toward
the development of qualified individuals that
would constitute that pool (p. 17).
It is equally important to consider that although women have historically had
greater access to leadership opportunities, few women receive training to ascend to
senior level administrative positions such as a presidency (Warner and DeFleur, 1993;
Astin and Leland, 1991). This study will shed light on the importance of the influence of
mentors on the leadership development of women. This will help ensure there is a
pool of qualified candidates capable of filling senior leadership positions.
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High rate of turnover in senior administrative positions
Despite high rates of turnover in senior campus leadership positions, there is
little effort directed toward identifying and developing qualified on-campus individuals,
either male or female, to fill those roles (Taylor, 1987). Twombly (1986) writes:
In order to do this organizations must recruit,
train, and promote individuals, and ensure
that a pool of trained (as defined by the organization)
individuals is ready to assume leadership roles.
One of the means of accomplishing these tasks
is by offering employees careers within organizations” (p. 9).
and “careers serve as streams on which personnel flow
through organizations from positions of low prestige
to positions of high prestige. Various positions on
the stream either offer training for further promotion,
or they serve to freeze a person in place (p. 10).
Key positions that will benefit from a more highly developed talent pool are
chancellors and presidents, particularly since the high turnover rate makes it necessary
to select a new CEO for these positions approximately every seven years. A long
search process leaves an institution with an interim president during the search
duration - “sometimes lasting up to eighteen months” (Taylor, 1987). Taylor believes
that “the selection of a president should be preceded by a careful analysis of the needs
of the college or university at that particular time in the institution’s history” (p. 11) and
consequently it’s important that presidents have a leadership style congruous with the
institution.
Bensimon and Neumann (1993) discuss presidential leadership in colleges and
universities and conclude that higher education must inculcate team leadership with
collegiality. Teamwork, collegiality, and empowerment are often associated with
women’s leadership styles. Ironically, although the continual demand for teachers has
made it easier for women to work in educational settings, they have had minimal
leadership and management training and may not be fully prepared to assume CEO
positions (Astin and Leland, 1991). Lack of preparation can, in part, be attributed to
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institutional structures (Astin and Leland, 1991). Many people reach a plateau caused
by the structure of higher education institutions thereby limiting career advancement
(Green and McDade, 1994; Twombly, 1986). “... academe tends to confine people to
certain career boxes that thwart their development; these narrowly construed
parameters are as damaging to the institution as to the individual” (Green and McDade,
1994, p. 8). To escape these confines, faculty and staff may leave the institution to
broaden their knowledge and develop their leadership skills because of limited
institutional career advancement opportunities into senior administrative positions.
Leadership [S/elopment for Senior Administrate Staff in Cdtleges and Universities
Leadership development for senior administrative staff in colleges and
universities should be closely aligned with current and future institutional goals,
purposes, philosophy, and needs (Weiss, 2002; Rost, 1991). According to Taylor
(1987) “institutions should have their priorities in order and should determine the
leadership attributes the president must have to meet the needs of a particular
campus” (p. 11). Mitchell-Crump (2000) echoes this belief by stating “there is a shared
notion among many researchers that the leader is the one who provides vision and
meaning and establishes the culture of an institution” (p. 29).
Mitchell-Crump (2002) believes leaders provide a clear understanding of
institutional goals, but what is leadership? Weiss (2002) defines leadership as:
... a set of processes that creates organizations
in the first place or adapts them to significantly
changing circumstances. Leadership defines
what the future should look like, aligns people
with that vision, and inspires them to make it
happen despite the obstacles (p. 30).
Research by Rost (1992) defines leadership as “an influence relationship
among leaders and followers who intend real changes that reflect their mutual
purposes” (p. 102). Astin and Leland (1991) add:
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Leadership takes place when a certain combination
of elements come together, where something needs
to be done and enough people want to do it, and
there’s the right combination of people that have
the ideas and the people who understand the
process... Leadership you earn by being able
to put together that right combination of things so
that people are doing what they want to do (p. 1)
Rost (1991) specifies four fundamental components that must be present for
leadership to exist: 1) a relationship based on influence; 2) leaders and followers are
the people in the relationship; 3) leaders and followers intend real changes; and 4)
leaders and followers develop mutual purposes. Leadership builds relationships that
are multidirectional to benefit the organization and to develop future leaders. In
essence, “leadership delivers excellent organizations, excellent products and services,
and excellent people in the organization” (Rost, 1991, p. 116) and develops future
leaders.
Green and McDade (1994) report that industry has a long history of providing
professional development for its future leaders. They note that the corporate sector
spends over $40 billion a year on training and development. Higher education has not
readily followed industry’s lead regarding leadership development nor does it allocate a
substantial amount of money for professional development. These authors express
concern that many colleges invest up to 80 percent of their operating budgets on
human resources. Yet they invest very little in the development of staff. When budget
constraints are called for, funds for professional development are the first to be cut.
This proves costly in the long run as staff seeks employment elsewhere taking
institutional knowledge with them. Byham (2002) believes “it’s detrimental to cut back
on recruitment and development of high-potentials during a bad business cycle. That
might appear wise in the short-term, but it positions an organization poorly when the
upturn comes” (p. 63). During bad business cycles an organization may even lose
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skilled, veteran employees resulting in a loss of experienced, well-trained staff (Kerka,
1998). When an upturn does occur, an organization may be forced to reinstate
expensive recruitment and professional development programs.
Female representation in senior leadership roles
Statistics provided by the ACE Office of Women in Higher Education illustrate
why cutting back on recruitment and development of high-potential staff can have
negative consequences for an organization. For example, the September 2000 ACE
report indicates that:
1. Nearly half of the participants in the ACE report indicated a need for prior
training in financial management and strategic planning. (Prior training =
before assuming college presidency.)
2. Expanding enrollments, advances in technology, and high faculty
retirements will require greater flexibility and shared leadership.
3. The convergence of economic, demographic, and political trends will require
better management skills and leadership styles that stress teamwork.
4. The average length of time in office, for college presidents, is only 7.1
years.
These changes, along with many others, will require a well-trained,
professionally developed staff. Many of the ACE report’s recommendations mirror
skills identified as women’s leadership and are requisite for senior leadership positions
(Astin and Leland, 1991; Ausejo, 1991).
A similar October 2001 ACE study indicates that “women currently hold only
16% of the chief executive officer positions (CEO) at 453 colleges and universities in
the United States” (Getskow, 1996, p. 1). By 1999, “only 18.8 percent of all women
presidents were in their second consecutive presidency - compared to 26.6 percent of
men” (ACE News, p. 4). In addition, the American Council on Education reports that
the largest increase of women college presidents is in community colleges as
compared to four-year institutions and universities. Warner and DeFleur (1993) point
out that:
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... although women have made progress over
the last 15 years in obtaining senior level
administrative positions, these gains have not
been distributed across all types of institutions
or departments within institutions. In 1987,
approximately 22 percent of administrators at state
and land-grant institutions were women, yet women
represented only about 3 percent of presidents and
15 percent of chief academic officers and deans (p. 3).
Warner and DeFleur (1993) further note that the largest percentage of women
holding academic dean positions are in nursing, home economics, arts and sciences,
and continuing education. Moreover, they allege that within four-year institutions,
women are clustered in liberal arts colleges while men are employed in comprehensive
colleges and universities (p. 4). The ACE also reports that despite a slight increase in
women presidents, the profile of the typical college president has not changed. On one
hand, most college presidents are white males, married, and in their late fifties. White
males also serve an average of 7.3 years in their presidencies. On the other hand,
most women college presidents have only been presidents for an average of 5.6 years
and are in their early-to-mid fifties. Only 57 percent of women presidents are likely to
be married while 90 percent of their male counterparts are married.
An ACE (2000) report indicates that further complicating women’s ascendancy
to senior level positions is the actuality that women presidents are more likely than their
male counterparts to serve without a partner’s fulltime support - even if they are
married. This belief is substantiated by research conducted by Jones (1993) who
reports that “women’s outside roles are often more difficult to shove aside in favor of
the job compared to men’s outside roles... many women are wives and mothers in
addition to being college administrators” (p. 55). These multiple roles further
disadvantage women “because women often have less control of their non-work time,
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they are at a disadvantage in higher education as compared to men” (p. 56). Non-work
time includes responsibilities that are still perceived as women’s roles, such as
childcare and household chores (Jones, 1993).
Ausejo (1993) writes “the female administrator who has responsibilities outside
of her career must balance her work, home, and personal needs; the male
administrator looks to his wife, even if she has a career, to raise their children and take
care of the home” (p. 86). She goes on to explain that:
As women’s leadership qualities begin to
influence the definition of an effective
administrator in the workplace, the integration
of female values combined with the already
established male leadership traits will produce
a collaborative union. The androgynous
manager will result from this union. The existing
stereotype of effective leadership has already
been directly affected by the influx of women
into various roles in management and administration (p. 87).
Promoting effective, androgynous leadership skills will result in working
conditions that give women the opportunity to succeed and ascend to senior level
administrative positions (Ausejo, 1991).
Theories about Women’s Leadership
Women’s leadership theories are a paradigm shift from the more familiar,
traditional leadership styles described by Moorhead and Griffin (1995), Rothwell
(1995), and Birmbaum (1991). Getskow (1996) writes that “there is evidence that the
way college presidents approach leadership is rapidly changing” and “leadership styles
for the 21st century views leading and managing as a holistic, inclusive process...” (p.
2) - characteristics generally associated with women’s leadership styles. In her
research Getskow refers to a book written by Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992),
Megatrends for Women, that describes a particular leadership style more prevalent
among women. Aburdene and Naisbitt call it “women leadership” to describe women’s
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values and characteristics. Several leading researchers and authors, including
Getskow and Aburdene and Naisbitt, refer to research conducted by women’s
leadership theory pioneers Astin and Leland.
Astin and Leland (1991) write that early research on gender and leadership was
developed to answer two questions: (1) Why are so few women in positions of
leadership? and (2) What are the personal and institutional roots of gender differences
in access to leadership roles? Early women researchers observed that the lack of
women in leadership positions was due, in great part, to defining leadership in
masculine terms.
Recently women have come to view the term “feminist” with some trepidation
and it is not a totally acceptable designation by all women (Astin and Leland, 1991).
For some women the term feminist is indicative of political and economic ideologies
and should not be confused with identity. However, other women accept the term as “a
system of ideas and practices which assumes that men and women must share equally
in the work, in the privileges, in the defining and dreaming of the world” (Astin and
Leland, 1991, p. 19). The system would appear to be an ideal method of effectively
and equally distributing responsibilities.
Astin and Leland (1991) note that previous studies focused on trait differences,
leadership styles, and stereotyped expectations imposed on women. These studies
were based on traditional definitions of trait, contingency, and situational approaches to
leadership in laboratory settings using established assessments. Recent studies have
recognized that women have a different definition of power than men and that former
traditional assessments perpetuated stereotyped expectations. Ironically “whereas
women once were rejected for exhibiting stereotypically female behavior, such
behaviors are considered to be appropriate management behavior today” (Astin and
Leland, 1991, p. 4).
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The thrust of women’s leadership emphasizes “communal values, holistic
planning, the future health of the entire university or college, group processes and
activities aimed at serving a multiplicity of complex needs” (Harter, 1993, p. 23).
Getskow (1996) describes women’s leadership as passionate commitment, belief in
involving others in the leadership process, and possessing keen self-awareness and
interpersonal communication skills. She refers to these attributes as a process of
empowerment, but we don’t know if current mentors understand her explanation of
empowerment. Do mentors empower all their proteges the same? Do proteges
understand the different levels and subtleties of being empowered? More importantly,
do leaders understand that empowerment is not dispensed, as if by magic, and that
organizations must have processes and systems in place that allow proteges to
assume control over their environment, thus empowering themselves? Finally, since
there are more women presidents in community colleges, have they been given more
responsibility and authority than their counterparts in four-year institutions where there
are fewer women presidents?
Getskow (1996) describes a study of leadership in community colleges that
categorizes women’s leadership in four behavioral ways: (1) taking appropriate risks to
bring about change, a “vision” behavior; (2) providing caring and respect for individual
differences, a “people” behavior; (3) acting collaboratively, an “influence” behavior; and
(4) building trust and openness, a “values” behavior. Astin and Leland (1991) conclude
that women’s leadership encompasses transformational leadership with a specific
emphasis on empowerment and describe the juxtaposition of transformational and
empowerment as interdisciplinary.
This study is important because it adds another brick to the foundation of
understanding women’s leadership development by building on groundwork laid by
other researchers but from a different perspective. There is currently a lot of literature
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on the “importance” of mentoring. However, there is little research on the “influence” of
mentoring on the leadership development of women. This study will add salient
information about the influence of mentoring for women college presidents, her
mentor(s), and her protege(s). Information garnered from this three-generation
approach will add another chapter to the body of information on women’s leadership
development.
Methodological Overview and Assumptions
A case study approach will be used to originate empirical data to provide
additional knowledge about women’s leadership development. The research question
requires an inductive, qualitative approach for this emergent research. Time
constraints, by the survey participants, for data gathering may necessitate some
interpretation from interviews, notes, documents, and observations. However, it is
assumed that the group of women from whom data is being gathered are wellpracticed communicators and the researcher will be able to gather enough data to
categorize and analyze.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions will be used throughout the entire study.
Dyadic Relationship: Northouse (2001) describes dyadic relationships as “the leader
forming an individualized working relationship with each of his or her subordinates
(followers). The exchanges (both content and process) between the leader and
subordinate define their dyadic relationship” (p. 113). The relationship is a process
centered on leader-follower interactions.
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Leadership: Weiss (2002) provides an appropriate definition for leadership. She
states “leadership is a set of processes that creates organizations in the first place or
adapts them to significantly changing circumstances. Leadership defines what the
future should look like, aligns people with that vision, and inspires them to make it
happen despite the obstacles” (p. 30).
Leadership Development: An integrated, comprehensive organizational plan that
links development activities with the actual tasks and responsibilities of the job
(McDade 1988). For this study, leadership development describes workshops,
seminars, challenging task assignments, enhanced job performance opportunities,
acquisition of needed knowledge, and autonomy to make decisions (Burns and Otte,
1999; Liden, 1998).
Mentor: For this study a mentor is defined as one who is knowledgeable about the
organization’s culture, goals, and functions; has assumed or is willing to assume
responsibility for guiding a protege; and is in a senior level administrative position
(Glazer, 1994; McDade, 1988).
Protege: A protege, as defined by (Glazer, 1994), is “one who is a self-directed, selfmotivated organizational learner; possesses the potential to succeed in higher level
performance; and is willing to perform in more than one functional area of the
organization”.
Senior administrative positions: Senior administrative positions are defined as
“chancellor, president, dean, and associate dean” (McDade, 1988). For this study,
senior administrative positions will refer to chancellors, presidents, and deans in
institutions of higher education.
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Women’s Relationship Building: For this study, women’s relationship building will be
defined as bringing together diverse groups to share power, to build coalitions, and to
advance individual as well as community development (Getskow, 1996; Leland and
Astin, 1991).
Limitations
This research has the following limitations:
1. Data will be gathered from women currently serving as college presidents in the six
New England states.
2. The sample size will be small since there are currently only 34 women presidents in
New England colleges and universities.
3. A sample bias may exist. Data will be gathered only from those who agree to
participate. I don’t know how they will be different from those who don’t participate.
4. This study is only looking at women. Some of what I find may also be relevant to
men.
5. Data will be collected from mentors and proteges and it may be biased because of
mentoring relationships.
6. The small data source and interview protocols may require interpretation of data
rather than direct quotes from participants.
7. Results of this research will allow the assumption that the questionnaire is a valid
instrument for looking at patterns or themes for leadership development.
8. The emergent nature of this study limits the methodology to inductive, qualitative
research and may not be generalizable.
Overview and Summary of the Introduction
To briefly summarize, the necessity of women’s leadership development for
senior administrative staff in colleges and universities was introduced. Astin and
Leland (1991) write that “historically it has been easier for women to assume

leadership within education than within other institutional or organizational settings”
and “the demand for teachers has always turned to a women’s labor pool and as a
result women have had greater access and more opportunities for visible leadership
roles within the American educational system” (p. 28). However, while there have
been greater leadership opportunities, few women have received training to ascend to
senior leadership positions.
The high rate of turnover in CEO positions and minimal effort directed toward
developing future leaders creates a vacuity in senior level administrative positions.
The high turnover makes it necessary to select a new president approximately every
seven years (Taylor, 1987). Since many senior administrators of colleges and
universities first trained for academic careers in research and teaching, they scarcely
anticipated administrative positions and have had minimal management training (Astin
and Leland, 1991; McDade, 1988). Quite the opposite is true in private industry, where
there has been a long history of grooming future leaders.
The corporate sector spends over $40 billion a year on training and
development. Higher education has not readily followed industry’s lead regarding
leadership development nor does it allocate a substantial amount of money for
professional development (McDade, 1988). Despite high rates of turnover in senior
campus leadership positions, there is little effort directed toward developing qualified
on-campus individuals (Taylor, 1987). Leadership development programs have never
achieved the same acceptance in education as they have in private industry as
evidenced by how little money is devoted to the development of staff. When budget
constraints are called for, funds for professional development are among the first to be
cut (Green and McDade, 1994; McDade, 1988). Mentoring programs geared for
grooming high-potential employees can sometimes offset the negative effects of
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budget cuts for professional development (Byham, 2002; Bower, 1993). Bower further
believes women should be leading the effort to legitimize mentoring and make it an
integral part of leadership development in organizations.
Rothwell’s (1995) research looked at the effectiveness of various methods used
for grooming individuals in organizations. A wide range of leadership development
theories exists including Situational, Transformational, Principle-Centered, Average
Leadership Style, and Leader-Member (LMX) Exchange. The locus of LMX is on
forming relationships to develop future leaders. LMX describes leadership but more
importantly it prescribes leadership. Since LMX focuses on relationship building, it
overlaps with women’s relationship building theories.
Astin and Leland (1991) conclude that women’s relationship building theory
encompasses transformational leadership with a specific emphasis on empowerment
and forming relationships. They describe interdisciplinary women’s leadership
development theory as a juxtaposition of transformational and empowerment theories.
Getskow (1996) describes women’s leadership as passionate commitment, belief in
involving others in the leadership process, and possessing keen self-awareness and
interpersonal communication skills. She calls these attributes a process of
empowerment.
Women’s leadership development has become a crucial issue for a wide variety
of businesses and organizations. This issue is salient for higher education since the
average tenure for college presidents is seven years. In recent years about 500
colleges and universities have faced the necessity of selecting a new president (Taylor,
1987). This indicates a significant amount of history is leaving institutions, especially if
current, on-campus administrators have not participated in leadership development
opportunities by working closely with senior staff. “On-the-job training is best but
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mistakes can be costly to individuals and institutions” (McDade, 1988, p. 2) if illprepared administrators are suddenly thrust into positions for which they have not been
adequately prepared.
Chapter One describes the necessity of women’s leadership development for
senior level administrative staff in colleges and universities. This chapter provides a
description of some of the obstacles women face while trying to advance their careers.
Some of those obstacles include androcentric thinking, academic credentials, male
control in upper level management, relationship building, and mentoring. Women’s
relationship theory is described as a juxtaposition of transformational and
empowerment theories that emphasizes empowerment and relationship building. In
addition to obstacles women face, this chapter explains why there is a high rate of
turnover in senior administrative positions, leadership development for senior staff, and
female representation in senior positions. An interpretation of women’s leadership
theories describes early research on gender and leadership.
The remaining chapters in this dissertation are organized as follows: Chapter
Two provides a review of literature related to the topic of leadership development
theories. The review is organized from a review of general information on leadership
development in higher education to a focus on women’s leadership development
issues. However, to understand the broader concepts of leadership development,
major theories will be critiqued. Women’s leadership theories will be reviewed to
render an understanding of the differences between women’s leadership perspectives
and traditional androcentric (male centered) perspectives. Finally, the conceptual
framework for this study is discussed. The conceptual framework is drawn from two
leadership development models - Leader Member Exchange (LMX) Theory and
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Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT). LMX is a leadership theory whereas WLT is a
collection of leadership perspectives. The chapter concludes with an explanation of
the overlap of LMX and WLT.
Chapter Three describes the conceptual framework, research questions and
design. The chapter includes participant data, measures, analysis, and limitations of
the study. Chapter Three provides the conceptual framework for this study as well as
the research questions and designs as identified by the study participants. Data
measures are analyzed and limitations of the study further explained. Data sources,
collection procedures, analysis strategy and rationale for the sequence of the
interviews, trustworthiness strategies, ethical considerations, and limitations are also
included. Finally, the chapter concludes with a review of the key points from the
research.
Chapter Four describes the research findings and explains the significance of
the concepts identified from the data analyses. Key findings from the data analyses
are discussed. This chapter also presents a summary of the background
characteristics and describes the study participants. Participants are given
pseudonyms to protect their identities as well as the institutions in which they work.
Chapter Five, Discussion and Implications and Recommendations, presents the
research findings and discusses implications for higher education policy and practice.
The Recommendations section posits questions for future research that emerge from
this study. Finally, Conclusions reviews the initial conceptual framework and provides
an overview of the leader development process that expands on the initial
assumptions.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter reviews the literature related to leadership development theories
and women’s leadership development issues. There is a vast amount of literature that
substantiates the positive relationship of mentoring on leadership development in
industry (Byham, 2000; Yearout, 2000; Byrne, Reingold, and Melcher, 1997). Tillman
(1998) explains that with regard to industry “more than 30 years of accumulated
research has informed us about leadership development..(p. 3). However, there is
very little research available on leadership development at colleges and universities
(Green and McDade, 1994; Twombly, 1986).
Most senior academic administrators in colleges and universities are first
trained for academic careers in research and teaching and as such they rarely
anticipate becoming administrators. Consequently they have few opportunities for
leadership training (Getskow, 1996; Green and McDade, 1994). As senior
administrators ascend into higher-level leadership positions, they must develop new
and different knowledge and skills required to manage institutions (McDade, 1988).
For example, senior administrators are responsible for the development of visions and
goals for organization sustainability. Lazar and Bergquist (2004) write:
Organizational leaders are charged with declaring
the vision and direction of their organizations. They
are expected to motivate and inspire others,
managing their own moods and associated behaviors
and thereby setting the tone and climate ... (p. 16).
To create a conceptual and empirical base for this study, the literature review
addresses the following areas: 1) Leadership development in Higher Education; 2)
Leadership Development Theories; and 3) Women’s leadership theories/relationship
building. The literature review is organized to introduce the broader concepts of
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leadership development before focusing specifically on women’s leadership
development. First, leadership development in higher education will be examined
(Green and McDade, 1994; Bensimon and Neumann, 1993; Astin and Leland, 1991;
McDade, 1988) to provide a framework for the necessity of professional development
in post-secondary institutions. Next, leadership development theories will be
considered (Northouse, 2001; Burns and Otte, 1999; Walman, 1999; Liden, 1998; Nur,
1998; Morgan, 1997; Covey, 1990, Dansereau, 1975). “Previous studies have focused
on differences in the leadership styles of women and men...” (Astin and Leland, 1991,
p. 3) but from a traditional androcentric perspective. Descriptions of prevalent
leadership development theories are gender specific and describe traits in traditional
male terms. “Trait studies consistently supported the traditional attitude that women
lack adequate leadership characteristics” (Astin and Leland, 1991, p. 3) and have
prompted researchers to question prevailing descriptions of leadership and to consider
women’s perspectives. Finally, leadership development from a female perspective will
be reviewed (Getskow, 1996; Luna and Cullen, 1995; Bower, 1993; Flynn, 1993; Astin
and Leland, 1991) to show that women’s leadership theories encompass several
“traits” and is multifaceted. In the 21st century, college presidents will need to be
multifaceted to provide the vision, teamwork, diversity, communication, and leadership
skills to guide their institutions (Hamilton, 2000; Anderson, 1993; Harter, 1993; Taylor,
1987).
Leadership Development
Leadership Development in Higher Education
McDade (1988) believes “to be most effective, professional development
experiences need to be part of an integrated, comprehensive organizational plan that
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links development activities with the actual tasks and responsibilities of the job” (p. 4).
Leadership skills must be consciously developed since most senior administrators
begin their careers in academic positions (McDade, 1988). She remarks that senior
administrators
must quickly develop the new and different
knowledge and skills needed to manage an
institution when they move into senior leadership
positions. Likewise, administrators in senior
positions must continue to grow as leaders
while adapting to a constantly changing
environment (p. 2).
Dill (1986) adds:
The training of higher education administrators
should be based on knowledge of the context of
education. This knowledge should ideally include
the nature of educational organizations as well as
what educational managers actually do (p. 369).
Green and McDade (1994) report that college presidents spend a great deal of
time meeting with the public. Dill (1984) echoes this sentiment. He reports presidents
spend approximately 60% of their time meeting with the public, 22% of that time in
meetings held out of town, and only 30% of their time is spent in the office. Dill adds
that when they are in the office college presidents spend the largest single block of
their time interacting with direct subordinates because of incompetent staff or staffing
problems.
The ACE 2002 edition indicates presidents’ primary uses of their time as
follows:
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Table 1.
President’s Primarv Use of Their Time
Rank Dutv

Percent

1.

Planning

59.3

2.

Fund raising

56.6

3.

Budget

50.5

4.

Personnel issues

41.9

5.

Community relations

37.9

6.

Board relations

35.5

7.

Academic issues

34.7

8.

Relations with policy makers

19.4

9.

Student issues

12.3

10.

Athletics

3.2

While both Green and McDade (1994) and Dill (1984) report that presidents
spend the majority of their time involved in community issues, the latest ACE report
indicates a shift in priorities. Financial issues have become the number one precedent.
Dill (1984) says that as senior administrators move up the hierarchy and
assume more responsibility, professional expertise becomes less relevant while human
relations’ skills, conceptual skills, and technical skills become more important to
achieving institutional goals than raising endowment funds. “One of the means of
developing these skills for future leadership positions is by offering employees careers
within the institution” (Twombly, 1986, p. 11). While “academic administrators begin
their careers as faculty members, many non-academic administrators enter
administration and rise through the ranks through another set of career paths”
(McDade, 1988, p. 3).
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“Careers are one of the major means that organizations employ to develop and
to ensure that a pool of trained leaders is ready to assume leadership roles” (Twombly,
1986, p. 4). However, developing that talent pool can be problematic “because
administrators follow many career paths and their skills, knowledge, and expertise
depend on their experience” (McDade, 1988, p. 3). McDade explains that the
responsibilities of administrators are varied and numerous and “administrators,
particularly senior executives, are responsible for developing visions and goals for
achieving them” (p. 3).
In her critique of trends in higher education, Hamilton (2000) indicates
What colleges and universities appear to need
more than anything as they move into the 21st
century is leadership with vision. With so many
fundamental changes looming on the horizon,
search committees charged with filling key positions
have had to be extremely clear and articulate about
their needs (p. 25).
Taylor (1987) examined the presidential search process and writes “the college
president will be required to provide knowledge and leadership to guide institutions to
meet challenges” and boards of trustees need to understand “that persons selected for
top university positions should be chosen for their capacity to act as leaders rather than
for their capacity as administrators” (p. 2). College presidents must have integrity,
vision, good management skills, and the ability to motivate others. In addition to these
qualities Taylor continues
The president is expected to be a scholar and
leader, financial manager and fund-raiser,
teacher and administrator, politician and public
relations specialist, as well as directing student
services that cast the president in the roles of
cafeteria owner, apartment manager and athletic
team owner (p. 2).
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The ability to motivate others, integrity, vision, and management skills are not
restricted to higher education. Wolverton and Poch (2000) studied the nexus between
academic deans and industry CEOs. They note many similarities and say
... in corporate America, CEOs are somewhere
between 40 and 55 years old, male, and white.
Most CEOs are fairly well educated ... and
rose through the ranks of mid-level management
... to reach their current positions (3).
Wolverton and Poch add that in higher education
... almost without exception, academic deans hold
doctoral degrees, have records of scholarly
endeavors, are tenured faculty, and quite often
have been department chairs or academic deans.
Twenty years ago, most deans were middle-aged,
married, white males (p. 3).
Findings by Wolverton and Poch suggest that, even today, the typical CEO is
still a white, middle-aged male in both industry and higher education who has followed
a fairly direct career path.
In higher education there is no clear, direct career path for non-academic
administrators as there is for academic administrators. Based on her extensive
research on leadership in higher education, McDade (1988) reports that although the
department chair is the most common entry port into academic administration, it is not
necessarily the first step for a majority of academic administrators. The department
chair position can be effective on-the-job training as “the chair must learn to cope
readily with the demands of being in the middle, with responsibilities to both faculty and
administration” (Seagren, 1993, p. 2). The traditional career ladder is department
chair, dean, provost, and then college president or chancellor. Getskow (1996)
observes that “women currently hold nearly 16% of the chief executive officer positions
(CEO) at 453 colleges and universities in the United States. This represents a sizable
increase of the last two decades; in 1975 women held only 5% of CEO positions” (p.
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2). Warner and DeFleur (1993) report that “in 1987, approximately 22 percent of
administrators at state and land-grant institutions were women, yet women represented
only about 3 percent of presidents and 15 percent of chief academic officers and
deans” (p. 3). However, Warner and DeFleur cite a more recent report by the
American Council on Education that indicates “women currently make up 11 percent of
presidents of approximately 3,000 accredited higher education institutions” (p. 4).
In California community colleges women have made significant advances into
senior level positions, including the college presidency, within the last ten years.
Research by Anderson (1993) indicates that this occurs because the environment is
much more egalitarian than the environment at four-year colleges and universities.
Anderson writes “while the transition from a faculty position to election as a chair is the
traditional path to advancement to the entry level of management, the second most
common option is to move from President of the Academic Senate” (p. 33). She cites
other paths to advancement such as chief union negotiator, presidential assistant, and
cross-divisional appointments as other administrative routes to senior level positions.
Anderson notes that all of these possible avenues to advancement require the
development of leadership competencies.
Research by Anderson (1993) and Harter (1993) indicates that leadership skills
are a common requirement for senior level administrative positions mentioned in all of
the previously reviewed literature. Birnbaum (1991) believes that “in higher education
there is strong resistance to leadership as it is generally understood in more traditional
and hierarchical organizations ...” (p. 22). This is due in part to the university’s
structure. Research by Lipman-Blumen (1998) describes the university’s structure as
“loosely coupled sets of diverse disciplines and departments, all interdependent^
dwelling under one institutional roof’ (p. 3). Lipman-Blumen refers to this structure as
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“connective” and says “when connective university leaders nurture constituents and
prepare them for leadership, they are engaging in leadership through expectation” (p.
5). Lipman-Blumen adds,
Leadership by expectation is far more likely
than micro-management to yield results exceeding
both the leaders’ and the entrusted individuals’
expectations. It is the surest way to enable others,
to prompt them to reach down into their deepest
personal reserves to meet their leader’s expectations.
(Lipman-Blumen, 1998, p. 5)
The quote on institutional leadership aptly describes what industry calls best
practices and building talent pipelines. Yearout, Miles, and Koonce (2000) believe
best-practice organizations nurture future leaders by giving them “stretch”
assignments, develop core competencies, continue to support leadership development,
start with results, and include senior leaders in the learning process. McDade’s (1988)
research on leadership development in post-secondary education upholds studies by
Yearout et al. when she states “professional development experiences need to be part
of an integrated organizational plan linking tasks with job responsibilities” (p. 4).
Bensimon and Neumann (1993) studied leadership and explain that “leadership
is not a one-person act but a collaborative endeavor” (p. ix). Their extensive study of
leadership teams collected data to explore models of teamwork in higher education.
Their research examined college presidents, their executive officers, and how
effectively (or ineffectively) these teams work together. They conclude that
“leadership is a shared, interactive, culturally framed activity” (pp. xi - xii). Bush (1995)
calls this shared activity collegial and explains “collegial models include all those
theories that emphasize that power and decision-making should be shared among
some or all members of the organization” (p. 52). These leadership practices describe
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the importance of collegiality and collaboration and inculcate some of the philosophy of
women’s leadership development. However, the descriptions appear to lack a
prescription for how to edify leadership in higher education.
In sum, higher education hasn’t actively prescribed to the practice of leadership
development and consequently there is very little research available on leadership
development in post-secondary institutions (Green and McDade, 1994; Twombly,
1986). This is due, in part, to academicians preparing for teaching and research
professions - not administrative careers. Historically, women have entered higher
education through teaching positions and are not prepared for leadership positions in
administration (Wellington, 1998; Morgan, 1997; Warner and DeFleur, 1993; Astin and
Leland, 1991). Tedrow (1999) says that women are less likely than men to become
senior level administrators because of androcentric thinking by more senior
administrators. Women’s leadership development is an anomaly to traditional
leadership development theories and offers an alternative model to leadership
development (Astin and Leland, 1991).
Traditional Leadership Development Theories
Rothwell (1995) notes a wide range of traditional leadership theories exists. In
1995 he conducted a study to help identify and determine the effectiveness of various
methods for identifying and preparing individuals for senior level positions. Some of
the more well known theories are Situational (Northouse, 2001);
Transformational/Charismatic (Morgan, 1997; Nur, 1998, Walman, 1999), PrincipleCentered (Covey, 1990), and Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory (Northouse,
2001; Bums and Otte, 1999; Liden, 1998). These perspectives are traditionally
androcentric or male-centered.
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Rudderman (2004) writes “organizational systems of advancement and rewards
are based on the life patterns of men and assume that managers can prioritize work
above all other roles in life, especially caregiving roles. As a result, these systems are
less than welcoming to the traditional life patterns of women ..(p. 275).
Birnbaum (1991) believes most leadership studies have focused on leadership
styles in business and the military - traditional male organizations. He states, “the
study of leadership is even more difficult in colleges and universities than in other
settings because of the dual control systems ...” (p. 22). On one hand, industry has
relied on leadership development theories since the turn of the century to prepare its
future leaders (Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). On the other hand, higher education
hasn’t actively prescribed to the practice of leadership development and consequently
there is very little research available on leadership development in post-secondary
institutions. While Moorhead and Griffin (1995), Rothwell (1995), and Birnbaum (1991)
support contentions about leadership development, notably missing from most studies
is data on women’s leadership development theories. Women’s leadership
development theories cannot be categorized into one particular philosophy because
they tend to be more multi-dimensional than many androcentric theories (Flynn, 1993;
LeBlanc, 1993; Astin and Leland, 1991).
VanVelsor and McCauley (2004) offer a perspective on leadership development
that separates leader and leadership development. These researchers define leader
development as “an expansion of a person’s capacity to be effective in leadership roles
and processes” (p. 2). They explain that leadership is a broad concept whose role is to
“facilitate setting direction, creating alignment and maintaining commitment in groups of
people who share common work” (p. 2) and to develop relationships. Along the same
line, McCauley and Douglas (2004) explain that developmental relationships shape
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people’s lives personally and professionally. McCauley and Douglas believe that
“relationships in work settings, such as mentors, are particularly developmental” for
career and leader development.
VanVelsor, Moxley, and Bunker (2004) describe shifts in developmental
perspectives that have occurred recently. They write “in recent years human resource
professionals and the companies in which they work have developed richer, more
complex ways of thinking about and approaching the development of individual
leaders” (p. 205). These authors note the emphasis is shifting from short-term to long¬
term development, linking one experience with another, learning from experience, and
on assessing learning and development. Chappelow (2004) writes that ’’recent trends
in the field of leader development include the popularity and growth of 360-feedback
instruments in organizations” (p. 58) for leader development. Feedback instruments,
needs assessments, organizational attitude measurements, and person-job fit
attributes have been included in psychological assessments used for leadership
development theories for several decades beginning with the earliest leadership
studies (Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). These authors point out that “hundreds of
studies were conducted during the first several decades of this century” in an attempt
to “identify stable and enduring traits that differentiated effective leaders from
nonleaders” (p. 299) and to build theory about leadership development.
Moorhead and Griffin (1995) critiqued major leadership development theories
and determined most can be categorized as either situational, trait, or behavior. The
next section reviews leadership development theories and follows the chronological
and historical path of leadership studies outlined by Moorhead and Griffin. A review of
major leadership development theories provides a chronological and conceptual basis
for trait, situational, and behavioral theories. Theories focusing on traits of leaders are
reviewed first. Situational leadership theories are examined second. The third group
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of theories being reviewed looks at leader behavior. It should be noted that most
leadership development theories have historically been evaluated from a traditional
male perspective (Flynn, 1993; Power, 1993; Kerka, 1992; Astin and Leland, 1991).
The final leadership development hypotheses focus on women’s leadership theories
and relationship building.
Leadership Development Theories
Rothwell’s 1995 study looked at the effectiveness of various methods used for
grooming individuals. Birnbaum (1991) believes most leadership studies have focused
on leadership styles in business and the military. He states “the study of leadership is
even more difficult in colleges and universities than in other settings because of the
dual control systems..(p. 22). Therefore scant research has been conducted on
higher education (Green and McDade, 1994; Birnbaum, 1991; Getskow, 1986).
Bensimon and Neumann (1993) recently studied images of leadership and
determined that there is “a growing interest in the dynamics of interactive leadership at
the executive level in a variety of organizations, be they corporations, public agencies,
or colleges and universities” (p. ix). Northouse (2001) undertook a similar review
when he re-analyzed a wide range of leadership theories. He writes “there are also
many publications about leadership in the research literature” and “a review of the
scholarly studies on leadership shows that there is a wide variety of different theoretical
approaches to explain the complexities of the leadership process” (p. 1). Moorhead
and Griffin (1995) critiqued leadership theories and organized leadership processes
and theory along two dimensions - focus and approach. Focus refers to leadership as
a set of traits or behaviors; approach designates leadership as a contingency
perspective. Moorhead and Griffin explain that early leadership studies focused first
on specific abilities across situations. Later studies shifted the emphasis from
situations to traits of leaders. Beginning in the mid-1940s, the third, and most recent,
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focus of leadership studies has examined leader behavior. However, recently some
researchers have sought to re-introduce trait theories for further study (Moorhead and
Griffin, 1995). The approach taken here to study leadership theories follows the model
established by Moorhead and Griffin’s chronological study. The first theories being
reviewed will be trait. Second, situation theories will be researched, and finally leader
behavior theories will be examined.
Trait Leadership
T rait Approach
Northouse (2001) describes the trait approach as “one of the first systematic
attempts to study leadership” (p. 15). Initial trait theories suggested some people
possessed innate qualities and characteristics that made them remarkable and
enabled them to be leaders in any situation. Widely accepted in the early 1900s, the
trait approach was challenged by researchers in the 1950s who suggested “an
individual with leadership traits who was a leader in one situation might not be a leader
in another situation” (p. 15) and that there are no consistent set of traits that
individuated a leader from a non-leader.
Since the mid 1980s there has been renewed interest in trait theory from
another perspective. Northouse (2001) reports current interest is focusing on
understanding how traits influence leadership. For example, personality, charisma,
and visionary leadership are traits, or characteristics, that affect a leader’s ability to
influence and direct followers.
While earlier studies emphasized only a few traits, research conducted
between 1948 and 1970 indicates a provocative list of leader characteristics.
Northouse (2001) explains 163 research studies conducted by Stogdill on leaders
traits. Northouse claims Stogdill’s research culminated in a list of 10 characteristics.
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Among them are drive, originality in problem solving, willingness to accept
consequences, readiness to absorb interpersonal stress, ability to tolerate frustration,
and ability to influence others (p. 17).
Like other trait theories, the trait approach has some noteworthy strengths and
weaknesses. The first strength Northouse (2001) discusses is its intuitive appeal; it fits
what many of us believe a leader should be. Second, there are almost 100 years of
empirical evidence supporting trait approaches to leadership. The trait approach is one
of the most heavily researched leadership theories (Northouse, 2001). Third, the trait
approach provides benchmarks for what we expect from a leader. And finally, this
■

approach like all of the previously mentioned trait theories, highlights the leader’s
characteristics.
Criticisms include a failure to limit the number of leadership traits. The list is
long and extensive and can include many characteristics. A second criticism is the
failure of trait theory to consider different situations. As mentioned earlier, “people who
possess certain traits that make them leaders in one situation may not be leaders in
another situation” (Northouse, 2001, p. 23). Third, determining the “most important”
traits is highly subjective. A final weakness is that it’s inappropriate for the training and
development of leadership.
In conclusion, the locus of trait theory provides a description of characteristics
that leaders should possess such as intelligence, self-confidence, determination,
sociability, and, integrity. Northouse (2001) states “the way the trait approach works is
very different from other approaches because the trait approach focuses exclusively on
the leader.. .”(p. 20).
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Situational Leadership
Contingency
In the 1950s organizational behavior focused on a universal approach to
leadership. By the early 1960s, a paradigm shift occurred and studies began focusing
on organizational contingencies. Over time organizational contingencies became a
generic connotation for matching leaders to appropriate situations (Northouse, 2001;
Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). Fred Fiedler developed the current connotation of
contingency theory after analyzing hundreds of organizational leaders “to make
empirically grounded generalizations about which styles of leadership were best and
which styles were worst for a given organizational context” (Moorhead and Griffin,
1995, p. 75). Northouse explains “contingency theory is a leader-match’ theory, which
means it tries to match leaders to appropriate situations”; “effective leadership is
contingent on matching a leader’s style to the right setting” (p. 75). Northouse also
emphasizes that “it is important to point out that contingency theory stresses that
leaders will not be effective in all situations. If your style is a good match for the
situation in which you work, you will be good at the job; if your style does not match the
situation, you will most likely fail” (p. 79).
To further understand contingency theory it’s important to acknowledge both its
strengths and weaknesses. Northouse (2001) describes some of the strengths as: 1) a
theory that is grounded in research and is supported by valid empirical evidence; 2)
focused on the connection between leaders and situations; 3) it’s predictive and
provides useful feedback regarding leadership styles that will be effective in particular
situations; 4) the contingency approach doesn’t require everyone to be effective in
every situation; and 5) organizations can use data on leaders’ styles to develop profiles
for further professional development (p. 79).
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There are few criticisms for this theory and Northouse (2001) indicates the
following are important considerations. First, he states the theory doesn’t fully explain
why some leadership styles are more effective than others. The second criticism
concerns the type of assessment used to measure leadership. Contingency theory
uses the LPC scale developed by Fiedler that is explained in the following theory
critique. A third criticism Northouse (2001) mentions is that the theory provides no
prescription to solving a mismatch between leadership style and the work situation.
Contingency theory is the precursor to the Least Preferred Co-Worker theory.
Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC)
Moorhead and Griffin (1995) explain “the LPC theory contends that a leader’s
effectiveness depends on the situation, and as a result, some leaders may be effective
in one situation or organization but not in another” (p. 304). Northouse (2001) doesn’t
make a distinction between Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC) Theory and contingency
theory. Moorhead and Griffin (1995) argue “the LPC theory contends that a leader’s
effectiveness depends on the situation, and as a result, some leaders may be effective
in one situation or organization but not in another. The theory also explains why this
discrepancy may occur and identifies leader-situation matches that should result in
effective performance” (p. 304). This is an important distinction between contingency
theory and LPC theory. This theory, originally called Contingency Theory of
Leadership, developed by Fred Fiedler, signaled the need to reevaluate the importance
of how groups and situations affect a leader’s behavior in a specific situation. The
theory asserts “that leadership effectiveness depends on the match between a leader’s
personality and the situation” (p. 304). Fiedler and his associates developed the “least
preferred co-worker scale, or LPC instrument, to measure a leader’s behavior in
situations. The LPC instrument has some critics. Northouse (2001) asserts that the
instructions for administering and scoring the assessment are unclear. Moorhead and
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Griffin (1995) indicate that recently researchers have suggested that scores on the
LPC are indicative of behavior or personality. Fiedler contends that the instrument is
concerned with interpersonal relations and task-relevant problems in situations.
There are a few notable strengths and weaknesses for the LPC theory.
Moorhead and Griffin (1995) consistently mention two strengths. First, the theory
returned the field to a study of the situation and, second, the theory provides definitive
thoughtfulness to organizational contexts and the roles of effective leaders. Criticisms
concern the LPC scale and its apparent lack of validity because the theory doesn’t
provide adequate empirical evidence. A final criticism is that assumptions about leader
behavior are impractical (Moorhead and Griffin, 1995).
Situational
While the LPC theory may lack validity, situational leadership theory appears to
have validity and prescriptive value for leadership development. Situational leadership
developed by Hersey and Blanchard (and refined from previous leadership studies) is
one of the most recognized leadership theories. Northouse (2001) explains that
situational leadership focuses on leadership styles in specific situations. “To develop
what is needed in a particular situation, a leader must evaluate her or his employees
and assess how competent and committed they are to perform a given task” (p. 55).
Northouse says “the essence of situational leadership demands that a leader matches
his or her style to the competence and commitment of the subordinates” (p. 56).
Leadership style is the conduct an individual displays when trying to persuade
followers to act in a particular manner. The locus of situational leadership is on the
ability of the leader to adapt or persuade followers to follow a particular course of
action (Northouse, 2001; Bolman and Deal, 1997). Situational leadership is useful
during the initial stages of a project. However, “because situational leadership stresses
adapting to followers, it is ideal for use with followers whose commitment and
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competence change over the course of a project” (Northouse, 2001, p. 64). The
implication is that it is not ideal for followers whose commitment and competence do
not change, or indeed improve, over the course of a project.
Northouse (2001) identifies both strengths and weaknesses of situational
leadership. Noteworthy strengths of this theory are first that it’s well known and
frequently used for leadership training within organizations. Second, situational
leadership style is easily applied to a diversity of settings. It’s also very easy to
understand. A third strength is its prescriptive value. Situational leadership explains
exactly what should and should not be done in various settings. Fourth, situational
leadership emphasizes leadership flexibility. As Northouse explains “situational
leadership stresses that leaders need to find out about their subordinates’ needs and
then adapt their style accordingly” (p. 61). Finally, this style advises leaders to treat
each subordinate differently, consider the tasks, and look for opportunities to help
subordinates become more knowledgeable about their work.
Northouse (2001) refers to previous studies that identified some striking
limitations of situational leadership. Northouse references research by Fernandez and
Vecchio and Graeff that explains some of the weaknesses of situational leadership
theory. First, he says, there is a lack of empirical evidence to validate many
assumptions about the theory. A second weakness he refers to is the ambiguous
definitions of commitment and competence provided by Hersey and Blanchard when
they developed the four levels of development of situational leadership. Another
weakness pointed out by Northouse is that the theory doesn’t adequately address oneon-one leadership vs. group leadership in organizations. A final weakness is the
leadership assessments. The questionnaires are “forced responses” and require
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respondents to describe leadership within narrow parameters. In essence, “the
answers are predetermined and the questionnaire is biased in favor of situational
leadership” (Northouse, 2001, p. 64).
Path-Goal
Like situational leadership, path-goal theory focuses on the situation. However
the locus is the leader’s behaviors and how leaders motivate subordinates (Northouse,
2001; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995) in different situations. “The path-goal theory allows
for the possibility of adapting leadership to the situation” (Moorhead and Griffin, 1995,
p. 307). This situational theory, developed by Evans and House in the early 1970s,
and refined by House and Dressier, and House and Mitchell in the mid-1970s, stresses
“the stated goal of this leadership theory is to enhance employee performance and
employee satisfaction by focusing on employee motivation” (Northouse, 2001, p. 89).
The basic premise of the path-goal theory recommends that effective leadership is
accomplished and employees are motivated when the paths (behaviors) and rewards
(goals) are clearly and fully explained. In organizations, receiving a reward often
depends on effective performance and path-goal theory clearly emphasizes that in
order to be rewarded leaders may behave in different ways in different situations
(Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). This is one of the remarkable differences between
path-goal and contingency theory because “path-goal theory assumes that leaders can
change their behavior and exhibit any or all leadership styles” (Moorhead and Griffin,
1995, p. 309).
The path-goal theory encompasses four major components of leader behaviors:
directive, supportive, participative, and achievement-oriented. It is intentionally openended to include other variables regarding leader behaviors and how they interact
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differently with subordinates (Northouse, 2001). For example, “leaders should help all
subordinates design goals and paths they wish to take to reach those goals and help
them to overcome obstacles they might face” (Northouse, 2001, p. 96).
The path-goal theory was originally designed to render a common framework
for understanding how leader behavior and situations influence subordinate’s
behaviors. A significant strength of the path-goal theory is that it was developed to
encourage further research on its major propositions and not to provide conclusive
answers. Researchers recommend further study to encourage and stimulate a more
fully developed and formal theory especially since many of the theory’s hypotheses are
generic and have not provided valid empirical evidence (Moorhead and Griffin, 1995).
Vroom-Yetton-Jaqo
Like situational and path-goal theory, the locus of Vroom-Yetton-Jago theory is
on leaders adapting to situations and/or motivating subordinates to adapt but it doesn’t
have specific approaches to motivation and participation. The Vroom-Yetton-Jago
theory differs in this aspect. Moorhead and Griffin (1995) explain that “in the VroomYetton-Jago model, the leader assesses critical problem attributes and then adopts
one of five basic levels of participation” (p. 310). Moorhead and Griffin classify the five
levels as: 1) the manager alone makes all the decisions; 2) the manager asks for input
but still makes the decision and may or may not inform subordinates about the
decision; 3) the manager shares the situation, solicits input, but the manager alone
makes the final decision; 4) the manager and subordinates meet jointly to discuss the
situation, but the manager alone makes the final decision; and 5) the manager and
subordinates meet as a group, discuss the situation, and the group is empowered to
make the final decision (p. 312). This model makes the assumption that characteristics
of the situation determine the degree to which subordinates are encouraged to
participate in decision making since there are multiple problem-solving approaches.
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The Vroom-Yetton-Jago theory uses a decision problem-solving matrix, called a
decision tree, to assess leadership ability. The decision tree asks a series of questions
in which the answer can only be yes or no. The forced yes/no answer is one of the
criticisms of the Vroom-Yetton-Jago theory. However, recent versions of the
assessment have permitted more than yes/no answers. To further address the
criticism “Vroom and Jago have developed computer software to help managers
assess a particular situation more accurately and quickly. ..” (p. 312). An additional
criticism of the theory is its newness and the lack of empirical studies. Moorhead and
Griffin (1995) are quick to point out the model’s strengths. First, “the model appears to
be a tool that managers can apply with confidence in deciding how much subordinates
should participate in decision-making processes” and second “that some research has
supported the idea that individuals who make decisions consistent with the predictions
of the model are more effective than those who make decisions inconsistent with it” (p.
312).
The Vroom-Yetton-Jago model of situational leadership assesses current
leadership skills to ascertain how managers can improve their own skills - not
necessarily the development of the skills, knowledge, and abilities of subordinates.
This situational leadership theory attempts to provide a common framework for
understanding how leaders behave in situations. The locus of situational leadership
theories is on the leadership skills of managers already in leadership positions
(Northouse, 2001; Bolman and Deal, 1997).
In conclusion, in early organizational behavior studies the locus was a universal
approach to leadership focusing on situations. Thus the evolution of theories from trait
to situational highlight the first attempts to understand leadership. Chronologically,
Contingency Theory underwent a metamorphosis and became Least-PreferredCoworker Theory. An offshoot of Contingency Theory became Situation Theory
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(Northouse, 2001; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). A lack of empirical evidence on
Situational Leadership resulted in the rise of Path-Goal Theory (Moorhead and Griffin,
1995). This theory, like Situational, lacks empirical evidence. However, a strength of
the Path-Goal Theory is that it was developed to encourage further research on its
propositions and not to supply conclusions about leadership (Northouse, 2001;
Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). Finally the Vroom-Yetton-Jago Theory, one of the latest
situational theories, also lacks empirical evidence on its validity to assess leadership.
This lack of empirical evidence and newness of the theory is a major criticism of the
model (Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). Foundations laid by situational theories that
encouraged leaders to adapt to organizational change, led researchers to begin
studying leaders to better understand their behavior and resulted in the development of
several leader behavior theories (Northouse, 2001; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995;
Rothwell, 1995; Flynn, 1993; Bower, 1993; Kerka, 1992; Astin and Leland, 1991;
Birnbaum, 1991).
Leadership Behavior
T ransactional
Transactional leadership follows on the heels of Situational and Trait Theories.
Like its predecessors, transactional leadership seeks to understand leaders, their
behavior in organizations, and development of a valid measurement instrument
(Northouse, 2001; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995; Rothwell, 1995; Bower, 1993; Flynn,
1993; Birnbaum, 1991). Transactional leadership refers to the majority of leadership
models that focus on the interactions between leaders and followers (Northouse,
2000). Bolman and Deal (1997) conducted research on organizational behavior and
state “transactional leaders approach their followers with an eye to trading one thing for
another: jobs for votes, subsidies for campaign contributions” (p. 314).
Transformational, charismatic, and transactional leadership often overlap in definitions
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and explanations. Steyrer (1998) states “the common core of these frequently
overlapping approaches lies in their viewing leadership as the conveyance of values
and meaning by means of exemplary action, as well as in the articulation of an
inspiring vision” (p. 2). Northouse (2000) believes “transformational leadership results
in better performance, while transactional leadership results in expected outcomes” (p.
139). Transactional leadership differs from transformational in that the leader does not
focus on subordinates’ personal development or their individual organizational needs.
The interaction between leaders and followers in transactional relationships is mostly
one-sided. “Transactional leaders are influential because it is in the best interest of
subordinates to do what the leader wants” (Northouse, 2000, p. 140). Rost (1991)
goes even further saying “transactional leadership is an exchange of valued things,
and as we know from real life, such bargains often promote the status quo” (p. 113).
He describes it as “managerial and custodial; it is competent but uninspired care taking
for a quiet time” (p. 132).
T ransformational
Building on the foundation of Transactional Leadership, Transformational
Leadership seeks to understand leaders and their behavior. Since the early 1980s,
transformational leadership has been the focus of much research (Northouse, 2001;
Bolman and Deal, 1997; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). “Transformational leadership is
a process that changes and transforms individuals. It is concerned with values, ethics,
standards, and long-term goals.” (Northouse, 2001, p. 131). Bolman and Deal (1997)
describe transformational leaders as rare and state that “they evoke their constituents’
better nature and move them toward higher and more universal needs and purposes.
They are visionary leaders ...” (p. 314). Northouse further explains this style of
leadership as “the process whereby an individual engages with others and creates a
connection that raises the level of motivation and morality in both the leader and the
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follower” (p. 132). For example, when a manager attempts to change an institution’s
values to reflect a more humanistic model, both the manager and followers may
develop higher humanistic standards as a result of the change.
Drath (1998) describes transformational leadership as a sophisticated approach
based on creating in people an inner commitment to social goals, of transforming a
person’s self-interest into a larger social concern. Brown and Lord (1999) conducted
experiential research on both transformational and charismatic leadership to advance
the connection between a leader’s appeal and a follower’s willingness to transform
their self-interests. They found that transformational leadership involves a strong
emotional attachment to a leader. Brown and Lord argue that “it is reasonable to
conclude that some aspects of transformational/charismatic leadership may be nonconscious (e.g., style and emotion)” (p. 532-533).
Rost (1991) describes transformational leadership as a lofty undertaking. He
says “It is not a trade-off for survival between leader and followers during good times,
but rather a process for achieving fundamental changes in hard times” (p. 132). For
example, transformational leaders are often considered visionary. Goleman, Boyatzis,
and McKee (2002) critiqued research on leadership styles and believe visionary
leaders “are particularly effective when a business is adrift - during a turnaround or
when it is in dire need of a fresh vision” (p. 59). Transformational leadership and
charismatic are often used synonymously but there are some distinct differences.
Charismatic
Nur (1998) writes that “the most crucial component of transformational
leadership is charisma” (p. 2). However, there’s a caveat and he asks “do managers
need to be charismatic to be effective?” (p. 1). In answering his own question, he
responds “this style of leadership can succeed where other motivational techniques
have failed; many leadership studies attribute organizational effectiveness and
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performance to the presence of managerial charisma in the work place” (p. 1).
Walman (1999) conducted studies to test the controversy between charisma and
overall organizational performance. He notes that “CEO charisma represents a
potentially key component of strategic leadership” and that “CEO charisma involves a
relationship between a CEO and one or more followers in close organizational
proximity” (p. 4). He believes that the effects of charismatic leadership may be
increased in potentially antagonistic environments such as hostile take-overs;
downsizing; distrust of management; and poor customer, supplier, and competitor
relations. Walman’s study also reveals that “followers of charismatic leaders,
compared to followers of other leaders or managers, are more committed, satisfied,
and motivated; receive higher performance ratings; have higher trust in their leaders;
put forth more effort; and engage in more organizational citizenship behaviors” (p. 5).
Thus, while transformational leadership is concerned with values, ethics, standards,
and long-term organizational goals, charismatic leadership is concerned with building
trust, commitment, satisfaction, and motivation of individuals within the organization.
Average Leadership Style (ALS)
While transformational and charismatic leadership consider several leadership
styles, Average Leadership Style (ALS) tries to find a “one size fits all” behavior style.
ALS is a research model that attempts to find a single best leadership style (Burns and
Otte, 1999) and is a precursor for leader-member exchange theory. Burns and Otte
describe the ALS approach as based on several assumptions:
First, leaders behave in the same prescribed
manner toward each group member. Second,
members of an organizational unit who report
to the same leader are homogeneous in perceptions,
interpretations, reactions, and other variables, and
they can be considered a single entity. Finally, all
subordinates in a unit will respond in approximately
the same manner to various levels of consideration
or initiating structure from the leader (p. 227).

Liden and Graen (1980) studied organizational leadership and determined that
“to study leadership in organizations, the assumption that all subordinates are treated
alike by the supervisor (average leadership style) may be replaced with an approach
that centers on the analysis of each supervisor-subordinate dyad” (p. 452).
In early organizational studies “ALS based research assumed that a leader
acted in a relatively uniform way toward all subordinates” (Dienesh and Liden, 1996, p.
622). Dienesh and Liden go on to say “the ALS focus is partly responsible for the slow
progress in the leadership area during the past 20 years and implied that LMX should
produce a better prediction of organizational phenomena than ALS” (p. 622). ALS is
the precursor for Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory.
Leader-Member Exchange (LMX)
Liden and Graen (1980) write that “one of the major characteristics of the
contemporary leadership literature is the assumption that leaders manifest one
consistent leadership style. One of the few leadership theories that clearly does not
assume that leaders enact a single leadership style with all subordinates in their units
is the Vertical Dyad Linkage (VDL) Model” (p. 451). The vertical dyad linkage theory
was introduced over 20 years ago and has since evolved into a dyadic approach to
understanding the relationship between supervisors and their subordinates and is now
known as Leader-Member Exchange theory (LMX) (Bauer and Green, 1996).
Northouse (2001) and Moorhead and Griffin (1995) describe this particular theory as
“the leader-member exchange (LMX) model of leadership. The theory, developed by
George Graen and Fred Dansereau, stresses the importance of variable relationships
between supervisors and each of their subordinates; this model differs from earlier
approaches in that it focuses on the differential relationship leaders often establish with
different subordinates” (p. 313).
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Dansereau, Graen, and Haga (1975) further explored vertical dyadic linkages
in leadership development and found that there was a distinct difference between
supervision and leadership. In their study, Dansereau et al. found that in supervision,
“the nature of the vertical exchange is such that a superior relies almost exclusively
upon the formal employment contract in his exchanges with a member” (p. 49). The
member is subordinate to the supervisor and follows the formal organizational
hierarchy. This exchange is very similar to transactional leadership.
On the other hand Dansereau, Graen, and Haga (1975) contend that leadership
“is anchored in the interpersonal exchange relationship between a superior and a
member” (p. 49). For the member, that interpersonal exchange can be greater job
latitude, decision-making influence, and greater support from the superior. This
exchange also appears to flatten the hierarchy thus making the supervisor more
accessible and supportive of the subordinate’s leadership development.
In their longitudinal study, Bauer and Green (1996) examined the development
of leader-member exchange relationships to test several hypotheses. Their findings
confirm that LMX development is a trust-building process and that personal
characteristics and behaviors are related to trust in the relationship. The second
hypothesis was confirmed in that personality similarity between leader and member
resulted in higher quality leader-member exchanges (p. 1558 - 1559). Other
noteworthy researchers have studied further aspects of LMX.
Duarte, Goodson, and Klich (1994) researched high-quality and low-quality
LMX relationships. They studied the effects of dyadic quality and performance
appraisals. Their empirical evidence supports “in both the short run and long run, the
performance of employees in high-quality leader-member exchange relationships is
rated high, regardless of their objectively measured performance. The ratings of
employees in low-quality exchange relationships are consistent with their objective
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performance ...” (p. 499). Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord (2002) conducted a
similar study on job performance that they call organizational citizenship behavior
(OCB). Their study reconfirms that “job involvement is a potentially important
determinant of individual performance” (p. 103). However, they were unable to make a
connection between job attitude and performance and suggest it as a future line of
research. Hui, Law, and Chen (1999) also conducted research on OCB and job
mobility. They found that “perceived job mobility was found to be a significant predictor
of extra-role behaviors” (p. 16). Extra-role behaviors are duties that exceed those
required for the position. Their data also detected that “LMX and perceived
organizational support were interrelated and that both were related to OCB” (p. 15).
In concert with studies by researchers Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord
(2002); Duarte, Goodson, and Klich (1994); and Liden and Graen (1980), Vecchio
(1985) offers a similar premise on the quality of leader-member exchanges. Vecchio
studied the influence of LMX on employee turnover and observed “the leader-member
exchange approach has potentially greater predictive utility for turnover among highlevel employees than among low-level employees” and “the nature of relationships
between subordinates and superiors ... may be greater in high-level occupations than
in low-level ones” (p. 483). However, Vecchio suggests further research to determine
this occupational link and to develop conceptual linkages for relating leadership to
employee turnover
Dienesch and Liden (1986) offer a final observation on LMX Theory. They
argue that leader-member exchange is a multidimensional construct and that the
leader-member exchange development process has not been fully explicated (p. 618).
The LMX approach they use is grounded in role theory and they contend that a body of
empirical evidence supports it. Particularly interesting is a body of evidence they’ve
collected on the use of LMX in university studies. Housing Services, Physical Plants,
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and Student Services have all been subjected to LMX research in colleges and
universities. However, based on this review of literature, there appears to be no
empirical research on the use of LMX and senior level administrative positions.
Principle-Centered
Principle-centered leadership is a theory on which the widely popular 7 Habits
of Highly Effective People by Stephen Covey is based. “Principle-centered leadership
introduces a new paradigm - that we center our lives and our leadership of
organizations and people on certain ‘true north’ principles” (Covey, 1990, p. 18). True
north principles are those that never change. Covey believes “principle-centered
leadership focuses on fundamental principles and processes and genuine cultural
transformations often transpire” (p. 23). Cultural transformations are based on four
levels of principle-centered leadership - organizational alignment; managerial
empowerment; interpersonal trust; and personal trustworthiness. Covey’s description
of principle-centered leadership is strikingly similar to Northouse’s (2001) description of
transformational leadership that he describes as a process that changes and
transforms individuals (p. 131). Principle-centered leadership is concerned with
processes to inspire change based on values, ethics, standards, and long-term goals.
Much like transformational leadership, principle-centered leadership seeks to change
behavior by raising motivation and morality levels in both leaders and followers (Covey,
1990, p. 18). Furthermore, principle-centered leadership, like the other behavior
theories, is concerned with the leader’s behavior and ability to change or transform
followers.
In summary, the leader-behavior theories are explanations of how leaders react
in some circumstances. They describe their traits and depict their behaviors.
Steyrer’s (1998) research suggests that there is a connection between the trait theories
of transformational, transactional, and charismatic leadership. He believes “the
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common core of these approaches lies in their viewing leadership as the conveyance
of values and meaning by means of exemplary action, as well as in the articulation of
an inspiring vision” (p. 2). However, the exemplary action pertains to someone already
in a leadership position.
Likewise, the locus of situational approaches is on the leader adapting his or
her style to that of his or her subordinates. Situational leadership approaches also blur
the differences between leadership and management of subordinates. Further, while
situational leadership describes four levels of subordinate ability so that leaders can
adapt to situations and skill levels, it fails to prescribe a course of action for
subordinates to develop leadership skills (Bolman and Deal, 1997). Like trait theories,
situational approach theories focus on the leadership skills of incumbents.
Northouse (2001) describes behavioral leadership as “the things leaders do to
bring about change in groups” (p. 2) indicating a slight paradigm shift from focusing on
leaders to studying groups or subordinates. Bolman and Deal (1997) describe
behavioral theories, the most recent locus of leadership research, as studies of “good
leadership” in organizations. They explain “it has been widely used in qualitative
studies of leaders and that methodology has varied from casual impressions to
systematic interviews and observations” (p. 297). Moorhead and Griffin (1995) explain
“the goal of the behavioral approach is to determine what behaviors are associated
with effective leadership” (p. 300). Behavioral scientists at the University of Michigan
and Ohio State University conducted studies to determine if “patterns of leadership
behavior resulted in effective group performance” and “to assess subordinates’
perceptions of their leaders’ behavior” (Moorhead and Griffin, 1995, pp. 300 - 301).
Studies at the University of Michigan and at Ohio State University identified
forms of behavior exhibited by leaders. Like previous leadership development
theories, the emphasis is on leaders and not on subordinates. Like all of the other
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theories, leadership development studies are based on traditional definitions of
leadership in laboratory settings using established assessments. Kerka (1992)
explains that “a major criticism of prevailing theories is that they are based on male
experiences”. She believes women’s lives are less linear than men’s lives and
characterizes women’s development as a socialization process building personal
relationships and attachments.
Socialization, Gender, and Leadership
Tierney and Rhoads {1993) write about faculty socialization and believe that
“socialization is the process through which individuals acquire the values, attitudes,
norms, knowledge, and skills needed to exist in a given society” (p. 6). They agree that
socialization occurs through both implied and overt actions and that both are necessary
acculturation processes. Further, they agree that “social characteristics such as
gender have a significant impact on how one is socialized to an organization” (p. 15)
and that men’s and women’s experiences differ.
Social role theory speculates that gender differences are highly influenced by
societal expectations and that there are different norms and expectations for men and
women (Cari and Eagly, 1999; Tierney and Rhoads, 1993). According to social role
theorists, women’s roles are different than men’s roles and that difference demands
different behaviors. Cari and Eagly (1999) explain that “gender roles describe not only
expectations about how men and women are likely to behave but also beliefs about
how they should behave” (p. 207). While women have traditionally been socialized for
domestic roles, men have traditionally been socialized for occupational roles. Cari and
Eagly believe that sex-specific roles, skills, and behavior arise from society’s
expectations identifying the “bread winner” or leader. Klenke (1996) adds that “gender
stereotypes are based on the assumption that women lack the attributes, abilities,
skills, and motivation required for leadership” (p. 156).
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Socialization and expectations about behavior influence how both men and
women handle leadership. As a result of that socialization, greater power and status
tends to be associated with traditional male roles (Cari and Eagly, 1999). A great deal
of gender socialization shapes social knowledge, and influences leadership style, self¬
esteem and competence, motivation, emotional intelligence, and performance
(Butterfield and Grinnell, 1999; Cari and Eagly, 1999; Powell, 1997; Klenke, 1996;
Skevington, 1989; Bass, 1981).
Socialization and Social Knowledge
During the 1980s most of the research on women’s leadership focused on why
women were less likely than men to be leaders (Walsh, 1997). Walsh cites a number
of factors including fear of success, fear of failure, low self-confidence, and the glass
ceiling (p. 291). In addition to these few, but significant reasons, there are
socialization factors to consider.
Tierney and Rhoads (1993) articulate that there are two stages of socialization.
They describe Stage One as Anticipatory Socialization and explain that “anticipatory
socialization pertains to how non-members take on the attitudes, actions, and values of
the group to which they aspire” (p. 23). Stage Two furthers the socialization process.
Stage Two, Organizational Socialization, has two distinct phases. First, the
entry phase involves contacts that occur early in organizational acculturation
(recruitment). The second phase takes place during orientation and explanations of
performance expectations (Tierney and Rhoads, 1993). Formal and informal
socialization add another dimension during the initial organizational acculturation
process. Tierney and Rhoads contend that on one hand “informal socialization relates
to more laissez-faire experiences where the norms of the organization are learned
through trial and error” (p. 27). On the other hand, formal socialization prescribes
approved behavior regarding the organizational culture - one’s place in the hierarchy.
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Klenke (1996) writes that “socialization that sanctions only certain roles and
behaviors for women and a culture that reinforces these limitations is only one side of
the difference equation” (p. 161). She explains that “according to gender-role
socialization theory, observed differences between female and male leaders result
from differential child-rearing practices” (p. 158) and because of this women and men
bring different perspectives and behaviors to the workplace. Schein (1992) supports
this theory. He believes that these differences in the workplace promote the formation
of subcultures around career concerns - particularly leadership issues. These
subcultures, whether they are gender or ethnicity based, define and support different
ways of solving organizational problems. He explains that “the assumption that one
knows and is in control is particularly associated with masculine (as defined by
Western civilization) roles. It is quite possible that women as leaders will find it easier
to accept a whole system of methods for arriving as solutions ...” (p. 367) that are
different than the traditional masculine role of leadership.
Bass (1981) writes that “we are socialized primarily within the nuclear family in
a culture that defines sex roles as total roles that define our sense of self and our
behavior” (p. 494) and that sex roles pertain to all aspects of life including careers.
When sex roles are incompatible with work roles, the incompatibility can create stress
in the nuclear family. Moreover, Klenke (1996) reports
That women who choose jobs typically pursued
by men often experience doubts about their ability
to do well; women in general are less competitive,
less aggressive, and less able to behave as leaders
than men largely because they have not had men’s
extensive experience in competitive sports (9. 156).
However, Klenke (1996) also writes that mothers who worked full time outside
of the home raised women who chose traditional male careers. These statements by
Klenke and Bass (1981) seem to indicate that when women are raised in the traditional
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nuclear family they are socialized to accept their assigned sex role. However, women
that are raised by working mothers (working outside of the home) don’t accept
prescribed sex roles and are socialized to consider historically male careers and
leadership positions.
Leadership Style Differences
Leadership style may influence entrance into leadership positions. Klenke
(1996), Schien (1992), and Bass (1981) conducted research on gender stereotyping
that perpetuates misinformation about leadership ability. Because of socialization
women tend to be more relationship oriented and men tend to be more task oriented.
Therefore, there may be a misconception that women avoid confrontation and are not
good leaders. Bass (1981) writes that “women managers have particular difficulty in
dealing with interpersonal conflict among subordinates due to their socialization which
encourages them to avoid confrontation” (p. 499). However, Bass also reports on a
1976 study that indicates “democratic women emphasize helpfulness, affection,
nurturing, open-mindedness, and acceptance of blame; democratic men emphasize
maturity, forcefulness, competency, and analytical skills.
Klenke (1996) reports “gender stereotypes emerge as the differential
distribution of women and men in social roles” (p. 139). She believes that holding
expectations that are prescribed according to biological sex, is gender-role
stereotyping. Klenke also believes that “most research prior to the 1980s emphasized
differences between female and male leaders, and often these differences have been
used to support the belief in superior male leadership qualities” (p. 140). Rosener
(1997) concurs with Klenke. Rosener explains:
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American institutions tend to look alike. They
have similar structures and practices and
similar kinds of leaders. Typically, American
executives are White, male, heterosexual...
Although there are many women who aspire
for positions of power in major organizations,
female leaders remain the exception rather
than the rule (p. 294)
Rosener (1997) also says that “women’s ways of knowing” differentiates them
from their male colleagues at work and helps explain why women never fully measure
up to androcentric standards of the American executive. She says that “women’s
ways of knowing” is characterized by collaboration, valuing groups as well as
individuals, and empowering all workers. Women’s ways of knowing strongly
emphasizes interpersonal skills. Rosener concludes that “her research has convinced
her that these differences are real and that they carry over into leadership styles” (p.
295). She also believes:
When attributes or behaviors associated with
women are considered negative or of little value,
gender is seen as relevant. When attributes or
behaviors associated with women are considered
positive or valuable, gender is seen as irrelevant (p. 296).
While early studies on gender differences note that women and men do differ
on a number of leadership characteristics, later studies indicate that the differences are
less obvious for women and men in leadership positions. Indeed, Bass (1981) reports
that “once legitimized as a leader, women actually do not behave differently from men”
(p. 500).

Powell (1997) supports Bass’ (1981) contention that women and men

behave the same when they are in leadership positions. Powell points out four
clarifications that have emerged from recent research on male and female managers.
1. Women who pursue the non-traditional career of manager reject the feminine
stereotype and have goals, motives, personalities, and behaviors that are similar to
those of men who pursue managerial careers.
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2. Female and male managers differ in ways predicted by gender stereotypes as a
result of early socialization experiences that leave men better suited to be
managers than women.
3. Female and male managers differ in accordance with gender stereotypes owing to
early socialization experiences, but managers in today’s work world need feminine
traits in particular.
4. Female and male managers differ in ways opposite to gender stereotypes because
women managers have had to be exceptional to compensate for early socialization
experiences that are different from those of men.
Powell (1997) concludes that male and female managers “differ in some ways
and at some times, but, for the most part, they do not differ” (p. 301).
Motivation
While Powell’s (1997) research concluded that there are no differences, Maier
(1999) reports that for women “to achieve success in the masculine lifeworld requires
distancing oneself from those lower in the hierarchy, competing successfully with those
positioned similarly, and emulating those placed above, to win” (p. 79). Some
research shows that women tend to value relationship building and vicarious
achievement rather than individual advancement that excludes peers. This dichotomy
creates confusion with the desire to succeed and the desire to maintain relations
(Maier, 1999). Maier further believes the “lifeworld requirement” raises issues of
motivation for women and suggests that “the concept of motivation is imbued with
deep-rooted notions of gender” (p. 79). Early research on role theory resulted in a
hypothesis of managerial role motivation. Bass (1981) notes that there are six
prescribed roles that motivate managers. Interestingly, these roles describe
androcentric behaviors. They are:
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1. Managers must behave in ways that do not provoke negative reactions from their
superiors. A generally positive attitude toward those holding positions of authority
is required.
2. Managers must compete for the available rewards, both for themselves and for
their groups. To meet this role requirement, managers should be favorably
disposed toward engaging in competition.
3. There is a parallel between managerial role requirements and the assertiveness
traditionally demanded of the masculine role. A desire to meet the requirements of
assertive masculinity will generally lead to success in meeting certain role
prescriptions of the managerial job.
4. Managers must exercise power over subordinates and direct their behavior in a
manner consistent with organizational and personal objectives. The person who
finds such directive behavior difficult and emotionally disturbing will have difficulty
meeting this managerial role prescription.
5. Managers must stand out from the their groups and assume positions of high
visibility.
6. Managers must “get the work out” and keep on top of routine demands. To meet
these prescriptions a manager must at least be willing to deal with routines and
ideally gain some satisfaction from it.
In essence, these roles describe the type of leadership style that is necessary
for a formal, hierarchical organization. These roles also describe leadership from a
traditional male perspective. While these behaviors may help build male’s selfconfidence to assume more responsibility and larger leadership roles, it should be
noted that this perspective is one-sided.
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Self-esteem. Competence, and Performance
Bass (1981 reports that one of the hierarchy of needs (as defined by Maslow’s
theory on the hierarchy of needs) is self-esteem and that we are very concerned about
being criticized. Therefore we place high value on acceptance by others. LeBlanc
(1993) believes that “one of the greatest barriers to advancement is oneself (p. 44).
Bass goes on to say that “demonstrated competence increases one’s esteem” (p. 153).
In fact, Shakespeare once said “to thine own self, be true” indicating one must have a
strong sense of self-worth for increased self-esteem.
While greater self-esteem can lead to greater organizational success, upward
mobility, prestige, and more favorable status, the reverse is also true. Greater
organizational success, upward mobility, prestige, and more favorable status increase
one’s self-esteem (Bass, 1981). Moreover, higher self-esteem is generally equated
with a perception of greater competence and that men are generally more competent
than women.
Barrett and Morris (1997) discuss several legal briefs that are the result of
discrimination based on gender. They point out that women perform equally as well as
their male counterparts. However, “if a female does well on the job, the assumption
will be made that her success was not based on her ability or effort but on luck or some
other extraneous variable” (p. 315). This thinking discounts women’s abilities and sets
up a double standard for performance. Cari and Eagly (1999) add that people are
generally influenced by perceptions of competence and the overriding perception is
that men are more competent than women. Cari and Eagly add:
Although people appear to set lower minimum
standards of competence for women than men,
presumably because they believe that women
are less competent, they require more evidence
from women than men to infer high ability (p. 211).
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Cari and Eagly (1999) point to their 1990 study that found who women who
appeared uncertain and tentative had more influence with a male audience than
women that displayed confidence and assertiveness. Their study suggests that when
women are attempting to influence men with rational thought and analysis, they are
perceived as being “too” competent. Their research indicates “that women experience
a double bind when it comes to their perceived competence: Either it is questioned, or
it is acknowledged but at the cost of losing likeability and influence” (p. 212). This
double bind can be very damaging to self-esteem.
Self-promotion generally enhances the extent to which a person is perceived as
competent thus enhancing self-esteem (Cari and Eagly, 1999). However, these
authors disclose that women receive greater recognition for their successes when they
are modest, whereas men receive greater recognition when they are self-promoting”
(p. 212). This is another double bind for women that can damage their self-esteem,
performance, and leadership potential.
Bass (1981) reports that in laboratory studies, the gender of the leader did not
consistently determine productivity or performance.

In one study with

undergraduates, female-led groups were more productive than male-led groups.
While the research indicates that group productivity and performance was higher for
female-led groups, no information was disclosed about individual female performance
or leadership. Then again, in another study Bass reveals that there is a connection
between performance and personal values.
Values
Bass (1981) believes that there are six reasons that influence personal values
and performance and that they are not gender specific. He notes that these reasons:
1. Influence a leader’s perception of situations and problems faced;
2. Influence a leader’s decisions and solutions to problems;
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3. Influence the way in which a leader looks at other individuals and groups of
individuals, thus, they influence interpersonal relationships;
4. Influence the perception of individual and organizational success as well as their
achievement;
5. Set the limits for the determination of what is and what is not ethical behavior by a
leader; and
6. Influence the extent to which a leader accepts or resists organizational pressures
and goals, (p. 128)
Harter (1993) concurs with Bass but directs her comments to higher education.
She believes outstanding leaders share several common values and lists them as:
1. Strong leadership can make a difference. Strong leaders are self-aware, peopleoriented, and tone setters;
2. Outstanding leaders have an inclination to see the larger picture - they are holistic
thinkers;
3. They support teamwork, believe in consensus decision-making and are team
leaders;
4. Have a demonstrated record of sound management practices and are good
administrators;
5. Outstanding leaders have highly developed public relations and communications
skills;
6. They are politically astute and are skilled politicians.
7. Outstanding leaders possess good health, personal charisma, energy, a high
tolerance for ambiguity and are dynamic;
8. Finally, outstanding leaders have a sense of humor (p. 25).
Harter believes that while many successful men and women share these
characteristics, they are more difficult for women to acquire than for men. She
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explains that some of the reasons women have more difficulty are related to social
identity. She believes that if women can learn more about the dynamics of
organizational culture - a culture that was created, nourished, defined, and sustained
by men, they will move into more influential roles (p. 27).

She also believes that luck

and timing are significant factors for success and that “no one enters the executive
world purely on talent and merit” (p. 27). Lastly, she believes that “women need to
teach the things they learn and experience to other women by being mentors” (p. 27) to
nurture and support systems that reflect feminist values - collegiality, empowerment,
networking, sharing power and information, openness, and mentoring.
While these and many other values reflect some of the differences in men’s
and women’s leadership styles, interestingly, feminist values don’t mention emotional
intelligence and leadership development. Perhaps it’s because studies on emotional
intelligence are emergent or because it’s too controversial. Nonetheless, there is
some recent research comparing the emotional intelligence of men and women in
leadership.
Emotional Intelligence
Goleman, Boyatzis, and McKee (2002) researched emotional intelligence,
gender, and leadership development. Goleman et al. discuss a study at Johnson &
Johnson (J&J) that assessed their future leadership development needs. Their study
looked at 358 mid-career professionals half of whom were classified as “high potential”.
The other half was a comparison group. Forty-five percent of the whole group were
women; 55 percent were men. Managers in the high potential group demonstrated
almost every competency on the ECI (Emotional Competence Inventory), a 360-degree
measure of emotional intelligence in leadership. In addition to the ECI, each of the
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managers in this study received exceptional ratings from at least three executives
utilizing J&J’s leadership model. While the report didn’t identify any gender
differences, it did report that there were no significant cultural differences on the ECI.
Women’s Leadership Theory
Women’s Leadership Style
Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) asked the question “In behavior terms, what is
Women’s Leadership? Women leaders are said to reflect and express women’s values
... but how do those values get translated into leadership behavior?” (p. 89). These
authors developed a Chart (Table 2) contrasting traditional (male) management and
new leadership (female). They observe that the objective of traditional management is
control oriented while the objective of new leadership is change.
Table 2.
Traditional Management versus Women’s Leadership
Traditional Management

Women’s Leadership

Objective: Control
Relies on order-giving
Rank
Knows all the answers
Limits and defines
Issues orders
Imposes discipline
Hierarchy
Demands respect
Automatic annual raises
Military archetype
Punishment
Reach up/down
Bottom line
Closed: information = power
Drill sergeant
Command and control
Little time for people
Rigid
At the top
Mechanistic
Impersonal/objective

Objective: Change
Facilitating/teaching
Connections
Asks the right questions
Empowers
Acts as a role model
Values creativity
Networking/web
Wants people to speak up
Pay for performance
Teaching archetype
Reward
Reach out
Vision
Openness
Master motivator
Empowerment
Infinite time for people
Flexible
In the center
Holistic
Personal
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Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) believe that “the word most used to describe
women’s leadership is empowerment” (p. 93). These authors state that “empowerment
means feeling confident to act on your own authority. It means that your judgment is
sufficiently respected by your leadership that they will support your decision. Should
you make a mistake, that leadership will utilize it as an opportunity to teach a further
point, not a chance to humiliate or berate you” (p. 93). Rost (1993) supports their
explanation and adds “an effective leader is one who empowers others to act in their
own interests ...” (p. 89).
Another dimension of empowerment concerns the organizational hierarchy.
The traditional hierarchy is still a male-driven, top-down pyramid. Sitterly (1993) writes
“to be a leader in business today, it is no longer an advantage to have been socialized
as male” (p. 1) employing traditional management practices. Women’s leadership is
less hierarchical, more open, diffuse, and communication is multiplicitous (Bolman and
Deal, 1997). They call this type of hierarchy a web of inclusion. These authors note
that as leaders “women tended to put themselves at the center of their organizations
rather than at the top, thus emphasizing both accessibility and equality, and that they
labored constantly to include people in their decision-making” (p. 69).
Webs of inclusion, web management, and networks are becoming synonymous
with women’s leadership (Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992). In networked organizations
new skills and competencies are needed. Aburdene and Naisbitt consider some of
these skills to be the ability to empower employees; capacity to restructure
organizations; competence and confidence to teach/facilitate; aptness to role model;
expertise to foster openness; and ingenuity to ask the right questions.
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Morgan (1997) believes that with women entering the workforce in greater
numbers and writes:
The gender balance in many organizations is
changing rapidly”... and “the shift from hierarchical
to flat, networked forms of organization is creating a
major political shift that favors what have been
traditionally seen as female styles of management.
The ability to weave “webs of inclusion", build
consensus, mobilize insight and intuition, and pay
more attention to “process” rather than “product” are
all part of the shifting balance (p. 193).
Wellington (1990) identifies four personal/individual network competencies
women must continue to develop. She explains them as:
1) Commitment and dedication - being prepared to devote a fair amount of time to
projects at work; giving and receiving feedback on jobs.
2) Interpersonal skills - the ability to ask good questions and listen well for interviews,
focus groups, and brainstorming sessions; using the collective knowledge of how
the company works, how it operates, and who makes it happen.
3) Diversity - having broad representation in core work groups (age, ethnicity, etc.) to
get a clear picture of what’s happening at work and how to represent women
throughout the company.
4) Collegiality - the ability to work well together despite diversity of opinions (pp. 1314).
Sitterly (1993) believes that there are three essential skill areas women leaders
must develop and that they are similar to Wellington’s competencies. Sitterly defines
them as:
1) Technical skills - mastering the tools, jargon and unique abilities characteristic of a
given profession or job.
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2) Interpersonal skills - the ability to work effectively as a group/team member, in a
spirit of collaboration, courtesy and cooperation, respecting the diverse needs and
backgrounds of other people to achieve common goals.
3) Conceptual skills - the ability to see the organization as a whole, to see how parts
of the organization are interdependent on each other, or how changes in one area
will affect another. It includes the ability to coordinate and interpret ideas, concepts
and practices, and to analyze, forecast and plan - seeing the big picture (p. 13).
Lack of competence in these areas can severely affect women’s leadership
development. Morgan (1997) writes that “it often makes a great deal of difference if
you’re a woman or a man! Many organizations are dominated by gender-related
values that bias organizational life in favor of one sex over another” and that
“organizations often segment opportunity structures and job markets in ways that
enable men to achieve positions of prestige and power more easily than women” (p.
191). This is commonly referred to as the “glass ceiling effect” where women are often
blocked from advancing to the top of the organization because of gender bias.
Wellington (1998) writes that “affiliation, participation, and perceptions of empowerment
are factors that have an impact on performance outcomes for women’s advancement”
(p. 47). Tedrow’s (1999) research supports Morgan’s conclusions and Peter Senge’s
recommendations that organizations adopt flatter structures to reduce the hierarchy.
These concepts support more relational organizational constructs that are part of the
women’s leadership philosophy.
Manning and Haddock (1995) believe that there are many leadership styles and
although many work, some are more effective than others are. They identify two
primary leadership styles that women use as either: 1) quiet (Table 3), or 2) outgoing
(Table 4). The following tables depict the two styles:
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Table 3.
Style #1: Quiet Styles
Traditional Team player:i_Analytical problem solver:
The Supporter

The Perfectionist

Major flaw: Agrees too much
Likeable
Helpful
Easy-going
Patient
Deliberate
Calm
Low-risk taker
Loyal
standards
Predictable
Team player

Major flaw: Questions too much
Conscientious
Reserved
Fretful
Mature
Perfectionist
Systematic
Accurate
High
Self-disciplined

Orderly

Table 4.
Stvle #2: Outaoina Stvles
Dominant, controlling:

Charismatic motivator:

The Director

The Motivator

Major flaw: Directs too much
Direct
Risk-taking
Organizer
Energizing
Fast-thinking
Self-confident
Responsible
Forceful
Powerful
Ambitious

Major flaw: Talks too
Enthusiastic
Sympathetic
Gregarious
Social
Loves recognition

much
Influential
Generous
Friendly
Dramatic
Charismatic

Manning and Haddock (1995) write that “many women often relate more
strongly to the quiet styles, often because of their upbringing and societal
expectations”, however, women can strengthen their leadership skills by “cultivating
characteristics of their less dominant style to provide more response options” making
them more effective leaders (p. 5). In addition to identifying two leadership styles,
these authors believe that a successful woman leader must: 1) know her job and her
field thoroughly; 2) stay on top of current developments, trends, and theories; 3) know
her staff, including their strengths, weaknesses, hopes, and goals; 4) share a vision of
service, excellence, ethics, and achievement with others, and 5) demonstrate by words
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and actions strength of character and integrity (p. 2). They conclude that “a successful
leader commits herself to her organization and fosters that same kind of commitment in
her followers” (p. 2). Sitterly (1993) adds that “today’s woman leader/manager must
possess superior people skills to effectively: 1) delegate and empower; 2) solve
problems innovatively, through consensus decision-making; 3) articulate the vision,
values, philosophy and goals; and 4) foster teamwork in the spirit of cooperation and
collaboration" (p. 9).
Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) describe women leaders as “transformational
leaders”. This is in stark contrast to how they perceive men as “transactional leaders”.
They believe that “men see job performance as a series of transactions - rewards for
services rendered or punishment for inadequate performance”. Transformational
leaders “try to transform people’s self-interest into organizational goals” (p. 92). They
also use the term “interactive leadership” and believe that as
interactive/transformational leaders women: 1) encourage participation; 2) share power
and information; 3) enhance other people’s self-worth, and 4) get others excited about
their work. Gestkow (1996) supports and expands concepts by Aburdene and Naisbitt
and writes:
Women tend to manage in different ways
than do men. Female executives were found
to be more interested in transforming people’s
self interest into organizational goals by
encouraging feelings of individual self-worth,
active participation, and sharing of power and
information. On the other hand, men tend to
lead through a series of transactions (p. 2).
Gestkow (1996) believes that “as more women join the ranks of community
college presidents, their power base for creating change will grow” and they will be “in
a position to contribute fresh perspectives on leadership ...” (p. 2). Astin and Leland
(1991) point out that previous leadership studies focused on positional leaders. Those
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studies “described the characteristics and attributes of leaders, the leaders’ affects on
followers, and the tasks of leadership” (p. 115). Astin and Leland’s (1991) study
examined positional leadership — specifically women college and university presidents.
Their purpose was to increase understanding of the concepts of leadership while
providing new perspectives about leaders and leadership from a feminist conceptual
model of leadership. Participants in Astin and Leland’s study consistently noted that
organizational change involved developing a network of like-minded people. One way
to develop a network of like-minded people is by mentoring (Bower, 1993; Flynn, 1993;
Warner and DeFleur, 1993; Astin and Leland, 1991).
Mentoring
Young (2000) states that “the existing body of mentoring research provides a
great deal of knowledge about the importance of mentoring, relevant structural factors
surrounding mentoring relationships, and characteristics of mentors and proteges” (p.
1). Young studied mentors and protege’ to understand how the mentoring interchange
is discerned and how perceptions of the interchange influence feelings about the
relationship. Warner and DeFleur (1993) write that “there are studies which indicate
that women who have good mentors are more successful in their career advancement.
This is particularly true of those who have male mentors since they can help women
become known in the ‘old boy network’ which is still a significant force” (p. 7). With
regard to post-secondary education they state “because higher education
administration is still a relatively small field with many strong networks, mentoring and
sponsorship play a particularly important role in the advancement of women” (p. 7).
Shea (1992) provides the following definition of mentoring. “Traditionally in our society
mentoring was thought of as a formal process whereby an older, more experienced
person helps guide a younger person in learning the ropes in an organization on the
job” (p. 7). Bower (1993) is even more specific when she says:
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Mentoring is a common aspect of every successful
administrator’s career. Academic administrators have
often been mentored and frequently find themselves
mentoring others. For women in academic administration,
mentoring is a very important way to ‘make it’ in a
world not necessarily familiar or accommodating. In
a world predominantly composed of, run by, and
culturally designed for men, mentoring for women
becomes a requirement rather than a nicety (p. 91).
Young (2000) describes two types of mentoring relationships and identifies
them as formal and informal. “Informal mentorships often result from a personal bond
that develops from common interests, goals, and accomplishments. Formal
mentorships develop from a conscious effort by decision-makers to pair together
members of an organization” (p. 2). Shea (1992) studied formal and informal
mentoring relationships and reveals seven types of mentor assistance. He describes
them as: 1) helping a person shift her or his mental context; 2) listening when the
mentee has a problem; 3) identifying mentee feelings and verifying them (feedback); 4)
effectively confronting negative intentions or behaviors; 5) providing appropriate
information when needed; 6) delegating authority or giving permission; and 7)
encouraging exploration of options (p. 43). He says “mentors characteristically help
their mentees envision worthy goals and move toward fulfillment of such” (p. 45).
Bower (1993) writes that “there have been few studies on the impact of a
mentoring relationship or lack of mentoring in the career development of women”,
however, “women who gained recognition in their careers had mentor relationships
even if they did not recognize them as such” (pp. 92 - 93). Getskow’s (1996) study on
mentoring relationships of community college presidents concludes that “key role
models and mentors are major influences for women seeking leadership positions" (p.
1). Additionally, role models and mentors are extremely important for women since
“the single most important source from which new community college presidential
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candidates can be selected is the pool of deans of instruction ... and it seems likely
that the number of women presidents may continue to increase as more rise from
these ranks” (p. 1).
Kerka (1998) studied mentoring and organizational change and believes
“downsizing has heightened the need to preserve institutional memory and to share
information and experience in the company. Mentors represent continuity” (p. 2).
Kerka’s research reveals that in the past mentoring was informal. Although some
enlightened and experienced people recognize the need to develop new talent, most
organizations don’t have formal mentoring programs. She says that today “many
organizations are instituting formal mentoring programs as a cost-effective way to
upgrade skills, enhance recruitment and retention, and increase job satisfaction” (p. 2).
This helps preserve institutional memory.
Kerka’s (1998) research indicates that “mentoring supports much of what is
currently known about how individuals learn, including the socially constructed nature
of learning and the importance of experiential, situated learning experiences” (p. 3) and
that “the interpersonal relationship of a mentor and mentee is essential” (p. 4). Berger
(1990) expresses a similar sentiment when she says that “having a role model,
support, and encouragement are the most frequently stated benefits (of mentors) and
that mentees strongly benefit from mentors who set an example, offer intellectual
stimulation, communicate excitement and joy in the learning process, and understand
them (mentees) and their needs” (p. 2).
Research by Warner and DeFleur (1993) suggests that as role models
“mentors help proteges understand the rules of the game, they give positive support for
accomplishments, and provide feedback on performance” (p. 7). Bower (1993)
indicates that mentors perform several roles: teacher, sponsor, guidance counselor,
and exemplar role model. She says that in addition to “incidental things, proteges learn
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important things, like the politics of the institution, what battles to take on, what issues
to avoid, and how to judge a situation. But, probably the most important benefit of the
mentor-protege relationship is its power for career advancement for the protege” (p.
97). In conclusion, Bower says:
Women administrators need to take the leadership
in this move to legitimize mentoring because they
have the most need and thus the most to gain.
More people in power positions should make it
their responsibility to locate and prepare the next
generation of leaders. Women leaders could set
the pace and sponsor this initiative (p. 90).
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study draws from key aspects of Women’s
Leadership Theory (WLT) and Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory - theories that
describe and prescribe how to develop future leaders by focusing on building dyadic
mentoring relationships. More importantly, these leadership theories focus on
developing future leaders rather than on the further development of current leaders.
WLT refers to dyadic relationships as mentor/protege whereas LMX refers to them as
leader-member or superior/subordinate - language more consistent with management
theories. Dyadic mentoring relationships share knowledge and power thus forging
partnerships to promote both individual and institutional development (Diefendorff,
Brown, Kamin, and Lord, 2002; Bauer and Green, 1996; Duarte, Goodson, and Klich,
1994; Sitterly, 1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992). Women’s Leadership Theory
(WLT) is a collection of leadership perspectives whereas Leader-Member Exchange
(LMX) Theory is a leadership development theory based on empirical research
(Dansereau, Graen, and Haga, 1975). In addition, WLT emphasizes mentoring
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relationships as collegial and refers to the participants as mentor and protege’ whereas
LMX’s description of mentoring relationships is dyadic, is more management focused,
and calls the participants superior and subordinate.
The premise behind Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) is the development of
future leaders (Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord, 2002; Bauer and Green, 1996;
Duarte, Goodson and Klich, 1994; Dansereau, Graen, and Haga 1975) for the
organization. Northouse (2001) writes that “leader-member exchange (LMX) theory
conceptualized leadership as a process that is centered in interactions between
leaders and followers; LMX theory makes the dyadic relationship between leaders and
followers (members) the focus point of the leadership (development) process” (p. 111).
Nonetheless, LMX is a management theory based on developing trusting relationships
to accomplish more work for the organization (Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord,
2002; Dienesh and Liden, 1996).
Likewise Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) is based on relationship building
(Morgan, 1997; Rost, 1993; Bitterly, 1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992). However,
WLT builds relationships for individual professional development as well as
organizational objectives. Sperling (1994) writes, “the interpersonal aspect of
leadership is one that comes to the fore as the predominant characteristic of Feminine
Leadership” (p. 58) and “women empower by listening, sharing, and teaching” (p. 62).
She continues with “encouraging the heart is more prevalent among female leaders”
(p. 63) because it is concerned with connecting and building relationships. The
centerpiece of WLT is the mentoring relationship between a senior member of the
organization (usually) and a less senior person with the intention of developing the less
senior person for future leadership (Morgan, 1997; Rost, 1993; Sitteriy, 1993;
Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992).
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VanVelsor and McCauley (2004) offer another perspective of leader
development. These authors contend that there is a difference between leadership
development and leader development. Leader development is “an expansion of a
person’s capacity to be effective in leadership roles and processes” (p. 2) whereas
leadership development is the end result of the roles and processes. VanVelsor and
McCauley developed a two-part model of leader development as shown in the
following figures.
Assessment

Challenge

Support

Figure 1: Developmental Factors
Variety of
Developmental
Experiences

Leader
Development

Organizational Context

t
Ability to learn
Figure 2: Developmental Process
The next diagram illustrates the conceptual framework for this study - the
juxtaposition between concepts of Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) and LeaderMember Exchange (LMX) Theory as a leadership development strategy. Diefendorff,
Brown, Kamin, and Lord (2002); Bauer and Green (1996); Duarte, Goodson, and Klich
(1994) identified trust building as a principle concept of LMX. Correspondingly, Morgan
(1997); Sperling (1994); Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992); and Shea (1992) identified trust
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building as a foundation principle of WLT. The diagram shows that the concepts
associated with WLT and LMX are within the circles. One concept that bridges both
theories is the concept of building trust in the relationship.
Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory

Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT)

Figure 3: Conceptual Framework for Study
Sperling (1994) stresses the need for leaders to build trust. She writes:
Trust takes time; it requires a constancy and reliability
that institutional members come to count on. Subordinates
within any organization are quick to take note of instances
of dishonesty, inconsistencies, and other practices which
suggest that the rhetoric is different from practice (pp. 46 - 47).
The review of literature describes the dyadic relationships of Leader-Member
Exchange (LMX) Theory as a trust-building process and that personal characteristics
and behaviors are related to trust in the relationship (Northouse, 2001; Bauer and
Green, 1996). The review of literature on Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) offers a
similar description of this leadership component. In WLT, dyadic relationships are
referred to as mentoring relationships. Shea (1992) writes “... mentoring was thought
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of as a formal process, whereby an older more experienced person helps guide a
younger person ...” (p. 7). To fully understand the conceptual framework, it’s
important to understand the descriptions of concepts associated with both dyadic and
mentoring relationships. Descriptions of concepts are drawn from previous literature
as well as data from the study. The first series of descriptions, based on the
conceptual framework, are drawn from the literature. The next group of descriptions is
drawn from the data. Descriptions of mentoring and leadership are in the presidents’
own words. Interestingly, the presidents in this study offer similar explanations of
dyadic mentoring relationships. While they do not use the same words as the review of
literature, the meanings are clearly the same.
Dyadic Relationships
Leadership making - a prescriptive approach that emphasizes leaders should develop
high quality exchanges with subordinates to create networks of partnerships within the
organization to benefit the organization’s goals as well as subordinates’ career goals
(Northouse, 2001; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995).
1) Attentive, supporting, encouraging - subordinates do more than is required in their
job descriptions; look for innovative ways to advance the organization’s goals; are
given more responsibility and more opportunities; receive more attention from
superiors and consequently more leadership development opportunities
(Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord, 2002; Northouse, 2001; Hui, Law, and Chen,
1999).
2) Reciprocating - subordinates share their superior’s opinion about the organization
and “acquire the values, attitudes, norms, knowledge, and skills needed to exist in
a given society” (Tierney and Rhoads, 1993, p. 6). Subordinates become part of
the organizational leadership development subculture (Butterfield and Grinnell,
1999; Can and Eagly, 1999; Powell, 1997; Klenke, 1996, Skevington, 1989).
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3) Connecting - “developing ties with information sources within and without the
group” (Northouse, 2001, p. 165).
4) Teaching and directing - “a leader gives instructions about what and how goals are
to be achieved by the subordinate ..and “the leader involves himself or herself
with subordinates through giving encouragement and soliciting subordinate’s input”
(Northouse, 2001, p. 57) thereby directing the subordinate’s leadership
development.
Trust-building - a mature partnership marked by a high degree of mutual trust, respect,
and obligation toward each other. Leaders and members depend upon each other for
extra support and encouragement (Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord, 2002;
Northouse, 2001; Hui, Law, and Chen, 1999; Bauer and Green, 1996).
“All discussions about leadership emphasize the relationship between leaders
and followers, for it is clear that leadership is a relational concept” (Sperling, 1994, p.
43). Within dyadic Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) relationships members are
assigned activities that are above and beyond their formal job classifications.
Members benefit from information, additional professional development opportunities,
and the influence and trust of their leader. Moorhead and Griffin (1995) write that
members “... usually receive special duties requiring responsibility and autonomy and
may receive special privileges” (p. 314). Consequently a trusting relationship is built
and the leader does more for these members who in turn do more for the leader.
Northouse (2001) goes on to say that “LMX Theory is unique because it is the only
leadership approach that makes the concept of the dyadic relationship the centerpiece
of the leadership development process” (p. 119). He concludes that “there is a large
body of research that substantiates how the practice of LMX theory is related to
positive organizational outcomes, empowerment, and career success ...” (p. 119).
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Mentoring Relationships
Leadership making - “an influence relationship among leaders and followers who
intend real changes that reflect their mutual purposes” (Rost, 1992; p. 102). Defining
what the future should look like, aligning people with that vision, and inspiring them to
make it happen despite the obstacles (Mitchell-Crump, 2002). In their own words, the
presidents describe leadership and mentoring in the following quotes:
I think leadership is getting things accomplished through
people. You can’t be a leader if you don’t have people.
That’s the difference between a manager and a leader.
You can only lead people.
Mentoring to me means, well the expression that always
comes to mind when you say mentoring is someone taking
you under their wing, and just guiding you along, being there
for you, giving you advice when you need it or you ask for it,
supporting you, boosting you up when you need it, asking
what your goals and aspirations are and then helping you
achieve those.
President Smith
... leadership is being in a position, or the ability to
draw people together so that they are a consensus,
and the leader has to kind of set the pace, set the tone
so that the relationship, hopefully provides the opportunities
for others to come along and to listen as well.
I think to me, mentoring means really having someone
that you can learn from by watching them, and someone
who will give you the opportunity to learn ... hopefully
that kind of relationship. Part of it is just observation,
behavior that is effective in leadership roles.
President Jones
I would define leadership in sort of moral terms, which is
the ability to get people to be and do more than they
would without you.
Mentoring is a personal relationship. You can always be
a role model even though there is an end to the mentoring
relationship. Even when they end you hope you can still
preserve the personal part of it - the friendship.
President Thomas
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The following descriptors, drawn from the conceptual framework, reflect
leadership and mentoring concepts associated with women’s leadership theory.
Interestingly, these descriptors reflect mentoring relationships described in the previous
quotes.
1) Role modeling, supporting, challenging - providing subordinates with recognition,
attention, and guidance needed for optimum personal and professional growth;
setting an ethical standard (Wellington, 1998; Bower, 1993). Providing a
representation of effective leadership while supporting and challenging
subordinates’ career goals.
2) Reaching out; sharing values - committing oneself to the organization and fostering
the same commitment in followers (Manning and Haddock, 1995). Developing
communal values, using holistic planning, and considering the future health of the
entire organization (Harter, 1993).
3) Networking - involving others in the leadership development process (Harter,
1993); webs of inclusion (Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992); including people in the
decision-making process (Bolman and Deal, 1997) to develop leadership skills.
4) Empowering - “feeling confident to act on your own authority and that your
judgment is sufficiently respected by your leadership that they will support your
decision” (Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992). Mastering the technical, personal, and
conceptual skills to be successful (Sitterly, 1993).
Trust-building - building relationships through friendships, supportive networks,
assistance, role modeling (Astin and Leland, 1991) and time. “Building relationships
that are multidirectional to benefit the organization and to develop future leaders”
(Rost, 1991, p. 116). The presidents developed trusting relationships with their
mentors and proteges. The following quotes reflect trust-building relationships.
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... he allowed me to develop without him telling
he what to do. And he asked very pertinent questions.
He was a sounding board. He listened.
President Smith
I like the relationship we have because she isn’t
threatened by my career goals - even when I asked
how to get her job. I like her style ... but I’m developing
my own style ... proteges have to ask questions to
learn and be open to criticism. You have to be honest
about not agreeing.
President Smith’s protege
I’m a sounding board and we agree to disagree on issues.
... having an open relationship and being open to criticism.
President Smith’s mentor
Put yourself in places where you have to learn new things,
and at times you may not exactly know what you’re getting
yourself into, but once you’re there the clarity comes and
you’re given the opportunity to have done something you
wouldn’t have done.
President Jones
She’s open to suggestions. She provides feedback and
advice. She has a capacity to understand ... I think we
have a good relationship because I can see things from
her perspective and she can see things from mine. She’s
confident with my ability.
President Jones’ protege
... my first mentor, sponsor, whatever you want to call it.
He was wonderful really. He communicated a sense of
values so I still think about him. I still think about what he
taught me. I still think about the questions he’d ask me.
He was just vital... He shared a set of values that I just
continued to carry with me.
President Thomas
Her leadership methods had an impact on my philosophy.
We shared an office suite for seven years ... and we
became close philosophically. I think we came from the
same environment. Our shared values and cultural
perspective added to our personal and professional relationship.
President Thomas’ protege
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My relationship with (her) goes beyond the mentor-protege
relationship. We became friends when we both worked as
Assistant Deans at another college and it marked the
beginning of our professional and mentoring connection.
We’re close friends and have a clear professional connection.
Our relationship’s based on trust and the foundation of our
trust allowed engagement of the relationship. We have similar
backgrounds.
President Thomas’ mentor
Warner and DeFleur (1993) maintain that “there are studies that indicate that
women who have mentors are more successful in their career advancement” (p. 7).
Shea (1992) provides a definition of Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) and mentoring
relationships that is similar to dyadic LMX relationships. He writes that “mentors
characteristically help their mentees envision worthy goals and move toward fulfillment
of such” by: 1) providing appropriate information when needed; 2) encouraging
exploration of options; and 3) delegating authority or giving permission” (p. 45).
Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) note what they refer to as the “experts’ list of leadership
qualities” (p. 89). Items on the list are: openness, ongoing education, compassion and
understanding, empowering, and trust. These authors believe that these items
describe the female leadership style. Aburdene and Naisbitt note that empowering is a
collaborative effort and empowering “engages the leadership every bit as much as the
person being empowered” (p. 93) and is a trust-building process. Sitterly (1993)
concurs and adds that women’s leadership emphasizes delegating, empowering,
sharing information, supporting, mentoring, and building trust. The one concept that
connects both LMX and WLT is trust-building relationships.
Conclusion
In conclusion, there is a vast amount of literature that substantiates the positive
benefits of role modeling and mentoring on leadership development.

Best practice

organizations use a series of strategies to prepare future CEOs. The most often used
strategies include early identification of high-potential employees, executive
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development plans, leadership talent pools, and replacement planning to ensure
backups for crucial positions. The most recurring themes on leadership development
have been: 1) start with desired results - identify key competencies; 2) tie leadership
development plans to business requirements; 3) include senior level management in
the development process; and 4) plans must be systematic and objective. While
industry invests a great deal of money and research in leadership development
programs, there is very little research available on leadership development in colleges
and universities.
The deficiency of information may be that empirical research on leadership
development for senior level administrators is difficult, time consuming, and until
recently may not have been considered an important area to study. Research is
further complicated because nonacademic administrators follow many career paths
and their skills, knowledge, and expertise depend on the experience they gain. Unlike
their industry counterparts, many senior administrators in colleges and universities first
train for teaching careers and, therefore, they have minimal leadership training. The
question of how administrators can receive the specific training required to assume
senior leadership positions, such as president, in colleges and universities will remain
unanswered if the focus of research continues to be on current leaders and not on the
development of requisite skills for ascending to senior leadership positions.
Research by McDade (1998) and Twombly (1986) indicate administrators follow
many career paths to develop various skills. One of the means of developing the
requisite skills for future leadership positions is by offering employees careers within
their institutions. An effective vehicle for helping develop these skills is the vertical
dyadic linkage between leaders and members - mentors and proteges.
The vertical dyadic linkage commonly referred to as Leader-Member Exchange
(LMX) Theory, and Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) share some striking
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similarities. Studies by Bauer and Green (1996) confirm that LMX is a trust building
process; Moorhead and Griffin (1995), and Duarte, Goodson, and Klich (1994) stress
the importance of high-quality relationships; data collected by Hui, Law, and Chen
(1999), and Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord (2002) emphasize the importance of
LMX and organizational citizenship behavior; and research by Duarte, Goodson, and
Klich (2002) confirm the importance of high quality leader-member exchanges.
Moorhead and Griffin (1995) refer to these findings as forms of “relationship building”.
Relationship building is the cornerstone of Women’s Leadership Theory.
Women’s Leadership Theory is based on relationship building inculcating the
skills of empowering, role modeling, and mentoring (Northouse, 2001; Morgan, 1997;
Rost, 1993; Sitterly 1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992). The following table (Table 5)
exemplifies the similarities:
Table 5.
Comparison of LMX and Women’s Leadership Theory

LMX Theory

Women’s Leadership Theory

Trust-building process
In-Group/Out-Group
Leadership making
Attention and support
Good working relationship
Mature partnership
Support and encouragement
Phases of leadership making
Reciprocity

Openness
Relationship building
Role modeling
Empowerment
Teaching archetype
Mentoring
Master motivator
Networking/connections
Reaching out

Morgan (1997) calls this type of relationship building “webs of inclusion” and
cautions institutions to pay attention to this process of leadership development. This
type of leadership development is particularly salient given the high turnover rate of
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campus senior administrators (Taylor, 1987) and the increasing number of women
administrators in post-secondary institutions (Warner and DeFleur, 1993; Astin and
Leland, 1991; Twombly, 1986).
Northouse (2001) describes several strengths of LMX Theory that also
characterize Women’s Leadership Development Theory. First, he believes that LMX
Theory “makes the concept of the dyadic relationship the centerpiece of the leadership
process” (p. 119). The dyadic relationship is a mentoring relationship. Women’s
Leadership Theory concurs that “key role models and mentors are major influences for
women seeking leadership positions” (Getskow, 1996, p. 1).
A second parallel between LMX Theory and Women’s Leadership Theory
concerns communication and trust. Bauer and Green (1996) confirm that LMX is a
trust building process. Northouse (2001) goes even further by stating “effective
leadership occurs when the communication of leaders and subordinates is
characterized by mutual trust, respect, and commitment” (p. 119). Women’s
Leadership Theory enucleates communication and trust as “less hierarchical, more
open, diffuse, and communication is multiplicitous” (Bolman and Deal, 1997). This type
of hierarchy is called a web of inclusion.
A third congruence between LMX Theory and Women’s Leadership Theory is
related to organizational outcomes. Northouse (2001) believes that “there is a large body
of research that substantiates how the practice of LMX theory is related to positive
organizational outcomes. It’s related to performance, organizational commitment, job
climate, empowerment, and career progress” (p. 119). Getskow’s (1996) research on
Women’s Leadership Theory underscores that “women tend to manage in different ways
than do men. Female executives were found to be more interested in transforming
people’s self-interest into organizational goals ...” (p. 2).
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Manning and Haddock (1995) believe that women’s leadership development
encourages organizational commitment and that successful women foster that same
kind of commitment in subordinates. Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) write “the word
most used to describe women’s leadership is empowerment” (p. 93) - a word
frequently associated with LMX Theory. Furthermore, Twombly’s (1986) research on
career progression in higher education indicates that “careers are one of the major
means that organizations employ to develop and ensure that a pool of trained leaders
is ready to assume leadership roles” (p. 4) and “one of the means of developing those
skills for future leadership positions is by offering employees careers within the
institution” (p. 11). Bensimon and Neumann (1993) conclude that “leadership is a
shared, interactive, culturally framed activity” (pp. xi - xii) and “leadership is not a oneperson act but a collaborative endeavor” (p. ix) clearly articulating the foundation of
Women’s Leadership Theory.
Finally, the high rate of turnover in senior campus positions and minimal efforts
directed toward developing future leaders can create a vacuity in institutional history.
To help minimize the void and nurture future senior leaders, Rothwell’s (1995) research
indicates a wide range of leadership development theories exists but they tend to be
androcentric. However, one prominent theory, LMX, overlaps feminist/relationship¬
building theories. LMX both describes and prescribes how to develop future leaders
focusing on relationship building - a cornerstone of theories about women’s leadership
development.
The type of women’s leadership development described by Manning and
Haddock’s (1995) research indicates that organizational commitment and
empowerment are instrumental for career progression in higher education. Internal
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career advancement opportunities help ensure a pool of trained professionals is ready
to assume leadership roles to fill senior level vacancies (Manning and Haddock, 1995;
Twombly, 1986).
The review of literature reveals that: 1) best practice organizations develop
competencies in future leaders by including senior leaders in the learning process by
mentoring - a foundation of Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT); 2) WLT encompasses
several of the leading leadership development theories, however; 3) WLT is most
closely aligned with Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory; 4) LMX and WLT both
describe and prescribe leadership; and 5) women’s leadership development is an
anomaly that offers an alternative to traditional leadership development (Astin and
Leland, 1991).
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN
Introduction
This chapter describes a research design that is intended to advance existing
knowledge about the influence of mentoring and dyadic relationships on the leadership
development of women presidents in post-secondary institutions. Section I presents
the research question and the research design. In addition, data sources, collection,
and analysis strategies are discussed. Finally, this section provides a rationale for the
sequence of the interviews and the reasons for fewer interviews.
Section II of this chapter presents a summary of the data, codes, themes, and
patterns that emerged from the case studies relative to the research question. An
iterative process of data abstraction for preliminary categorization was used. The
process of interpreting the data began with the conceptual framework that emerged
from the review of literature. The review of literature provided etic descriptors of
leadership from previous empirical research and analysis. This research produced
emic descriptors of leadership concepts from the interview data.
Section III of this chapter offers an in-depth explanation of the data collection
and analysis of the data. Data were analyzed by the constant comparative analytic
method as described by Merriam (2001). The constant comparative method of data
analysis was used to find relationships in the data to inform the research question and
to build a theory about the influence of mentoring and dyadic relationships on the
leadership development of women college presidents. This approach allowed the
objective data to emerge into themes and patterns. In this manner “the researcher’s
conclusions were shaped by examination and re-examination of the data and shaped
by ongoing data collection and analysis” (Sperling, 1994, p. 85). First, the data
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collection strategy will be explained. Second, I will explain the analysis of the data
from initial category development, to emerging themes, and finally to the patterns that
informed the development of grounded theory for this research.
Section I
Overview
The review of literature reveals that very little research is available on
leadership development in colleges and universities. While a great deal has been
written on academic leaders and on presidential leadership, less has been written on
the influence of mentoring relationships through which women develop leadership
skills. Existing literature is descriptive - not prescriptive. A case study approach will
be used to generate empirical data that provides new knowledge about women’s
leadership development for senior level positions in higher education.
Leadership development has become a crucial issue for a wide variety of
businesses and organizations - particularly those “that may lose a sizeable portion of
their executive ranks within the next five to ten years” (Geber, 2000, p. 48). Although
institutions of higher education have historically had longer tenure for their chief
executive officers, the literature shows that the average tenure for current presidents is
now seven-years vs. a fifteen year term about ten years ago (Taylor, 1987; Twombly,
1986) . Consequently, many institutions are now facing the necessity of selecting a
new president with increasing regularity. The trend toward a higher rate of turnover in
senior campus leadership positions makes it necessary to have a large pool of
candidates ready to assume leadership positions. However, little effort has been
directed toward the identification and development of qualified individuals (Taylor,
1987) .
While industry has long embraced the importance of senior level staff
participating in the leadership development of subordinates, higher education has
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largely ignored the collaborative and reciprocal benefits of women’s leadership
development perspectives. The conceptual framework for this research is an
examination of the connection between key aspects of women’s leadership
development perspectives and LMX theory in higher education.
Northouse (2001) states “researchers have found that high-quality leadermember exchanges produced less employee turnover, more positive performance
evaluations, higher frequency of promotions, greater organizational commitment,...
and faster career progress ...” (p. 115). The basic concept of the influence of
mentoring on the leadership development of women college presidents will guide the
parameters of this study.
Research Question
The purpose of this study is to examine the influence of mentors in dyadic
relationships on the leadership development of women in senior level positions in post¬
secondary institutions. The study will attempt to answer “what is the influence of
mentoring and dyadic relationships on the leadership development of women
presidents in post-secondary institutions?”
Research Design
Existing research on women’s leadership development in post-secondary
institutions provides little data from which to draw hypotheses or to analyze using
quantitative methods. Patton (1980) states “qualitative data consist of detailed
descriptions of situations, events, people, interactions, and observed behaviors:
detailed quotations from people about their experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and
thoughts ...” (p. 22). Since this study will generate new data about mentoring and
women’s leadership development, participants will be asked for detailed descriptions
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about people, events, and situations that were instrumental in their leadership
development. Therefore, the most appropriate design for gathering this type of
empirical data is a case study approach.
Further, an inductive, qualitative approach is the most appropriate method for
this case study because the nature of this research is emergent. The researcher will
attempt to make sense of women’s dyadic relationships and leadership development
without imposing preexisting expectations on the research setting (Patton, 1980). The
design will begin with interviews of women college presidents to look for patterns or
themes for leadership development. The patterns or themes that emerge will
determine the end of the design. “Categories of analysis will emerge from open-ended
observations” from participants in this study (Patton, 1980, p. 40). Theories about
women’s leadership development will be grounded in the research rather than being
imposed on the research a priori or precognition (Rossman and Rallis, 1998; Patton,
1980). This strategy will allow “the important dimensions to emerge from analysis of
the cases under study without presupposing in advance what those important
dimensions will be” (Patton, 1980, p.40).
Data Sources, Collection, and Analysis Strategies
Data Sources
Initial data sources will be identified by an Internet search of women college
presidents in the six New England states. The first contact will be an email introducing
the researcher and will include a brief questionnaire asking: 1) their name; 2) the
institution in which they work; 3) status (interim or permanent); 4) phone number; and
5) best time to contact for an interview. Final data sources for this study will be
collected from survey respondents. It is anticipated that final data sources will be a
core sample of 3-5 cohorts (mentor, president, protege) from 3-5 institutions in New
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England. Names of the institutions and participants will not be disclosed. Pseudonyms
will assigned to participants. The core sample will provide an opportunity to gather indepth data from information rich sites on multiple campuses.
Data Collection Procedures
The overall design of this case study will include a series of data collection
strategies including surveys, interviews, and document analysis. A key strategy will be
conducting interviews utilizing a three-generation approach. The three generations
being interviewed are: 1) current women presidents; 2) her mentor(s); and 3) her
protege(s). The first procedure will be a series of brief questionnaires. The first
questionnaire will be very brief; will identify the researcher; state the purpose of the
questionnaire; and ask the identified population if they will participate in the study.
The number of responses to the first questionnaire will determine the final group from
which data will be collected. Once the final group has been identified, phone calls will
be made requesting interviews. These interviews will provide data about their
experiences and preparation for leadership positions. Interview protocols will follow
University Human Subjects Review procedures and will be included in the appendices.
Patton (1980) suggests asking measurement questions. He refers to them as:
1) experience/behavior questions - what a person does or has done; 2) opinion/value
questions - to understand the cognitive and interpretive processes of people; 3) feeling
questions - to understand emotional responses of participant’s feelings and thoughts;
4) knowledge questions - to ascertain factual information the participant has; and 5)
sensory questions - participants describe the stimuli to which they are subject (pp.
207-208). Patton’s suggested questions will provide personal data on the leadership
development experiences of the participants, particularly the proteges, and if they feel
ready to ascend to more senior level positions. Emerging themes or patterns of
experience and feelings will categorize personal leadership development data from
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study participants. It will be interesting to note how participants feel about mentoring
and being mentored and their roles, particularly if they are being groomed or are
grooming women colleagues to ascend to senior level positions.
Data Analysis Strategy
Data collected from the interviews will be analyzed using the constant
comparative method. Information from interviews, notes, and other documents (i.e.,
biographies) will allow the researcher to compare one incident with another and with
other research participants. Since this research is emergent it’s uncertain what
meaningful information will develop. Data gathered from the interviews, notes, and
other documents will render a holistic description of women’s leadership development.
Interviews will be tape-recorded and transcribed so that no details are misinterpreted or
misquoted. Notes from the interviews, along with information from the background
questionnaires, will augment and help clarify the tape-recorded sessions.
The constant comparative method of data analysis, compatible with the
inductive, qualitative inquiry methodology of this study will be used. Merriam (2001)
describes this technique as “comparisons from interviews, field notes, or documents to
compare one incident with another in the same set of data. These comparisons lead to
tentative categories that are then compared to each other and to other instances” (p.
159). These pieces of information will be arranged into categories that have something
in common because “at the beginning of this study the researcher is uncertain about
what will ultimately be meaningful" (Merriam, 2002, p. 179).
Qualitative research methods will enable the researcher to gather several types
of data for analysis on the processes used in the identification strategies for women’s
leadership development (Taylor, 1987). Different strategies employed to collect data
will provide a holistic description of data for analysis of women’s leadership
development in post-secondary institutions (Patton, 1980).
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Rationale for Sequence of Interviews
The rationale for the sequence of interviews for this research is based on role
modeling and mentoring relationships as major influences on women that have
ascended to college presidency positions. While existing research on leadership
development clearly underscores the importance of mentoring relationships for
women’s career advancement, there is scant research on the dyadic relationship of
women college presidents and her mentor(s) and protege(s). Research is needed on
mentoring and dyadic relationships because “there have been few studies on the
impact of mentoring relationships or lack of mentoring in the career development of
women” (Bower, 1993, p. 92).
Although women are joining the workforce in increasing numbers, the majority
of women in post-secondary education are clustered in lower level jobs (Anderson,
1993; Bower, 1993; LeBlanc, 1993; Warner and DeFleur, 1993). For women in
academic administration, mentoring is especially important to succeed in an
environment not necessarily familiar or accommodating. Bower (1993) says for
women, “mentoring is a common aspect of every successful administrator’s career”
and “academic administrators have often been mentored and frequently find
themselves mentoring others” (p. 91). However, while women have made some
progress in ascending to senior level administrative positions, progress has not been
evenly distributed across types of institutions or within institutional departments
(Warner and DeFleur, 1993). The emergent nature of this research, on modeling and
mentoring relationships of women college presidents, suggests “that there is an
essence or essences of shared experience(s)” (Merriam, 2001, p. 15) among the
mentors and proteges that will serve as data sources in this study.
Commonly shared experiences are important aspects of dyadic relations
(Merriam, 2002; Northouse, 2001; Ausejo, 1993; Bower, 1993; Astin and Leland,
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1991). To fully understand the dynamics of dyadic relationships it is important for
participants to “reconstruct their experience actively within the context of their lives”
(Seidman, 1998, p. 6). Reconstructing experiences is often a chronological process
beginning with the past and concluding with the present. This chronological
reconstruction process can help participants reflect on significant career events and
people in their lives. Harter (1993) explores a similar process when describing her rise
to becoming a college president. She articulates her 20 years of experience both as a
faculty member and as an administrator, beginning with her tenure as an English
professor, to put her career in perspective. This type of chronological process allows
participants to examine events with a beginning, a middle, and an end (Seidman,
1998).
For this study, present experience, previous mentor, and current protege(s), will
be analogous to the middle, the beginning, and then the end of a chronological
reorganization of dyadic relationships for the women college presidents.
Reconstructing the experiences and dyadic relationships of the participants will begin
with the women college presidents from 3-5 institutions in New England - the core
sample. Interviews with the participants will establish the “context of the participants’
experience” (Seidman, 1998, p. 11) and reconstruct details of their experience leading
up to their current position.
During this research process, interviews will be conducted with women college
presidents to reconstruct details of their lives. The interview process of reconstructing
details of lives can be made easier by asking explicit questions. Seidman (1998)
suggests asking “how” questions to encourage participants to reconstruct events,
people, places, and/or work experiences that helped their professional development.
He specifically suggests asking the question “Given what you have said about your life
before you became a mentor teacher and given what you have said about your work
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now, how do you understand mentoring in your life?” (Seidman, 1998, p.12). These
questions will encourage participants to talk about their relationships with their mentors
and proteges as they reconstruct their lives. This type of question will also help clarify
the influence of mentors on their professional development.
Merriam’s (2002) and Seidman’s (1998) recommendations about reconstructing
past events to frame experiences helps determine the sequence of cohort interviews to
be first, one current president; second, her mentor; and third, her protege (s). Data
from this cohort will be analyzed before interviewing a second cohort composed of
another college president, her mentor, and her protege(s). Data collected in this
sequence is consistent with recommendations that a single cohort (president, her
mentor, her protege(s) be interviewed to ensure information is focused and
manageable (Merriam, 2002). This sequence of data collection will be followed for
each cohort in the core sample because the dyadic relationships are the unit of
analysis.
Merriam (2002) proposes evaluating particular incidents and comparing them
with other incidents and that these comparisons can lead to tentative categories
(coding) that can then be compared to each other before a theory can be formulated.
Tentative categories that are developed with each cohort will help organize and refine
data analysis on an ongoing and simultaneous basis rather than begin an analysis at
the conclusion of the data collection. Merriam reports that
Without ongoing analysis, the data can be
unfocused, repetitious, and overwhelming
in the sheer volume of material that needs
to be processed. Data that have been analyzed
while being collected are both parsimonious
and illuminating (p. 162).
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A key component of the data analysis will be determining when enough data
have been collected. Merriam (2002) suggests that the decision to end data collection
should be based on the following criteria:
1. Cohorts in the core sample have been interviewed.
2. Continued data collection doesn’t produce any new or relevant information after two
interviews.
3. New information doesn’t contribute to the study or categories.
4. Categories, or themes, have emerged that can be analyzed.
When these four criteria have been met, data collection will conclude and
analysis of the categories or themes that emerge will begin. This data collection
procedure will enable the constant comparative technique to be utilized for identifying
“categories, properties, and hypotheses as the conceptual links between and among
the categories and properties” (Merriam, 2002, p. 159) for the units of analysis. Since
this is emergent research and the researcher doesn’t know what will ultimately be
discovered through these interviews “the final product will be shaped by the data that
are collected and the analysis that accompanies the entire process” (Merriam, 2002, p.
162).
Trustworthiness strategies
Rossman and Rallis (1998) and Seidman (1998) believe that qualitative
researchers should utilize different strategies to help confirm trustworthiness of studies.
The first trustworthiness strategy used in this study will address initial data sources for
this study. First, a survey will be mailed to all colleges and universities in New England
that currently have a woman serving as president. Responses to the survey will help
determine the final sample and address the second trustworthiness strategy. It is
anticipated that final data will be collected, by interviews, from a core sample of 3-5
institutions in New England that have women in senior leadership positions and will
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focus on the current president; her mentor(s); and her protege(s). Neither names of
participants nor institutions will be disclosed. Pseudonyms will be used for the
participants. They will be referred to as President or Dr. Smith, Jones, or Thomas.
The second trustworthiness strategy will be utilized during the interview
process. Notes from the interviews will be transcribed, participants will be provided
with a copy of the transcript, and asked to provide feedback. Finally, after all the data
is collected and analyzed, notes and transcripts from interviews will be destroyed to
maintain anonymity. Information from interviews will not be shared with any other
study participants.
Ethical Considerations
Written consent will be obtained from all study participants. A form will be
developed, with the approval of the University Human Subjects Review Board, and
distributed to all participants. The document will provide an overview of the study, its
intended purpose, participant involvement, and assurance of confidentiality. A sample
of the form will be attached to the study as an appendix. Information on the results of
the research will be made available to all participants upon completion of the study.
Limitations
This research may be limited due to the following considerations:
1. My experience may have considerable bearing on this case study.
Eight years of experience in a small private college and seven years in a large
public university may influence my perspective. The collegiality of the small college
afforded me the opportunity to interact on a regular basis with both faculty and senior
level staff and to learn how they achieved their present leadership positions. Even
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though there was little money allocated for professional development, these personal
relationships, and mentoring, encouraged me to develop my leadership skills. There
were fewer layers of hierarchy and the college president was generally available and
accessible.
The hierarchical structure and large size of the public university, in which I
currently work, has not allowed me the same opportunities to interact with senior level
staff. Consequently, there have been fewer opportunities to develop relationships with
senior level women administrative staff to understand how they developed their
leadership skills. Personally though, I have had more opportunities to develop my
leadership skills because money has been allocated for professional development.
Both the Executive Director and the Director of Business Management have
consistently encouraged my professional development by giving me “stretch
assignments” and assigning me more leadership roles and responsibilities.
My personal experience is consistent with research by Green and McDade
(1994) and Twombly (1986) who report that higher education tends to confine people
to narrow career parameters. Because of these confines, nonacademic administrators,
like me, rise up through the ranks using different career paths than faculty. However,
limited career advancement tends to force staff (and faculty) to seek employment
elsewhere to develop their leadership skills and broaden their knowledge. The small
private college in which I worked allowed a lot of horizontal movement but limited
upward mobility; the large university in which I currently work appears even more
limited for administrative staff because of union and state job classifications. These
factors may enter into the study as researcher bias and I will have to be cognizant of
my feelings.
2. Scant empirical evidence on women’s leadership development for senior level
positions in post-secondary institutions is a second limitation.
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Until recently, most research on professional development has focused on
industry. Higher education has largely ignored the collaborative and reciprocal benefits
of leader-member professional development. Bensimon and Neumann (1993) report
that “college and university presidents and other administrators have few training
opportunities (other than “on the job”)... (p. xii).
Inadequate evidence also manifests itself in abstruse career lines for
administrative staff. Career lines are clearer for faculty who can move from faculty
positions to department chair, then dean to provost, and then to vice president or
president (Anderson, 1993; McDade, 1988). Administrative staff “follow many career
paths and their skills, knowledge, and expertise depend on their experience” (McDade,
1988, p. 3). Hamilton (2000) indicates “what colleges and universities appear to need
more than anything as they move into the 21st century is leadership with vision” (p. 25).
However, the review of literature revealed that there is little research on how senior
level women administrators develop the leadership skills to articulate the colleges’
vision.
3. A third limitation is that little effort has been directed toward the identification and
development of qualified staff.
Industry has a long history of identifying high-potential employees. Business
and industry link leadership development and organizational goals. Best practice
organizations encourage the most talented senior executives to actively engage in the
professional development processes of junior level staff. Post-secondary institutions
have not followed industry’s lead in this area. The structure of academe may be a
factor. Professional development requirements are different for the administrative and
academic functions of colleges. For example, a doctorate is generally required for
senior level academic positions but is not for senior level administrative positions. A
vice president of academic affairs will need a doctorate, whereas a vice president of
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administration and finance will need, as a minimum, an MBA. Furthermore, a
professional degree is not a guarantee of ascension to senior level positions
particularly if high-potential employees have not been identified and offered further
professional development early in their careers.
4. All of the d Ja collyicfls from women college presidents. Some of the information
may also apply to men college presidents.
Recently researchers have begun trying to determine if there really is a
difference in the leadership styles of men and women. Some have observed
noticeable differences; others have indicated there are no differences. Furthermore,
most of the research has focused on industry. Since the locus of this study is women
college presidents, it will be difficult to ascertain if their leadership style is different than
their male counterparts.
The next section, Section II, provides an explanation of the data collection and
analyses of the data. Charts in this section illustrate the development of the initial
categories, themes, and patterns. Participant’s quotes, taken from the interview
transcripts, and field notes are included to further explain the process of data
extraction.
Section II
Explanation of the Data Collection and Analyses of the Data
This section provides in-depth analyses of the data based on the conceptual
framework. The goal of this section is to explain how I used the constant comparative
analytic method for data analysis. First, I will explain the data collection strategy, the
response rates, the interview schedules, transcribing the interviews, and my field
notes. Second, I will explain analyses of the data from category development, to
emerging themes, and finally to the patterns that informed the development of theory
for this research. To help clarify the data analyses, quotes from the interview
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transcripts are interspersed throughout this section to show connections and groupings
of data. The purpose of these quotes is to show how this researcher makes logical
connections to form concepts.
Data Collection
Data for this study were gathered between February and June 2003. A total of
34 emails were sent to the women presidents in New England colleges. The email
(Appendix A) briefly introduced me, explained the purpose of my contact, and asked for
their participation in the research. Sixteen responded. A cover letter (Appendix B)
and survey (Appendix C) were sent to the respondents requesting background data to
ensure the presidents have both a mentor and a protege which are requirements for
the research. Based on answers to the survey, four met the criteria and were
contacted for interviews.
Initially, I intended to schedule the interviews so that I would have one cohort’s
information before moving on to the next one. However, conflicting schedules
prevented this, and I met with study participants at their convenience. The women
presidents were the first to be interviewed.
I took notes during the tape-recorded interviews to help me recall important
points and in case the answers to the interview questions were not clearly heard and
recorded. A series of questions had been developed (Appendices D, E, and F) to elicit
information about the presidents’ leadership development and mentoring experiences
as both a protege and now as a mentor. Upon completion of the presidents’
interviews, they gave me the names, addresses, and phone numbers of their mentors
and proteges. The only stipulation was that they (the presidents) would contact their
mentors and proteges first to inform them that I would be contacting them for my study.
The presidents asked me to contact them in about two weeks, following their
interviews. This would give them a chance to speak with their mentors and proteges
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about this study and their participation. I made follow-up phone calls within two weeks
of the interviews to confirm the cooperation and participation of their mentors and
proteges. Unfortunately, one mentor had moved and could not be reached so the
study proceeded with three cohorts rather than with four.
Nine interviews, each between 45 and 60 minutes, were conducted. The
presidents were interviewed in their offices. Some mentors’ and proteges’ interviews
were telephone interviews because of their schedules or distance. In fact, two of the
mentors live out of state - one in North Carolina and one in Texas and I couldn’t travel
to them for a one-hour interview. After each interview concluded, I immediately made
notes about the interviews. The telephone interviews tended to be shorter than the inperson interviews; their answers were very succinct. The same questions were asked
but it was more difficult to draw out additional information. However, the telephone
interviews didn’t allow for the personal interaction that the in-person interviews
permitted. Transcribing the telephone interviews was less time consuming but data
lacked many of the nuances, details, and personal impressions that were noted during
the in-person interviews.
Tapes from the interviews were transcribed within two days after being
recorded to ensure that I wouldn’t misquote anything I heard and so that if I
misunderstood anything I could call the study participants for clarification while the
conversations were still fresh in both of our minds. Further, the interviews were
transcribed verbatim. I also noted responses to the interview questions in my field
notes because I felt that it was important to describe both verbal and nonverbal
reactions in order to “remember the substance of the conversations” (Merriam, 2001, p.
105). Nonverbal reactions were excluded from the telephone interviews because it
was impossible to note them without the visual contact.
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My field notes were descriptions of the settings for the interviews, although as
mentioned earlier, some of the interviews were conducted over the telephone.
Whether in person or on the telephone, study participants appeared completely relaxed
and at ease during our conversations. I felt that they were comfortable talking about
their mentoring and leadership development experiences and they all offered me
advice on my own career development. As a researcher, I thought that it was
important to keep a record of my observations to ensure that I didn’t distort the
situation or misinterpret the data.
Data Analyses
Data analyses were conducted in parallel with data collection as dictated by the
constant comparative method. Data were transcripts and quotes, insights, and
observations from notes made immediately after the interviews. Figure 4, below,
graphically depicts this repetitive process. This figure was influenced by Merriam’s
(2001) explanation of constant comparative data analysis as well as Ballantine’s (2000)
illustration of constant comparative data analysis.

The iterative process of data collection, transcribing the tapes, noting my
observations and insights, forming preliminary abstractions, more data collection, and
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modifications, and so on, led to more tangible abstractions. Preliminary abstracts were

the first groupings of homogeneous data such as comments or references to providing
opportunities for professional development, providing feedback and advice, showing
effective leadership behavior, and sharing values. Quotes, from the stories in the
interview transcripts, which led to preliminary abstracts are:
I’d go up there to his office with issues and sometimes
he would let me talk. Other times he would ask questions
that would direct me to find the answers. And, only rarely
did he tell me what he thought I should do.
President Smith
We also maintain respect for each other and I’m able to
make decisions that I wouldn’t be able to without her
respect. We support each other.
President Smith’s protege
She had most of the skills. I just needed to make sure she
had consistent direction for the institution.
President Smith’s mentor
That gave me a whole new array of experiences. There’s
no better way to learn how to go through an interview as to
see other people that are professional... what they did well...
that kind of advice ...
President Jones
I can bounce ideas off of her. She’s open to suggestions.
She provides feedback and advice and she has a
capacity to understand .. .
President Jones’ protege
Look for ways to broaden your skills and look at other paths.
Be good in your field and don’t be too specialized - be a
generalist. Don’t know more and more about less and less.
President Jones’ mentor
This woman who continues to give me advice and sort of
always seems to be one step ahead of me in my career...
President Thomas
Ten years ago she hired me as her Vice President of
Academic Affairs but I wasn’t interested in being a
president at that time. She influenced me to consider
becoming one.
President Thomas’ protege
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It’s been satisfying to see someone reach their goal
and it’s been equally satisfying to help her along to remove some of the barriers.
President Thomas’ mentor
These particular quotes were abstracts that led to preliminary groupings of data
that informed the development of categories. While abstracts were broad groupings of
similar data, concepts were tighter groupings of related data. Interpreted from the
data, “providing feedback and advice” was a concept - an idea. Throughout the
transcripts, mentors presented examples of providing feedback and advice to their
proteges such as those in the previous quotes. This researcher interpreted these
quotes, these broad abstracts, in the context of the research question. Based on the
research question they defined the category of “guiding/advising”. Furthermore,
categories were mutually exclusive data.
Category Development
Category development was the arduous process of identifying and naming the
data - a process Merriam (2001) refers to “as” data analysis. However, I believe that
category development is the first step of an analytic process that occurs during data
collection. As the previous figure (Figure 4) indicates, abstracts were developed from
the transcripts and field notes. These abstracts were homogeneous concepts that
included similar phrases. The development of the Role Modeling category is shown in
the following quotes. They are similar and define role modeling as it applies to their
leadership development experiences.
Have an open relationship and be open to criticism.
Mentors should be honorable and not have anything
at stake. There should be no conflict of interest
between yourself... Don’t expect your protege to
follow your footsteps. Be a role model.
Dr. Smith’s mentor
Proteges should model behavior but not copy it.
President Smith’s protege
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I think perhaps from the female mentor I did see
more of the roadblocks that very often come in a
woman’s way. She was a very assertive person,
a very definite person. Those situations have worth;
are good models.
President Jones
... mentoring is very important for leadership
development. It’s an important relationship. It’s
role modeling and proteges’ learn from a mentor’s
experience...
President Jones’ protege
I learned from Dr. Thomas but my style of leadership
is different from hers.... Mentors should be ethical
and honorable.
Dr. Thomas’ protege
While phrases such as “between mentors and proteges there should be no
conflict of interest; a mentor should set high standards; mentors should be ethical and
honorable; and proteges should model behavior but not copy it” were subject to
interpretation, they all referred to the same actions. Grouped together these
abstractions formed a concept that laid the foundation for a category. Thus I combined
all of these bits of data into one category - Role Modeling. The constant comparative
analyses of the data led to six additional categories: 1) Helping focus goals; 2)
Networking; 3) Helping develop skills; 4) Guiding and advising; 5) Formalizing the
mentoring relationship; 6) Directing to find answers; and 7) Sharing values.
Since this study looked at three groups, data were reorganized by cohorts to
see if the concepts were shared between generations. The following chart depicts
concepts that the study participants believe were shared within their cohorts.
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President Smith’s Cohort
Dr. Smith
• Mentoring (formally & informally)
• Creating leadership/leaming opportunities
• Providing professional development (executive coaching)
• Setting goals
•
•
•

Supporting career goal(s)
Promoting to leadership position (member of senior staff)
Networking - serving on internal and external boards

Protege
• Receiving executive coaching to develop leadership competencies
• Serving on constituent boards to develop a network of professional contacts
• Accomplishing first goal of becoming a Dean
• Developing skills for future career goal - college presidency
Mentor
• Setting goals
• Change agent
• Networking (introduction to [state] politics)
• Mentoring (formally & informally)
• Supporting decisions
• Sounding board
• Guiding/advising

President Jones’ Cohort
Dr. Jones
• Mentoring (formally & informally)
• Guiding/advising - providing a “push”
• Creating skill development opportunities
• Supporting - joining professional organizations
• Setting goals
• Role modeling/relating (woman-to-woman)
• Promoting to leadership position (member of senior staff)
• Encouraging return to school
Protege
• Developing a new program
• Considering returning to school
• Role modeling/Relating (woman-to-woman)
• Guidance on developing leadership competencies
• Promoting to senior staff position
• Identifying career goal(s) and competencies
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Mentor
• Setting goals
• Supporting/critiquing assignments
• Networking (serving on boards)
• Guiding/advising - providing a “push”
• Mentoring (formally & informally)
• Encouraging growth; creating skill development opportunities

President Thomas’ Cohort
Dr. Thomas
• Mentoring (formally)
• Creating skill development and leadership opportunities
• Setting goals
• Role modeling
• Sharing values
• Guiding/advising
• Supporting and encouraging career goal(s)
• Openness/communicative
Protege
• Reaching career goal of becoming a college president
• Sharing values with college community
• Role modeling -ethical behavior; respect for others; diversity
• Open communication with college community
Mentor
• Guiding/advising
• Sharing values
• Setting goals
• Mentoring (formally & informally)
• Networking (women’s support group)
• Role modeling (woman-to-woman)
• Supporting
• Challenging
While the above illustration shows participant data, the following diagrams the
development of the $even categories that emerged from the data.
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Concepts

Categories

Setting goals; helping
achieve them
Helping focus goals
Holding protege
accountable for
reaching goals'
Serving on boards and
search committees
Working with
external constituents

Networking

Liaison duties
Encouraging joining
professional organizations
Creating opportunities'
Offering new assignments
Assigning new tasks
to improve weaknesses

Helping develop skills

Encouraging risk taking/
trying new things
Providing opportunities to write
Critiquing job progress.
Providing feedback
and advice

Guiding/advising

Providing a “push” when needed
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Providing formal and.
Informal support
Providing executive
coaching
Including on management
team
Formalizing the mentoring
relationship

Promoting to leadership
position
Spending time with protege
Respecting protege as a
colleague
Rewarding for performance
Acting as a sounding boardEncouraging pursuit of dreams

Directing to find answers
Trusting decisions
Recognizing there were
different ways to solve problems
Respecting othersPracticing consensus
decision-making
Showing effective leadership
behavior
Sharing values
Showing vulnerabilities
Having open and honest
communication
Understanding the
importance of education
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Setting high standards .
Ethical/honorable behavior
Encouraging modeling not copying
Role modeling
Having no conflict of
interest

s'

Female role models
s'
understanding women’s challenges ^

In constructing the categories I moved beyond basic descriptors to capture
some of the recurrent ideas and to reflect the purpose of the research - to identify the
influence of mentoring in dyadic relationships on the leadership development of women
college presidents. The decision to make categories always involves making trade-offs
on what to include and what to exclude. By moving back and forth between tangible
data and abstract concepts, categories are identified that capture some of the recurring
data and reflect the focus of the study. Further, by comparing tangible data and
abstract concepts, and by looking for similarities, data are more clearly allocated to one
specific category. Merriam (2001) writes that “categories are concepts indicated by the
data and not the data itself (p. 179). Figure 5 shows the development of a category
suggested by the research data. This figure reflects the development of abstractions
using the constant comparative data analysis as explained by Merriam (2001) and
Ballantine (2000).
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Based on the transcripts and my interpretation of the field notes, I make the
most logical connections of the abstracts for categories in this study. By moving back
and forth between abstracts and tangible data, specific categories began to emerge.
The categories were broad groupings of data that cut across generations and began to
clearly articulate a connection. Excerpts from the transcripts, offered in the following
quotes, were tangible data that moved from abstracts to emerging categories. Quotes
were taken directly from the participants’ stories to illustrate the connections. The
following quotes inform the emergence of the Modeling category.
I think my leadership style is like hers - democratic;
supportive. I think a leader provides opportunities and
sees the big picture. A leader and a mentor gives more
than one set of directions and sets high standards.
Proteges’ shouldn’t follow someone’s coattails. I like
learning from Dr. Smith but I’m developing my own
leadership style. President Smith set a high standard
that I model my behavior after.
President Smith’s protege
Being a protege’ is hard especially living up to the
expectations of the mentor - they set a high standard.
But, this makes me set personal high standards. I
don’t want to let anyone down.
President Jones protege
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A mentor has experience and insight to share
with a protege’. They have to respect others;
have ethical behavior and show respect for others;
be open ...
President Thomas’ protege
A mentor should have no conflict of interest between
self, and the institution, and the president. Be honorable.
Can’t have anything at stake.
President Smith’s mentor
I think perhaps from the female mentor I did see more of
the roadblocks that very often come in a woman’s way.
She did all of those things and probably seeing that was
very positive ... This woman was a role model.
President Jones
I didn’t want her to copy me because she has good instincts.
My role was to help build Dr. Jones’ confidence.
President Jones’ mentor
Again, since this study was also cross-generational, I reorganized data by
cohorts. The following quotes, taken from the interview transcripts, were grouped by
cohort to illustrate the emerging category of Supporting. The quotes reflected recurring
data for how the study participants were supported, guided, and advised. All of the
categories emerged from this iterative process.
Dr. Smith’s cohort
I currently have a staff member who has considered, is
Considering, someday maybe wanting to be president...
So I worked with him over the last couple of years ...
trying to guide him in that direction.
President Smith
A good mentor like (Dr. Smith) provides opportunities to be
Successful by having a macro view of the institution. She
includes me . . . gives more than one set of directions.
President Smith’s protege
When she became president, she needed someone to
support her new role; she created the role of Vice
President of External Academic Affairs for me so I could
provide council. I provided experience and introductions
for her. I’m a sounding board.
President Smith’s mentor
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Dr. Jones’ cohort
He encouraged me to move out of public school education
and into higher education ... He encouraged me to go back
to school and get my doctorate. The second commissioner
continued with allowing me the opportunity for new experiences.
President Jones
She’s confident with my ability because she watched me
develop the program I manage and she’s watched me grow
and learn about myself. She’s always encouraging me ...
President Jones’ protege
.. I tried to encourage her to trust her own abilities. Finding
ways to help without interfering ... Providing a push when
needed; know when to let them fly.
President Jones’ mentor
Dr. Thomas’ cohort
This woman who continues to give me advice and sort of
always seems to be one step ahead of me in my career...
President Thomas
She was my mentor and is now a colleague, a peer. She’s an
influential role model.
President Thomas’ protege
We’re close friends and have a clear professional connection.
A mentor/protege relationship must be tailored to the two
personalities.
President Thomas’ mentor
The previous quotes reflected recurring data from one category. The process
of extracting quotes and looking for recurring data was used to pinpoint other
categories. Within, and between, cohorts there were other recurring data. Examples
of Supporting were provided in President Jones’ story when she recalled one of her
mentors. She reflected
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He encouraged me to move out of public school
education and into higher education; he gave me
opportunities to co-author articles with him because
his name was publishable at the time; and, when he
left Government Relations they established a search
committee and they asked me to staff the committee.
I was also given responsibility to be the liaison with
the State Department. Both my mentors have supported
me taking on new assignments to stretch my skills.
Another clear example of supporting occurred between President Smith and her
protege. Her protege expressed a desire to be a college president one day. Under
her tutelage, he had completed his doctorate - a requirement for a presidency; he
taught classes to understand faculty issues; he was on her senior staff to develop a
macro view of the institution; and she hired an executive coach to develop his
leadership skills. Dr. Smith and her protege met regularly to discuss what skills he still
needs and how to develop them. She believed that
If you’ve got somebody good then try and keep them; so
I’ll change the reporting structures and I’ll give them new
responsibilities and new opportunities to grow. I don’t want
somebody to leave because they don’t like it here or we did
something wrong. As the leader of the institution it’s in the
best interest of the college to make sure we have qualified
staff in leadership positions.
Still, a third example of supporting was in President Thomas’ story. She
recalled how she became the Vice President for Advancement. She noted
The Vice President for Advancement left and I went to the
president and said, well, it’s been three years and I’m bored.
I’d like to try that. I had no real experience but he said okay
and I got his support; and, .... being asked to write the
degree program proposal for Media Technology - something I
knew nothing about. He gave me a proposal to look at and I
learned how to write proposals. I thrived under this type of
leadership.
The previous examples explain just one category - Supporting. The following
table represents all of the shared categories, by cohort, that emerged from this step of
the data analysis.
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Table 6.
Shared Categories Between Cohorts
President Smith’s cohort

President Jones’ cohort

President Thonras’ cohort

Setting goals/challenging
Networking
Mentoring
Supporting/guiding
advising
Role modeling
Sharing values

Setting goals/challenging
Networking
Mentoring
Supporting/guiding
advising
Role modeling
Sharing values

Setting goals/challenging
Networking
Mentoring
Supporting/guiding
advising
Role modeling
Sharing values

In addition to analyzing data by cohort, data were examined by generations. All
three generations believed in most of the same concepts but didn’t necessarily share
them with their proteges. The first generation of mentors mentioned the importance of
networking but only a couple of the presidents and their proteges discussed
networking, indicating to me that the concept wasn’t passed onto the next generation of
proteges. President Smith, her mentor, and her protege were the only cohort that
discussed the importance of networking for leadership development.
President Smith’s mentor was familiar with (the state) politics and knows that
the new college president isn’t. He says “... I knew the college and the state; she
didn’t know (the state’s) politics”. He introduced her to key government people and
college constituents that would have an impact on her ability to lead the institution. He
knew that she would need to meet and establish working relationships with those
groups as soon as possible. Likewise, President Smith appointed her protege to her
senior staff and encouraged him to join professional organizations so that he could
develop a network of like-minded peers and develop his leadership skills. Serving on
her senior staff also gave him the opportunity to develop connections with other senior
staff within the institution.
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As the following list indicates, a different picture emerged of concepts passed
between generations. Data indicated that networking appeared to end with the first
generation of mentors. There was some speculation as to why this concept wasn’t
passed on but there was nothing definitive in either the data, the abstracts, or in my
field notes. This information didn’t emerge until well into the constant comparative
analysis.
Table 7.
Concepts Passed Between Generations
first Generation - the
Mentors
1. Setting goals/
challenging
2. Mentoring/modeling
3. Supporting/guiding/
advising
4. Networking

Second Generation the Presidents
1. Setting goals/
challenging
2. Mentoring/modeling
3. Supporting/guiding/
advising

Biird Generation - the
current Proteges
1. Set goals/be
challenged
2. Mentored/modeled
3. Supported/guided/
advised

Both the concepts, which developed from the broad ideas, and the categories,
which emerged from the recurring data, reflected similar information that connected
them to emerging themes. Within cohorts and between generations, overriding themes
such as setting goals/challenging, supporting/guiding/advising, and
mentoring/modeling emerged. The first generation of mentors indicated the
importance of networking whereas neither the second generation nor the current
proteges mentioned it. Interestingly, networking was not commonly passed on from
the first generation - except within President Smith’s cohort.
Categories Become Themes
Themes were the descriptive links that occurred within the categories (Merriam,
2001). These links developed from my interpretation of concepts and categories.
Quotes such as “President Smith set a high standard that I model my behavior after”
and “my mentor is a female so she really provides that female role model, which I think
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is tremendously important” indicated that proteges were emulating their mentors.
Likewise, the field notes, insights, and ongoing analyses were my interpretation of the
way in which study participants talked about their mentors, either relaxed or tense, with
smiles or frowns, freely or guardedly. In fact, one president kept photo of a former
mentor on her desk as a constant reminder of their relationship.
Comparing concepts and the preliminary categories informed the development
of descriptive, homogeneous groupings of data that emerged as themes.
Consequently, three themes developed from this iterative process - Modeling,
Supporting, and Challenging. To identify the theme of modeling, I referred to all of the
previously identified concepts and my field notes and identified the connections. For
example, from my interpretation of the data and my field notes, the concepts of: 1)
respecting others; 2) practicing consensus decision-making; 3) showing effective
leadership behavior; 4) showing vulnerabilities; 5) having open and honest
communication; and 6) understanding the importance of education, all refer to one
category - sharing values. Each time those categories were mentioned in the
transcripts the mentors and proteges were referring to sharing values. President
Thomas articulated this very clearly when she said this about one of her mentors.
... my first mentor, sponsor, whatever you want to
call it. He was wonderful really. He communicated a
sense of values so I still think about him. I still think
about what he taught me. And,.. . that came at a
time when I was just starting out and really growing
and that’s when you instill values in people.
President Smith’s mentor also discussed sharing values when he noted “they
had a basic agreement about academic problems”. Clearly they had the same ideas
about academic issues.
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Still, another perspective was offered by President Thomas’ protege. He
explained that
We came from the same type of environment, we
shared values, and cultural perspectives. Those
philosophical similarities added to our personal and
professional mentoring relationship.
Moreover, data from the interview transcripts indicated a pattern, a logical
connection, in the development of these themes. The theme of modeling was
articulated in President Jones’ cohort’s stories. Dr. Jones revealed that
The second commissioner was a female, so she
really provided the female role model which I think
is tremendously important. I think perhaps from the
female mentor I did see more of the roadblocks that
very often come in a woman’s way” and “ When I was
Interim President... there I had some students that I
felt that I had a mentoring relationship with ...
young ladies who were considering careers in higher
education; we try and encourage people to go on and get
their doctorate.
Her protege, a young woman, reported that she had learned a lot from her
mentor, like how to balance multiple roles and responsibilities especially since they’re
both women. She noted that “she appreciates having a female role model and mentor
and that it’s important for women to find a female mentor in the organization. A woman
mentor can give you advice based on personal experience”.
Figure 6 depicts the development of a theme. This figure, like previous ones,
was influenced by Merriam (2001) and Ballantine’s (2000) interpretation of the constant
comparative method of data analysis.
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Concepts and field notes contained phrases that directed me to consider these
bits of data as more than separate pieces of information. In fact Merriam (2001)
believes that we must be constantly moving back and forth between the data, our
abstractions of the data, our descriptions of what had occurred, and our analyses of
those descriptions to develop theory. As the figure above indicates, to find a theme I
moved between concepts, field notes, and categories to envision a connection. While
each individual concept had depth, linked with another concept it became a theme. In
toto, individual concepts were constructs - building blocks - for categories that
informed the development of themes. For example, the categories of Role Modeling
and Sharing Values were thematically tied to Modeling.
Similarly the categories of Guiding and Advising, Formalizing the Mentoring
Relationship, and Directing to Find Answers were all linked to the theme of Supporting.
Helping Focus Goals, Networking, and Helping Develop Skills were themes within the
theme of Challenging. Still, it was necessary to ascertain if the themes were planned
or just circumstantial; occurring simultaneously or independently.
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Patterns
Three themes were embedded in a larger pattern of leadership development a cross-generational leader development process. The themes were concepts of
mentoring strategies that were consistently used within cohorts and across
generations. Mentoring strategies appeared to have a definite pattern starting with
Modeling, then Challenging, and finally Supporting.
Modeling, as a concept, appeared to be congruent with Tierney and Rhoads’
(1993) explanation of socialization in which new or junior staff members adopted the
attitudes and values of the organization in order to “fit in.” Data from the transcripts
indicated that for the proteges, “fitting in” meant emulating behaviors and adopting the
values of senior level administrators - administrators that were in positions that the
proteges aspire to reach. Proteges indicated that they wanted to be included on
teams, or become part of senior management. Inclusion, to proteges, indicated that
they were successfully incorporating and adopting the behavior of senior staff - the
group of which they wanted to be a part. Data also revealed that proteges either
asked to be mentored or mentors volunteer because they had observed leader
potential in staff members.
Modeling evolved into formal mentoring to become part of a systematic,
ongoing process of leader development. Data indicated that systematic, ongoing
leader development was a progression of developmental experiences that were linked
to career goals. Development experiences included: 1) joining professional
organizations; 2) developing skills in public speaking, team building, and consensus
building; 3) earning a doctorate; 4) developing a macro institutional view; 5) serving on
boards and committees; 6) developing interpersonal communication skills; and 7)
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developing wide-ranging administrative skills. Indeed, one mentor’s comments on
ongoing leader development were “don’t be too specialized, be a generalist; don’t know
more and more about less and less” and “always keep learning.”
VanVelsor, Moxley, and Bunker (2004) write, “leadership lessons are learned
best when one development experience is reinforced by other experiences” (p. 207).
VanVelsor et al. continued with “learning is not random” and “to have opportunities to
learn all the lessons needed to become a well-rounded leader over time, a person must
be exposed to multiple developmental experiences that are linked together and
reinforce one another” (p. 207). For example, President Smith employed multiple
learning experiences to help her protege develop his leadership skills for his future goal
- a college presidency. With her encouragement and support he was: 1) a member of
her cabinet to develop a macro view of leading an institution; 2) teaching courses to
understand faculty’s concerns; 3) working with both internal and external constituents
to develop a network of peers; 4) in a leadership position; and 5) receiving executive
coaching to further develop and refine his management skills. While each of these
opportunities built leadership skills, as interdependent multiple learning experiences,
they also strengthened this protege’s leadership ability and were preparing him for his
career goal.
In another example, President Thomas reported that her leadership
development involved multiple learning opportunities beginning with the National
Institute for Leadership Development (formerly known as the Leadership for Ladies).
In that program, she was assigned to work on a one-year project that increased her
visibility on a college campus. Her assignment was to learn about quality circles and
how to implement them to improve processes. She recalled “I learned a lot about the
techniques you use to analyze a problem ...” and “then you had a week where you
met with other women ...” who were part of the Institute to network and to develop
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support groups. She believed that the most powerful aspect of the project was “the
connections that she made with other women”. She noted “when I was looking for my
first presidency, and if I had an interview, I would call somebody and ask, ‘ What do
you know about this college? Whom should I talk to’?”
President Thomas discussed her experience in the Kellogg National Fellowship
and noted that the Fellowship brought together people from all walks of life. Through
this Fellowship, she was exposed to different perspectives and learned about the
impact of values, ethics, religion, politics, and families on leadership. She called that
exposure “life changing experiences that shaped me as a person and as a leader.”
Exposure to those learning opportunities were separate and independent experiences,
but they were also interdependent, linked, learning experiences that she believed
helped her to become a well-rounded leader. One of her most notable learning
relationships from the Fellowship evolved into a mentor-protege relationship. Dr.
Thomas reiterated that she shared her mentor’s values and role modeled her mentor’s
leadership style. Indeed, Modeling was just one of the concepts that emerged from
this research. Two others, Supporting and Challenging, also emerged from the data
analyses.
This section provided an in-depth analysis of the data, the data collection, and
the development of categories, themes, and patterns. Emerging from these patterns
were three mentoring strategies of Modeling, Supporting, and Challenging. Personal
quotes and reflections from the study participants were included to illustrate category,
theme, and pattern construction. These patterns informed the development of the
mentoring strategies in the cross-generational leader development process that
emerged from the data. Flow charts illustrated the constant comparative data analyses
process used in this research.
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The next section, Section III, provides an explanation and interpretation of the
data analysis. Flow charts in this section illustrate the development of the initial
categories, themes, and patterns. An interpretation of the interview transcripts and
field notes is included to further explain the process of data extraction.
Section III
Explanation and Interpretation of the Data Analysis
Given that the purpose of this study was to identify the influence of mentoring
on the leadership development of women college presidents, the goal of this section is
to describe the analytic and interpretive methods used to inform the research question.
The conceptual framework, drawn from the review of literature, guided the initial
analyses of the data.
The overall approach for this study was guided by concepts from Women’s
Leadership Theory (WLT) and Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory. The
conceptual framework for this research was an examination of the connection between
key aspects of WLT and LMX in higher education. Both WLT and LMX describe and
prescribe how to develop future leaders by focusing on building relationships and
inculcating the skills of empowering, role modeling, and mentoring (Northouse, 2001;
Morgan, 1997; Rost, 1993; Sitterly, 1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992). It’s important
to note that there are differences between skills and methods.
Data indicated that while skills were knowledge and abilities that developed with
training, methods were the processes used to develop those skills. Among those skills
were providing the vision, teamwork, diversity, communication, and leadership abilities
necessary to lead organizations (Hamilton, 2000; Anderson, 1993; Harter, 1993;
Sitterly, 1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992; and Wellington, 1990). These same
researchers reported that additional concepts such as role modeling, empowering,
guiding and advising, flexibility, networking, openness, and motivating, were perceived
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as more analogous with women’s leadership. Those development concepts were
passed on to proteges through mentoring relationships. Whereas controlling,
hierarchies, demanding respect, and rigidity were more analogous with traditional male
leadership that focused on the top-down pyramid style of management rather than on
mentoring relationships (Sitterly, 1993).
The framework developed for this study substantiates the influence of
mentoring on the leadership development of women college presidents by identifying
specific strategic mentoring concepts. We know from existing literature that there are
many mentoring strategies. The strategies identified in this research add to existing
knowledge about women’s leadership theory by both describing the influence of
mentoring relationships and by prescribing specific mentoring strategies to develop
future leaders. Wolcott (2001) believed that theories were parts of a system of
knowledge. The additional knowledge that this research contributed to addressed
leadership development from the Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) perspective - a
perspective that overlaps with another leadership development theory - LeaderMember Exchange (LMX) Theory. Wolcott wrote that “theory is a way of asking
(inquiring) that is guided by a reasonable answer” (p. 81). This research looked for a
reasonable answer to explain the influence of mentoring on the dyadic relationships of
women college presidents.
To clarify the influence of mentoring on the women presidents in this study, this
researcher looked for concepts associated with Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT)
and Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory in the data. Many of these concepts
emerged from the data, and I was able to make some initial broad groupings. Within
each of these broad groupings were sub-groupings that explained, supported, and
connected individual concepts aiding in the development of a theory. Merriam (2001)
suggested
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that grounded theory consisted of categories and properties that were links informing
the development of theory. I performed some rudimentary linking during data
collection as part of the simultaneous data collection and analysis process.
Patton (1980) offers a similar explanation for analyzing and evaluating data. He
notes that, “the evaluator-analyst begins by looking for recurring regularities in the
data. Those regularities represented patterns that could then be sorted into categories.
Categories could then be judged by two criteria: internal homogeneity and external
heterogeneity” (p. 311). The first criterion looked for data that belonged together; the
second criterion was for data that were clearly different and didn’t belong together.
The constant comparative method of data analysis is a proven analytic method
that is often used to analyze qualitative studies (Merriam, 2001; Wolcott, 2001).
Merriam notes that “the basic strategy of the constant comparative method is
compatible with qualitative research, the constant comparative method has been
adopted by many researchers ...” (p. 159). The conceptual framework for this case
study attempts to answer the research question “what is the influence of mentoring and
dyadic relationships on the leadership development of women presidents in post¬
secondary institutions” by examining the key concepts of Women’s Leadership Theory
(WLT) and Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory in higher education. Data for this
study come from interviews with nine participants. Three generations of mentors and
proteges make up three cohorts consisting of the college president, her mentor, and
her protege. Cross-generational comparisons generate information to build a
grounded theory. Merriam (2001) offers an explanation for comparing one set of data
with another. She writes that
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The constant comparative method involved comparing
one segment of data with another to determine similarities
and differences. Data are grouped together on similar
dimensions. The dimensions are given a name and then
it becomes a category. The overall object of this analysis
is to seek patterns in the data. These patterns are arranged
in relationship to each other in the building of a grounded
theory (p. 18).
Merriam (2001) suggests using the constant comparative method to find
patterns, or relationships, in the data. She explains that “the overall object of this
analysis was to seek patterns in the data. These patterns were arranged in
relationship to each other in the building of a grounded theory” (p. 18). The following
diagram illustrates how the relationships evolved and led to plausible patterns using
the constant comparative method to build a theory about the influence/effect of
mentors in dyadic relationships and leadership development. An explanation of each
relationship follows.
Data

^ Category '

Theme

^ Pattern

Data gathering is the first phase of the building theory. Data are transcripts,
field notes, and observations recorded during the interviews. Information is broken
down into smaller more manageable groupings that include quotes, vignettes, and
insights that add a strong relationship to the purpose of the study. Moreover, an
iterative process of data abstraction for preliminary categorization was used as shown
in Figure 7 below. This figure was influenced by Merriam’s (2001) explanation of
constant comparative data analysis and Ballantine’s (2000) interpretation of the
process.
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Data Collection

Quotes,
\_Vignettes, and
\ Insights

J

Figure 7: Iterative Process of Data Abstraction
Data

—- ■

■

^

Categories

“Category construction is data analysis” (Merriam, 2001, p. 180). With that in
mind, the second phase was categorization. Categories were abstractions taken from
the data. After identifying broad abstracts from the quotes, vignettes, and insights, I
grouped similar ideas into homogeneous categories that reflected the purpose of the
research. Categories were mutually exclusive - meaning specific units of data could fit
into only one category. Once I had a preliminary list of categories, the next step was to
look for unifying elements within the categories. If a unit of data could fit into more than
one category, I reviewed the interview transcripts to look for clues to its meaning. Field
notes provide the evidence that I needed to place the data in the appropriate category.
Lists and definitions of categories will be identified later in this chapter.
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Categories

► Themes

Themes were links that united and occurred within categories. Likewise,
themes were properties or constructs that helped describe categories (Merriam, 2001).
Data indicated that within the category of modeling there were two themes - role
modeling and value sharing. Whenever comments or quotes from the interviews
mention role modeling or value sharing I grouped them in the modeling category.
Comments and quotes relevant to this research will be identified later.
Themes

^ Patterns

Finally, patterns were the systematic arrangement of the themes. Patterns
were the “inferential glue” (p. 187) that connected the patterns back to the categories
(Merriam, 2001). From the data, I noticed the beginning of a pattern for modeling.
First, mentors and proteges worked closely together - usually as superiors and
subordinates. Second, the superiors’ behavior was watched by their subordinates’ and
then followed. And third, superiors’ began to share their values with their subordinates’
thus beginning their mentor/protege relationships.
Data were rich with vignettes, insights, and observations. Therefore, it was
imperative that I start making sense of the data, incrementally, so that I wouldn’t be
overwhelmed when it was time to write my interpretation of the data and to stimulate
critical thinking about what I’d observed. Merriam (2001) suggested an interesting
description of data analyses when she remarked “data that have been analyzed while
being collected are both parsimonious and illuminating” (p. 162). Interpreting the data
immediately after collecting it ensured insights and observations wouldn’t be lost, or
misinterpreted, if I tried to recall them later.
Interpretation of the Interview Transcripts and Field Notes
Simultaneous data collection and analyses processes revealed tentative
groupings that helped maintain the focus of the study on the research question. Thus I
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was able to keep the purpose of the study in mind while reading the data, making
marginal notes on the interview transcripts, and noting other impressions or
observations. Moreover, there were several times that study participants volunteered
information that didn’t pertain to a question that I had asked but that provided valuable
data and another avenue to pursue. Those data became the basis for questions that I
planned to include in the next series of cohort interviews.
The original sequence was to interview each cohort beginning with the
president, then her mentor and finally her protege before scheduling interviews with
another cohort. However, schedule conflicts prevented sequential interviews.
Therefore, I had to schedule interviews at the convenience of the study participants.
The interviews took place in this order:
1) Dr. Smith
2) Dr. Smith’s mentor
3) Dr. Jones
4) Dr. Smith’s protege
5) Dr. Thomas
6) Dr. Jones’ mentor
7) Dr. Jones’ protege
8) Dr. Thomas’ mentor
9) Dr. Thomas’ protege
The interview schedule prevented me from comparing cohort data until all of the
participants had been interviewed. In the meantime, simultaneous data collection and
analyses occurred as soon as I transcribed two peer interviews. However, the irregular
interview schedule drew out attempts to begin tentatively categorizing any data until all
of the interviews
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had been transcribed. Shortly after the last interview, I began analyzing cohort data.
While simultaneous data collection and analysis initially occurred between the
participants and not the cohorts as planned, the analysis process was ongoing.
After the first series of cohort interviews were completed, I compared the first
set of data with the second cohort’s data and then with the third cohort’s data.

By

analyzing the data in this way I was able to continually refine tentative groupings rather
than to begin analyses after all of the data had been gathered. More importantly, with
the tentative groups, I was able to focus the study on the research question rather than
pursue divergent paths. Sometimes study participants volunteered information that
didn’t pertain to one of the interview questions. Information such as family support
during leadership development was a possible divergent path. This study was about
the leadership development through dyadic mentoring relationships in post-secondary
education and was not about family influence. However, the influence of family support
and leadership development would make another interesting study. Forcing myself to
focus on the study parameters followed Merriam’s (2001) advice. She suggested
“forcing oneself to make decisions that narrow the study” (p. 162). These parameters
laid the foundation for the next step in the analyses - interpreting the data.
The process of interpreting the data began with the conceptual framework that
emerged from the review of literature. The review of literature provided etic descriptors
of leadership competencies from previous empirical research and analysis. Lett (2004)
explained that “etic constructs (competencies) are accounts, descriptions, and
analyses expressed in terms of the conceptual schemes and categories that are
regarded as meaningful and appropriate by the community of scientific observers” (p.
2). From an etic perspective, the perspective of previous researchers, those
competencies are listed in the following table (Table 6), which indicates competencies
associated with Women’s Leadership Theory (Morgan, 1997; Rost, 1993; Sitterly,
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1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992; Wellington, 1990). This section of the review of
literature was cut and pasted to another file and aligned left. The competencies were
listed near the right hand margin so that they could be compared to emic competencies
once the interview tapes and field notes had been transcribed.
Table 8.
Etic Perspective: Women’s Leadership Competencies

Technical Skills
Interpersonal Skills
Motivational
Role Modeler
Networker
Personal
Centered
Competence
Team Member
Consensus Builder

Conceptual Skills
Collegiality
Visionary
Connecting
Teacher/Facilitator
Flexible
Openness
Time Management
Communicator
Mentor

Commitment
Diversity
Empowerer
Questioning
Change Agent
Holistic
Confidence
Team Leader
Accessible
Sharing Values

A similar process was followed for interpreting the interview data. First, several
copies of the transcripts were made. One was kept on the computer hard drive; one
was copied to a disk; and two paper copies were made. One copy of the transcripts
was left intact; the other copy was aligned left so that competencies mentioned in the
interviews could be listed near the right hand margin. The emic competencies were
leadership perspectives drawn from the data as the interview tapes and field notes
were transcribed. Lett (2004) wrote that “emic constructs are accounts, descriptions,
and analyses expressed in terms of the conceptual schemes and categories that are
regarded as meaningful and appropriate by the members of the culture under study” (p.
2). Those competencies can be seen in the following table (Table 7). Listing the
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competencies along the margin made it easier to identify them for the next phase of the
constant comparative analyses - organizing the data into homogeneous or similar
categories.
Table 9.
Ernie Perspective: Leadership Competencies from the Data

Goal Setting
Supporting
Role Modeling
Communicating
Respecting
Visionary
Rewarding

Networking
Advising
Sharing Values
Trusting
Educating
Teaching
Including

Mentoring
Guiding
Encouraging
Understanding
Flexibility
Motivating
Ethical

Data indicated that some of the competencies were referred to as strategies,
some were called methods, while others were described as skills.

It is important to

note the differences between strategies, methods, and skills. As mentioned earlier,
skills were the desired knowledge and abilities that mentors wanted their proteges to
develop (such as goal setting and ethical behavior). Methods were the different ways
that skills would be developed (such as executive coaching and new work
assignments). Mentoring strategies were the types of methods that would be used
(such as modeling, supporting, and challenging). The relationship among mentoring
strategies, methods, and skills was sequential. Steiner (1997) wrote that “first is the
formulation and implementation of a strategy - the task of thinking through the mission
and asking what are the desired skills; and what method(s) do we use to develop
them?” (p. 6).
Organization of the Data and Category Construction
The step-by-step process of organizing the data and category construction
began with re-reading each interview transcript and noting “the most striking, if not
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ultimately most important, aspects of the data” (Merriam, p. 181). I identified phrases,
comments, or words that captured the essence of responses to each interview
question. Then I noted the frequency with which something was mentioned. For
example, the phrase “role model” was mentioned several times by each cohort
indicating its importance to the study participants. I had interviewed nine participants
(three cohorts with three participants in each), and this produced a lengthy list of
descriptors that had to be categorized.
First, all of the mentors’ interview transcripts were compared for mentoring
strategies; then the presidents’ transcripts were reviewed for similar strategies; finally
the current proteges’ transcripts were analyzed for the same information. These
comparisons led to tentative categories for cross comparisons and emerging
categories (Merriam, 2001).
Next, I reviewed the transcripts for the first cohort and grouped the phrases,
comments, or words that went together into homogenous categories. This process
produced basic one-to two-word descriptors of the data. This process was repeated
for the other two cohorts. An integral part of the constant comparative process
required me to compare mentors to mentors; presidents to presidents; proteges to
proteges; and finally cohort to cohort. After I did that, I re-organized the data to capture
some of the recurring themes so that they could be categorized (Merriam, 2001;
Patton, 1980).
The categories were comprehensive, mutually exclusive, had internal
homogeneity, and represented emerging themes. Consequently, the initial categories
began to inform the research question.

Merriam (2001) noted that “categories are

abstractions derived from the data, not the data themselves” (p. 181) and that
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“categories should reflect the purpose of the research” (p. 183). The research question
in this study was “what is the influence of mentors in dyadic relationships on the
leadership development of women college presidents”.
I also looked for categories that were unique and didn’t fit the narrow confines
of the first categorization draft. Specifically, I looked for “areas of inquiry not otherwise
recognized” (Merriam, 2001, p. 185) to provide a new perspective on the research
question. For example: 1) what concepts from the conceptual framework didn’t
emerge from the analysis; 2) what concepts did I think would emerge but didn’t and; 3)
how were high potential employees identified. This multi-step process identified
emerging themes. The themes then became patterns forming the foundation of a
grounded theory to fully answer and explain the research question.
Grounded Theory Building
Wolcott (2001) noted that “theory is a way of asking (inquiring) that is guided by
a reasonable answer” (p. 81). Stated another way, Merriam (2001) wrote that
grounded theory building started with categories and two other elements - properties
and hypotheses. She said that properties described categories that were suggested
links between properties and categories (p. 190).

In the data, “challenging” was

defined by the properties of goal setting, developing technical skills, and leadership
development opportunities; whereas “supporting” was defined by the properties of
guiding, advising, and empowering. One premise that arose from the data was that
Challenging, Modeling, and Supporting were constructs of mentoring strategies. Data
indicated that those mentoring strategies strongly influenced leadership development.
It’s important to note that, “generating premises requires evidence enough only to
establish a suggestion - not establish proof’ (Merriam, 2001, p. 191).
I believe that the explanations in this section generated sufficient evidence to
suggest a strong relationship between Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting as
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factors that influence leadership development. As previously mentioned, Section IV
will delve into more detail to strengthen the connection by explaining how the concepts
and sub-concepts develop from the data.
Finally, as stated earlier by Merriam (2001), generating theory doesn’t require
proof, only a logical connection. Wolcott (2001) echoed that thought when he said,
“visuals emphasize connectedness” (p. 91) but that “the real work of qualitative
research lies in mindwork, not fieldwork” (p. 96). I like to think of this process as a
“leap of faith” linking inferences based on logical connections.
Conclusion
In conclusion, an inductive qualitative method is the most appropriate
methodology for this case study because the nature of this research is emergent. The
researcher will allow patterns or themes to emerge to determine the end of the design.
A review of literature reveals that over thirty years of research has resulted in a vast
amount of literature that substantiates the positive relationship between leadership
development and industry. Best practice organizations use a series of strategies to
prepare future CEOs. In industry, many approaches are used to prepare future CEOs.
However, there is very little research available on women’s leadership
development at colleges and universities. The deficiency of information may be that
empirical research on leadership development for senior level administrators is difficult,
time consuming, and until recently may not have been considered an important area of
study. The trend toward a higher rate of turnover in senior campus leadership
positions makes it necessary to have a large pool of candidates ready to assume
leadership positions. Despite this, little effort has been directed toward developing
women for senior leadership positions. This case study will generate empirical data
that provides a clearer picture about women’s leadership development in higher
education.
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The next chapter, Chapter 4, provides an analysis of the cross-generational
leader development process that emerges from this case study about the leadership
development of women college presidents.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of mentors in dyadic
relationships on the leadership development of women in senior level positions in post¬
secondary institutions. There was a large amount of literature on the “importance” of
mentoring on leadership development. However, there was little research on the
“influence” of mentoring on leadership development. Bower (1993) wrote that there
has been very little research on the impact of mentoring on the career development of
women. While Astin and Leland (1991) conducted research on key experiences of
cross-generational leadership, their study does not expand on the influence of
mentoring. This study picks up where theirs ended and focuses on the influence of
mentoring. This study sought to answer the research question “what is the influence of
mentoring and dyadic relationships on the leadership development of women
presidents in post-secondary institutions”?
This is an in-depth qualitative case study about the leadership development of
women presidents. A three-generation approach is used to add to existing information
about women’s leadership development. The three generations are cohorts composed
of a woman college president, her mentor(s), and her protege(s). An inductive
qualitative approach for this emergent research is the appropriate methodology for this
case study. Moreover, I conduct fewer interviews in order to go into more depth with
each person. The interviews provide details about the “person”, their values, their
experiences, and their relationships. Participants’ quotes are woven into the findings to
tell their stories about their leadership development experiences.
Seidman (1998) suggests that “telling stories is essentially a meaning-making
process” and that “when people tell stories, they select details from their experience ..
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.(p. 1). The participants’ stories revealed key aspects of their development and
helped “make meaning” of their experiences as proteges and as mentors. However,
Seidman cautions researchers to avoid telling peoples’ stories for personal
advancement. This research attempted to add salient information about the influence
of mentoring on women college presidents. A case study approach was used on this
emergent research to develop empirical data to provide additional knowledge about
women’s leadership development.
A total of 34 emails were sent to the women presidents in New England
colleges. Sixteen responded. A cover letter and questionnaire were sent to the
respondents requesting background data to ensure the president had a mentor and a
protege, for a cohort, that could be contacted. Four met the criteria of having both a
mentor and protege. However, one mentor was unreachable and the cohort was
incomplete so that group was not included in the final data analysis. Therefore, the
final number of participants for this case study was nine, consisting of three presidents,
three mentors, and three proteges - three complete cohorts. Throughout the study,
pseudonyms were used to maintain the anonymity and confidentiality of the
participants. The presidents were referred to as either President Smith, Jones, or
Thomas or as Doctor Smith, Jones, or Thomas.
Overview
This chapter starts with the key findings from the study. Section I explains the
significance of the findings from the data analyses. Emerging from this study is a
cross-generational leader development process with strategic mentoring strategies as
well as two specific bonding transitions. Section I provides a more complex
understanding of the nature of mentoring relationships across generations. This
section of Chapter 4 concludes with comparisons of the cohorts, comparisons among
the generations, and initial findings from the research.
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Section II of this chapter presents profiles of the study participants beginning
with the presidents. A demographic profile of the women college president’s is
summarized in Table 10. Section II includes summaries of background characteristics
of each mentor (Table 11) and protege (Table 12). Profiles of mentors and proteges
precede each group’s synthesis. Responses to the Background Questionnaires are in
Tables 10, 11, and 12. In addition, a comparison between cohorts and generations is
provided in Table 13 illustrating similarities and dissimilarities in their ages, gender, and
education.
Section I
Findings
When this study began, this researcher focused on two well-known bodies of
literature on leadership development to form a conceptual framework. The conceptual
framework for this study was drawn from major facets of Women’s Leadership Theory
(WLT) and Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory. While the conceptual framework
evolved in response to WLT and LMX, the new model is not just a combination of
dyadic mentoring relationships as articulated in the initial conceptual framework.
Emerging from this study is a more complex understanding of the nature of mentoring
relationships across generations of female leaders in higher education. The
relationships undergo transitions from mentors and protege to peers and colleagues.
Trust is an important element in sustaining relationships that are often found in maledominated, competitive environments (Flynn, 1993; Warner and DeFleur, 1993).
However, despite some advances, women are still underutilized and underrepresented
in college CEO positions (Corrigan, 2002; Tedrow, 1999; Chliwniak, 1997).
VanVelsor and McCauley (2004) define leader development as “an expansion of a
person’s capacity to be effective in leadership roles and processes. Leadership roles
and processes are those that facilitated setting direction, creating alignment, and
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maintaining commitment in groups of people who share common work” (p. 2). Leader
development is a course of action designed to develop an individual for future
leadership, and leader development is a process of personal development. For the
participants in this study, that process is a series of developmental concepts that are
transmitted between generations. These concepts are: 1) Modeling; 2) Challenging;
and 3) Supporting from the mentor. More importantly, these concepts are transmitted
between generations as the following figure, Figure 8, illustrates.
Generation 1

Generation 2

Generation 3

Figure 8: Developmental Concepts Transmitted Between Generations
Figure 8 provides a flow-chart showing the cross-generational transmission of
mentoring strategies. As the cross-generational leader development process emerged,
this researcher came to realize that mentoring is one half of the relationship. The
mentor/protege relationship is an action and response relationship. Mentors model
behavior (action) and proteges incorporate the behavior (response); mentors challenge
skill development (action) and proteges develop new skills (response); mentors support
leader development by empowering (action) and proteges accept new responsibilities
and authority (response), thus achieving their own career development. The flowchart,
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in Figure 8, indicates that when Generation 2 became mentors, they used the same
mentoring strategies for a leader development strategy with Generation 3 - an action
and response relationship.
Analyses of the data reveals that mentors are engaged in a systematic process
of “leader” development to benefit the individual protege. While VanVelsor and
Moxley (2004) developed a two-part model of leader development that they call
Developmental Experiences and The Developmental Process, analyses of the data
reveals another perspective. The model that emerges from this research indicates that
leader development is an ongoing, cross-generational transition process with two
progressive stages of bonding: 1) Developmental Bonding, and 2) Peer Bonding as
well as the specific mentoring strategies of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting.
This model is shown in the following figure, Figure 9.
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Figure 9:Cross-Generational Leader Development Process
Figure 9 depicts the process of cross-generational leader development. This
figure also represents: 1) the progression of organizational relationships becoming
mentor/protege relationships; 2) bonding stages; and 3) the transition from
mentor/protege to colleague/peer relationships. As indicated by the arrows, the
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relationships evolve. The two-part action-and-response strategies of the relationships
are embedded in a larger process in which roles shift over time through progressive
stages of bonding. Definitions of key terms in the figure are based on data that
emerges from the study.
Colleague/Peer: Data from the study indicate that participants believe that they are
colleagues and peers when proteges have achieved their leader development goals,
are senior level staff member, and are no longer considered an emerging leader he/she is recognized as an organizational leader. Further, mentors and proteges
consider themselves equals.
Collegial and Reciprocal: Data indicate that collegial represents mutual respect while
reciprocal indicates that both mentors and proteges benefit from the relationship. More
than one mentor reiterated “that I got back more than I gave” in the relationship.
Developmental Bonding: Developmental bonding is the transition from
supervisor/leader to mentor and from subordinate/follower to protege. Analyses of the
data indicate that developmental bonding occurs after a foundation of trust is
established; mentors and proteges share values and philosophies; have agreed upon
personal and professional development goals for the protege; and work together.
Formal Relationship: The supervisor/leader and subordinate/follower relationship
develops in response to the institution’s business objectives. Typically the relationship
involves a senior staff member assigning work, or a particular project, to a junior staff
member. McCauley and Douglas (2004) explain that formal relationships are created
for five purposes: 1) socialization of new managers; 2) preparing high-potential
employees for more responsibility; 3) developing women and people of color; 4)
meeting development needs of senior executives; and 5) organizational change efforts.
In this study, the formal relationships developed to meet organizational and personal
needs.
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Informal Relationship: Mentors and proteges have developed a rapport from building
trust, sharing values, and mutual respect. The relationships evolve from formal
organizational development relationship to informal relationship between equals.
Next Generation: The Next Generation are junior staff members that the new
Supervisor/Leader: 1) has identified as high-potential employees; or 2) are employees
that have expressed a career goal and are being mentored with the same strategic
mentoring strategies that were identified in this study.
Organizational Relationship: Data indicate that organizational relationship refers to
the study participants working within the same institution. In two instances the
organizational relationships involve people working at the same organizational level,
but one person in the relationship has more institutional knowledge and experience.
Peer Bonding: Peer bonding occurs when: 1) proteges have developed the agreed
upon skills and have been promoted into a senior level position within the same
institution; or 2) have developed the agreed upon skills and are CEOs or senior level
administrator in another organization.
Subordinate/Follower: In this dual role, the subordinate/follower is a less senior
member of the organization. While study participants have some management
authority over other staff members, they are not in high-level senior leader positions.
In this study, the proteges fill the subordinate/follower role.
Supervisor/Leader: In this dual role, the supervisor/leader is a senior member of the
organization. In addition, this role has management authority over staff members. In
this study, the presidents fill the supervisor/leader role.
In the cross-generational leader model illustrated above, the leader
development process usually begins with relationships that are based on professional
needs. Analyses of the data reveals that one mentor/protege relationship developed
as a result of an organizational need; one was self-initiated by a future career goal; and
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the third was encouraged by the mentor who saw leader potential in a staff member.
However, VanVelsor and McCauley (2004) believe that many developmental
relationships have an organizational beginning. They explain that “this context shaped
the leader development process” (p. 5) and that the focus of development is an
organizational rather than a professional need.
Once the formal mentor/protege relationship is established, both the
organizations and the proteges begin to benefit. The organization’s managerial need is
being addressed as the proteges are developing new skill sets. Further, since mentors
are often one or more levels higher in organizations than proteges, they can help
proteges see possibilities, organizationally and professionally, that they may not have
considered themselves. VanVelsor, Moxley, and Bunker (2004) discuss integrating
professional development with work. These authors believe that “today, development
does not mean taking people away from their work; it means helping them to learn from
their work” (p. 206). VanVelsor et al. continue with “some people do report significant
awareness (of a new skill or ability) from a single event or experience because
powerful development events can provoke startling self-insights” (p. 207). For
example, Dr. Thomas’ story is a clear example of becoming aware of a new skill set
from an experience. She recalls her mentoring role in a Leaders for Ladies Program.
She notes “I was an official mentor of someone so I actually was the person
who guided them through the politics and the processes and I have a little pin that says
‘Mentor’ on it and I’m prouder of that than my Leader’s pin, you know, because I think
it’s harder to do that, and leadership is something that, in some ways, has come
naturally for me, maybe because I was always the tallest one in class, or whatever...
but I think ‘Stop and think what someone is learning from you’ and to be able to give
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them honesty back, good and bad, that’s not easy. I’d be glad to do it again. One of
the things that I learned from them was that I loved to mentor. I really enjoyed that, it
just made me feel good ..
Moving from mentors/proteges to colleagues, peers, and friends are milestones
in the proteges’ development because the working relationships have evolved to new
levels. It is at this point that the relationships are mutually beneficial, collegial, and
reciprocal. More than one of the first generation mentors notes that they received
much more from the relationship than they gave. Dr. Thomas’ mentor recalls that it
was a privilege and an honor to mentor Dr. Thomas and that their relationship is giveand-take. She feels that “our relationship’s reciprocal; I received more than I gave and
it’s mutually beneficial.”
This study identified a cross-generational leader development model that
focuses on professional development using three strategic mentoring concepts for
ongoing leader development. Further, the leader development process continues as
the relationships between the mentors and protege progress and, importantly, as
former proteges now assume the roles of mentors for a new generation of leaders
utilizing the same strategic mentoring concepts that aided in their own leader
development.
Significance of the Concepts
The leadership models from which the conceptual framework emerged drew
upon research from two existing leadership development models - Leader-Member
Exchange (LMX) Theory and Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT). Both offer
templates for leadership development (Northouse, 2002; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995;
Rothwell, 1995; Sperling, 1994; Astin and Leland, 1991, Birnbaum, 1991) but fall short
on offering a specific process or long-term strategy.
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Developmental goals addressed by Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) and
Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) focus on immediate or short- term development
such as specific organizational projects or specific personal development needs
(VanVelsor, Moxley, and Bunker, 2004; Northouse, 2001; Harter, 1993; Aburdene and
Naisbitt, 1992; Astin and Leland, 1991). Neither theory appears to offer long-term
leader development strategies. And neither one purports the importance of crossgenerational leader development as part of a long-term strategic process. Emerging
from this research is a model for a course of action that inculcates the three strategic
mentoring strategies of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting for a cross-generational
leader development process.
Data from the study indicate that leader development is a long-term process
that includes identifying goals, specifying learning assignments, and developing
relationships. Proteges are encouraged to network by serving on search committees
and boards, and by working with internal and external constituents. These activities
build self-esteem, competence, and the trust of their mentors. These processes occur
within all of the cohorts in this study. Proteges indicate that they will use proven
leadership development models, draw on their own experiences, and develop some
individual approaches when they become mentors. Furthermore, proteges all echo the
same belief - model don’t copy. The techniques that they will use are the strategic
mentoring strategies that they experienced - Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting as
well Developmental and Peer Bonding.
The mentors in this study model what their proteges consider effective
leadership behavior; they challenge their proteges to set goals; and help their proteges
develop the skills to reach those goals. Mentors actively support their proteges
professional development goals. In addition, proteges are commended for their growth
and rewarded for their performance. Rewards for performance include executive
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coaching, becoming a member of the president’s staff, and special work assignments
to improve weaknesses. Mentors and proteges agree that executive coaching,
promotions, and special work assignments prove to be additional leader development
opportunities. VanVelsor, Moxley, and Bunker (2004) write that there is “no single
developmental event, no matter how powerful... to create a lasting change in an
individual’s approach to the tasks of leadership. Leadership development is a lifelong,
ongoing process” (p. 205). Leadership skills develop daily - not in one day.
Modeling
In this new model of leader development, Modeling appears to be the first step
of a strategic mentoring process. Modeling provides a template for the values and
behaviors that the proteges consider good leadership.

McCauley and Douglas (2004)

write that “when asked to reflect on the most important learning experiences in their
career, about a third of managers and executives described how they learned from
other people” (p. 86) and “watching someone else do something well” (p. 77).
The strategy of Modeling consists of role modeling and sharing values.
Analyses of the data indicate that it is almost impossible to role model without sharing
one’s values. For example, Dr. Thomas believes that role modeling creates a sense of
obligation to be honest and to have integrity - beliefs that are important to her. They
are beliefs that she wants to share. She recalls becoming aware that another woman
is watching her actions. She says “she’s just watching me from a distance and I take
that seriously because she may be wondering how I do this or how I do that” and “I
think it’s incumbent on all leaders to share that” (their values). Dr. Jones’ interview
yields a similar story about role modeling and sharing values. She notes that her
mentor “was combining a lot of things, raising a family, working on her doctorate,
working fulltime ...
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She did all those things. Even though I didn’t have the same situation, it was a good
way of viewing things and talking to her about how to handle some of this. She was a
role model to me.”
Even when role modeling is nonverbal, the actions are a reflection of one’s
values - as in Dr. Thomas’ story. Northouse (2001) writes that leaders “are strong role
models for the beliefs and values they want their followers to adopt” (p. 134). Based
on this explanation, and data from the interviews, it appears that copying someone’s
behavior and adopting his or her beliefs is role modeling. The study participants report
that good leaders usually have highly developed morals and that they conduct
themselves ethically.

Indeed, more than one protege expresses the belief that good

leaders are ethical, respectful, sensitive to others, open, honorable, and have no
conflict of interest. These beliefs and values are very important to the proteges and
help shape their leadership development. Further, proteges, in this study are
motivated to model their mentors’ behavior as they are challenged and supported to
develop their leadership skills. In this new model of leader development, Modeling
goes beyond learning by observing.
The modeling relationships are successful because mentors provide something
that proteges may lack - a sense of context, organizational history and politics,
connections and networks, influence, and values. In this study, mentors and proteges
actively share personal values. Dr. Thomas’ story about one of her mentors provides
an example.
She recalls “he would make appointments and keep me waiting forever, and
having an appointment meant absolutely nothing. But if you had a problem, he opened
the door right away and he had a box of tissues in the right hand drawer so if I was
sitting catty-corner I knew exactly where the tissues were. I was going through some
personal times (of stress) and he was the person who said family matters and
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absolutely meant it, and as a new employee, single parent, I struggled with what to do
when my children were sick. I always had a hodge podge of day care arrangements,
and then, I think very early on, one of my girls got the chicken pox, so I had to find a
babysitter who had the chicken pox, and then one year she had the flu or something
and I went right into work, run home, give her medicine and see if she’s okay, run back
to work - I only lived about 15 minutes away from work - he found out and looks at me
and goes ‘what are you doing here? You don’t belong here. You belong home with
your child’ and he meant it.”
She indicates that she learned a valuable lesson about what a person’s
priorities should be and that this mentor instilled within her a set of personal values that
she still lives by and models her own behavior after. She notices that his style of
sharing values is different than any other that she’s encountered. He cares deeply
about everyone. She says that he is a kind and gentle person and he comes into her
life just when she needs someone with his qualities. His “style” appeals to her because
she believes that it is very effective and that it works.
Dr. Jones’ story about mentoring and sharing values with her mentor is similar
to Dr. Thomas’. She reveals the following incident about values and one of her
mentors.
“I think from the female mentor I did see more of the roadblocks that very often
come in a woman’s way. She was a very assertive person, a very definite person, and
you could see at times that that wasn’t accepted because she was a female. If she
had been a male, the description would have been very different of her behavior. She
was a woman who raised a family on her own because her husband passed away at a
very young age, and she was able to really combine a lot of things, raising a family,
working on her doctorate, working full time. She did all of those things and probably
seeing that was very positive, whereas the males that I worked with didn’t have that
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same family responsibility. I had children but I had a husband who was very much a
part of my career and very supportive of my career and did what he could. So I didn’t
have that same situation, but at least it was a good way of viewing, talking to her about
how do you handle some of this. I didn’t really go back into the workforce until my
children were in school. So I didn’t have the daycare. It was still an issue because
they still had summers, they had vacations and all that, but it wasn’t the same” (as her
mentor’s situation).
Dr. Jones’ continues with her experience as a mentor. She describes her
formal and informal mentoring relationships.
“I have had relationships with individuals that I hope have been positive
mentoring relationships. When I was an Interim President... I had some students that
I felt that I had a mentoring relationship with. Women who wanted, young ladies who
were considering careers in higher education and that was a little more formal, but in
this workforce it’s been more of an informal relationship. One of the things, which has
been kind of interesting here, this is when I started, we were that small and we only
had 20 employees and now we have 45 over the period of time that I’ve been here.
Then, there weren’t people really interested in presidencies or careers or leaning in
that direction. I think today there are probably more people leaning that way, and we
(I) try and encourage more people to get their doctorate. I feel that’s particularly
important.”
Dr. Jones is currently mentoring a young woman and comments “the woman I
was talking about before, we’ve talked about certain things ... she’s so confident and
capable and does such a great job.”

As one woman mentoring another woman, she

continues, “the only difference I can see (between male and female mentors) is if
someone is female, that person probably can do some of those things that I mentioned
- they could talk to you about some issues outside of the workplace that are really
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important, critical issues.

But as far as the mentoring on the job, if you have someone

that’s open to really believing that women should be moving up into leadership
positions, then I don’t think it makes a big deal of difference from that aspect. Probably
the biggest challenge for women is that I think you may not be taken quite as seriously
as quickly by those in CEO positions from the larger businesses and corporations
because they’re not used to women leaders. There are still not many women CEOs.
Dr. Smith’s story provides another example of modeling behavior by sharing
values through mentoring.
She explains, “I currently have a staff member who has considered, is
considering, someday maybe wanting to be a president, and so he told me early on, so
I worked with him over the last few years, and trying to guide him in that direction, so
we talk about what skills he might need and how to develop those. So, this person
didn’t come through the faculty ranks, but I’ve been encouraging him to teach and he’s
been teaching more classes, so that he has that experience of teaching, working with
faculty and students and I think that’s very important to pursuing a president’s position.
He’s very involved in his own discipline and I think that’s important because being
involved in professional activity is important and he’s in a leadership position there,
which is skill development, which is good. I think having a degree is important so I
really encouraged him to finish his doctorate because I think it’s really important to
have a degree as a president. So, he found it difficult because he came here as a new
job and then he had two children along the way, and we’re making lots of changes and
so he said, ‘I can’t find time’ and I said, Til give you time’ and so he just finished. He’s
graduating this May.”
Analyses of the interview transcripts indicates that Challenging is the second
step of the strategic mentoring process.
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Challenging
Data analyses indicate that for proteges “Challenging” is: 1) helping them focus
career goals by first establishing some career goals and secondly holding them
accountable for reaching them; 2) helping develop leadership skills by serving on
constituent boards, developing programs, and creating skill development opportunities;
3) networking with internal and external constituents to build relationships; and 4)
learning how to balance priorities - as Dr. Smith’s story about her protege just
indicated.
Challenging, for leader development, is stepping outside of one’s comfort zone
by setting developmental goals and then being held accountable for reaching them.
Nonetheless, Challenging is more than just setting career goals; it is helping to focus
career goals by: 1) having developmental opportunities; 2) working on new “stretch”
assignments; 3) balancing competing priorities; 4) networking and joining professional
organizations; and 5) encouraging risk taking.
First, proteges discuss career goals with their mentors. One protege already
has a career goal and needs guidance on how to achieve it. Dr. Smith’s protege said,
“I want your job. How do I get there?” He is actively working toward the goal of
becoming a college president. Another protege has reached his career goal with the
guidance and support of his mentor.

He recalls “10 years ago Dr. Thomas hired me

as her VP of Academic Affairs. I wasn’t interested in being a president at that time.
However, she influenced me to consider becoming one.” He is now the president of a
small community college.
The third protege is still meeting regularly with her mentor to discuss and to
solidify some career options. This protege notes “I’ve been able to accomplish some
impossible tasks, but I’m concerned about the impact on the organization of becoming
a full-time student in college. I need to learn how to cut my work hours to go to school
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and handle it and not worry about the impact of my decision to return to school. I
would like a little more direction, with steps, to reach my goal. I need a push. I need to
stop feeling guilty, but it’s hard to try and find a balance between work, family, school,
etc."
The discussions that mentors and proteges have involve establishing reachable
milestones or clarifying goals. Proteges and mentors meet regularly to discuss
progress, obstacles, and next steps.

Importantly, proteges are held accountable for

reaching milestones in their career development plans.
Once these goals are identified, mentors help them reach these goals by
offering new work assignments, assigning new tasks, or special development
opportunities. For one protege a new work assignment is establishing a new program.
For another protege a new task is gaining teaching experience to understand faculty
issues. One protege receives executive coaching to develop leader competencies. In
addition, mentors create other opportunities for their proteges to enhance their skills by
encouraging them to serve on boards, on committees, and as members of their
executive staff. All the while that proteges are developing or enhancing their
leadership skills, their mentors support their progress to keep them motivated.
Dotlich and Cairo (2002) write, “people motivate themselves”. They explain that
most people “respond to a leader who creates the right environment for the employee
to motivate himself. This means engaging in continuous dialogue with direct reports,
providing appropriate assignments, and coaching them over obstacles” (pp. 236 237). Clearly the proteges in this study are highly motivated and thrive under
stimulating and challenging work assignments. Their mentors create the right
environment, which challenges them to grow personally and professionally.
Sometimes Challenging is self-imposed, such as developing the skills to
become a college president as one of the proteges has done; developing a new
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financial aid program for a distance college as another protege has; or completing a
doctorate as a third protege has done. Sometimes the mentors initiate Challenging.
For example, one protege is challenged to teach courses to understand faculty issues;
a second protege is challenged to set some new goals for the department and to
develop a team; and a third protege is challenged to learn how to prioritize and identify
what’s important.
The interview data offers further explanations of Challenging and accountability.
While neither the mentors nor the proteges in this study discussed formal performance
reviews or performance management systems, it is clear that they have ongoing
dialogues about career goals. Analyses of the data indicate that discussions of this
type are critical to ensure that leader development is ongoing and that proteges are
learning new skills and are not faced with tasks that are far beyond their current
competency or authority level. New assignments are “win” situations - not “no win”
projects. Likewise, while being Challenged, proteges are supported in their
development efforts.
Supporting
Supporting, is the third mentoring strategy. Supporting is critiquing job
progress and encouragement. Mentors note that they act as sounding boards for their
proteges to think through and to talk through problems. Mentors reiterate that they
don’t provide answers; they direct their proteges to find the answers.
President Smith believes that her mentor is a sounding board. She recalls, “I
was so impressed with his ability to mentor and to have people develop because that
allowed me to develop without him telling me what to do. And he asked very pertinent
questions. Well, he was a sounding board. He listened. He would let me vent
because you don’t have anybody to vent to when you’re the college president. There’s
nobody to call and say ‘I can’t believe this just happened’. So, I’d occasionally just go
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up and unload everything and then he’d ... I don’t know how he felt but I felt a lot
better. And that was very nice of him. And he would tell me constantly that change is
a good thing as I was trying to implement a lot of changes here, which is hard to do,
and can be frustrating and he would keep saying to me an organization that doesn’t
change won’t make it. We have to change. He said the strongest points of this college
are when we work constantly changing and so he was very encouraging and
supportive of my desire to make changes here”.
Proteges believe that Supporting is guiding and advising and directing to find
answers - not being provided with them; it is providing feedback and advice; and
trusting their decisions. Data indicate that Supporting is also establishing some
guidelines for the relationship because Supporting means different things to mentors
and to proteges. Mentors interpret Supporting as inclusion on teams and on projects
and rewarding for performance. Supporting also means that mentors reinforce
progress made toward leader development goals.

In addition, the mentors reiterate

that recognizing that there are different ways to solve problems is one of the hardest
things for them to do. They admit that the outcome is more important than the process
and that acknowledgment is important for Supporting leader development.
Dr. Jones’ mentor offers the following advice about Supporting and letting
proteges solve problems. “The most challenging aspect(s) of being a mentor are
staying out of the way and turning the protege loose. It’s hard finding ways to help
without interfering or intervening, without robbing them of self-confidence. Mentors
need to release more responsibility sooner to their proteges but they need more selfconfidence before assuming more responsibility. Mentors need to recognize there are
different ways to do things. Give proteges a chance to do it their way and evaluate on
the results not the process.”
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Proteges indicate that Supporting means spending time together, at work and
socially, and being respected as a colleague. In addition proteges want to be included
on teams and on projects and rewarded for performance.

Both mentors and proteges

recognize that the leader development process has to have ongoing support to meet
both organizational and long-term professional development goals.
Supporting, Challenging, and Modeling for long-term professional development
includes key transitions from organizational roles in which the participants’
relationships begin as supervisors/leaders and subordinates/followers, then become
mentors and proteges, and finally evolve into colleagues and peers. These key
transitions are Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding. Proteges indicate that
Support and Developmental Bonding is simultaneous. They believe that
Developmental Bonding is opportunities to develop new skills while Support provides
the encouragement to continue developing.
Although neither proteges nor mentors refer to transitions in their relationships
as Developmental or Peer Bonding, the following quotes provide evidence of the
transition to peers.
We have a close professional relationship;
we keep in touch.
Dr. Jones’ mentor
I can see things from Dr. Jones’ perspective and
she can see things from mine.
Dr. Jones’ protege
We have a commonality; we are now colleagues.
Dr. Thomas’ protege
We had similar assignments and career aspirations.
Dr. Thomas
We trust each other.
Dr. Smith’s protege
We have clear professional connections.
Dr. Thomas’ mentor
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Clearly, relationship transitions are an evolving process and are an integral part
of the cross-generational leader development process that emerges from this study.
The previous quotes are indicative of the relationships, the connections, and the trust
that these mentor/protege relationships established by working closely together to
support leader development. Although there are age and gender differences within the
cohorts, the overriding pattern of all of these mentor/protege relationships is a strategic
mentoring strategy. The difference that these relationships make for the leader
development of the protege is that the strategies enable the participants to clearly
focus on, and reach, their career goals. A consistent leader development approach is
embedded in the multi-generational relationships.
Section II
Profiles of the Study Participants
This section provides brief descriptions of the presidents, then the mentors, and
finally the proteges. A synthesis of their characteristics follows the descriptions.
Accordingly, each of the mentors and proteges is described along with a synthesis of
their characteristics. Next summaries of background characteristics of each of the
mentors and proteges, respectively, are synthesized and compared.
The College Presidents
President Smith
This CEO is a woman in her 40s and this is her first presidency. She has a
Ph.D. in Leadership and has been in her current presidency for 4.5 years. She worked
in private industry for several years before her first faculty appointment. In total, she
has over 22 years faculty and administrative experience including positions such as
Graduate Program Director, Assistant Department Chair, Assistant Professor, and
visiting professor. Prior to her current presidency, she was the Dean of Academic
Affairs at the same institution. Although she did not
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aspire to become a college president, she accepted the invitation to interview for the
presidency; was interviewed by the Board of Trustees; and within a short period of time
was offered the position.
The route to her current presidency didn’t follow the strictly traditional academic
path. Her career path underscores research conducted by Getskow (1996), McDade
and Green (1991), and McDade (1988) regarding the circuitous route women may take
before becoming a college CEO. They believe that while there are no clearly defined
career ladders in higher education, many women gain administrative and faculty
experience in a variety of institutions before becoming a college president.
In addition to developing skills and competence through a variety of jobs, the
importance of identifying a mentor is underscored by these researchers.

President

Smith feels that her mentor, a professor emeritus and member of the board of trustees,
is one of the wisest men she’d ever met. This CEO’s definition of mentoring matches
her experience. She believes that “mentoring is someone taking you under their wing,
and just guiding you along; being there for you; giving you advice when you need it or
ask for it; supporting you; boosting you up when you need it; asking what your goals
and aspirations are and then helping you achieve them.”
This type of mentoring is how she approaches her responsibility as a mentor.
Her protege is a member of her senior staff and has expressed a desire to become a
college president. Dr. Smith tries to emulate the positive mentoring experience that
she had as she works with her protege.

She notes that her mentor “didn’t give advice;

he listened to help her solve problems and he asked very pertinent questions”. He
helps her achieve goals for both the college and for herself.
One of her institutional goals is to refocus the college on its original mission,
which is to be a business school. The college is a small private institution whose core
programs emphasize providing practically oriented business education. The institution
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offers both undergraduate and graduate degrees in traditional and accelerated
programs leading to a Certificate, Associate’s, or Bachelor’s degree. Additionally, the
institution has an MBA program.
President Jones
The second president is a woman in her 60s. Although she has served as the
one-year interim president in a state university, this is her first permanent appointment
as a college president. President Jones has earned an Ed.D. in Education and is in
the 13th year of her presidency.

She doesn’t have private industry experience since

she began her career with the Department of Higher Education in Government
Relations. This CEO has over 25 years of experience working in higher education
holding positions such as Deputy Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner, and
Assistant to the Commissioner.

Her experience as the interim president of a state

university prompted her to apply for her current presidential position.
Like her institution, the route to Dr. Jones’ presidency is somewhat
nontraditional. Her path to a college presidency supports research by Getskow (1996),
McDade and Green (1991), and McDade (1988) about the many paths and directions
women take before becoming a college president. While working in Higher Education’s
Government Relations she gained a wealth of knowledge and experience about higher
education policies that are an important aspect of college governance. Another skill
she developed that adds to her credentials is expertise in computer technology. She
has been able to translate that knowledge into programs in the non-collegiate
sponsored instruction at her institution.
While President Jones has had several mentors, all in senior leadership
positions who encouraged her to try new things, there is one that had a more
significant impact than the others had. One mentor, in particular, a woman and a
Higher Education Commissioner, is also a role model. This role model/mentor shows
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this CEO how to balance all of her personal and professional responsibilities. Because
they are both women, with families and careers, this mentor provided critical learning
opportunities for her - based on her own experience. She is able to help Dr. Jones
navigate around some of the hurdles that women face while trying to attain senior level
positions.
Fortunately for President Jones, all of her mentors provide opportunities for new
experiences. These experiences echo the findings of researchers Yearout, Miles, and
Koonce (2000) who suggest that mentors should provide stretch assignments to
develop core competencies, support leadership development by starting with results,
and include senior leaders in the learning process. This president’s experience closely
mirrors Yearout et al.’s suggestions. Specifically, although she didn’t initially desire
becoming a college president, she was encouraged by her mentors to pursue that as a
career goal. She uses the same type of encouragement, opportunities for leadership
development, and new assignments to help develop the core competencies of her
protege - a member of her staff. Dr. Jones is also helping her protege to develop new
programs for the institution, which has been growing in enrollment under her guidance.
The college is a small public institution that employs non-collegiate sponsored
instruction. The college offers Associate’s and Bachelor’s degrees in many disciplines
including Business Administration, Child Study, Computer Science, and Human
Services.
President Thomas
The third president is in her 50s and like her counterparts in this study, this is
her first college presidency. President Thomas has an Ed.D. in Higher Education
Administration. Unlike her counterparts in the study, she did follow the traditional
academic path leading to a college presidency. She began her career as a Research
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Assistant and moved from Dean of Institutional Services to Vice President of
Institutional Advancement and finally to her current position. She has over 21 years of
faculty and administrative experience.
She is the only one of the study participants that aspired to a college
presidency and attended professional development geared specifically for future
community college presidents. Very early in her academic career she saw the
potential career advantages of working in a community college and purposefully guided
her career in that direction. Research by Anderson (1993) indicates that community
colleges are more egalitarian than four-year institutions in the training and preparation
of staff for senior level positions. As a result, there are more women presidents.
President Thomas recalls two mentors that profoundly affected her professional
leadership development. Her first mentor, a man now deceased, communicated a set
of values that she still lives by. These values include trust, honesty, openness,
responsibility, and commitment - being human.
The other mentor, a woman, and she worked closely together in another
college. This mentor helped her see that in the mid 1980’s women and minorities are
being judged by tougher standards than white males and that it is imperative for her to
earn a doctorate, attend leadership development programs, and to have a broad
generalist background since higher education has a tendency to confine people to
career boxes that stifle their professional development (Tedrow, 1999; Chliwniak, 1997;
LeBlanc, 1993; Green and McDade, 1994; Flynn 1993; Idress, 1989). Dr. Thomas and
her mentor also share many of the same values.
Mirroring the value system she inculcated, and the desire to mentor others,
President Thomas helps one of her proteges, a former member of her staff, develop
professionally and reach his goal of becoming a college president.
is now a community college president.
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Like his mentor, he

Dr. Thomas is the CEO of a two-campus medium-size public community
college. Like most community colleges, this institution offers Associate’s and
Certificates in several areas including Technology, Business, Criminal Justice, Child
Care, and Culinary Arts. She is very aware of the deep connection her community
college has to the local population and is clear that the institution’s mission supports
the diversity of the community and the ever changing technological needs of the
students.
While the other women presidents in this study are still college presidents, this
participant resigned her presidency at the end of June 2003. She is considering other
offers and wants to continue her career in a community college.
Table 10.
Demographic profile of women college participants
President

Age

Highest
Degree
Earned

Field of
Degree

Smith

48

Ph.D.

Leadership

Jones

60

Ed.D.

Education

Thomas

54

Ed.D.

Higher
Education
Administration

Tenure
in
Current
Position
4.5
years

Faculty
Experience

Administrative
Experience

Private
Industry
Experience

Yes

Yes

Yes

13
years

No

Yes

No

9 years

Yes

Yes

No

Synthesis of the presidents
As the previous table indicates, the three women college presidents in this
study have earned doctorates in various fields. While one has earned a Ph.D. in
Leadership, the other two have Ed.D.s in Education. This contradicts research by
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Warner and DeFleur (1994). They report that the majority of college presidents have
degrees in social and physical sciences. In sharp contrast, research by Twombly
(1986) points out that a high proportion of advanced degrees earned by college
presidents are in higher education and educational administration. Even though only
one of the college CEOs has earned a degree specifically in higher educational
administration in this study, the fact that two of them have earned Ed.D.s corroborates
Twombly’s research. Furthermore, this study corroborates research by Green and
McDade (1994) and Astin and Leland (1991) who assert that the attainment of an
advanced degree, either a Ph.D. or an Ed.D., is essential for women’s advancement in
post-secondary education - particularly to the CEO position.
All three are CEOs in small to mid-size institutions. Although one has served
as a one-year interim at a large institution, their current positions are the first
permanent presidencies for all of them. Furthermore, all three believe that their
mentors’ influence has been significant in their professional leadership development.
An analysis of the interviews reveals that the three women presidents share other
similarities.
Findings from the interviews reveal the presidents have comparable
perceptions about the influence of mentoring on the leadership development of women
presidents in post-secondary institutions. Participants affirm the significance of
mentoring on their leadership development and confirm the importance of mentoring
proteges for their professional development. This study reveals that the women
college presidents have inculcated the positive mentoring experience that they enjoyed
and are employing the same techniques with their proteges.
Even their definitions of mentors/mentoring are similar and include phrases like
“guiding you along; being there for you; providing opportunities for growth; behavior to
emulate; and encouragement”. Their experiences mirror their definitions and set the
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tone for how they mentor their proteges. All three women are helping their proteges
achieve their goals. With regard to presidential proteges, one of the three proteges is
already a college president, one plans to become a college president, and the last one
is considering career options. Interestingly, the two proteges with presidential
aspirations are men. Despite the gender difference between two of the proteges and
their mentors, the three presidents are committed to mentoring and believe that it is
imperative for leadership development. This belief supports research by Yearout,
Miles, and Koonce (2000) who suggest a strong connection between mentoring and
leadership development.
Presidential mentors all share a strong conviction for supporting their proteges
and have formed strong, mutually supportive, collegial relationships. Proteges feel
more like peers to their mentors now that they are experiencing career success as
college presidents or are in other senior positions themselves. Significantly, none of
the women presidents feel threatened by the success of their proteges. They welcome
their proteges career achievements as a sign of their commitment as a mentor. This is
in stark contract to research by Chliwniak (1997) that indicates some men are
intimidated or feel threatened by male colleagues that are ambitious.
While the women share many similarities, they are also dissimilar in some
instances. First, their ages differ. One is in her 40s; one is in her 50s; and one is in
her 60s. Second, their mentors have been both men and women but only one
acknowledges that her most influential mentor is another woman. The other two
presidents confirm that men are their most significant mentors. Interestingly, the 60year old president’s mentor is a woman while the 40 and 50-year old admit that their
most meaningful mentors are men. It’s unclear if the age of the participants has a
direct bearing on their mentor’s gender but does support early research by Astin and
Leland (1991) that indicates women form mutual support groups since they were
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excluded from many senior level positions in the 1960s and 1970s. Thus, having
someone who can relate to you and your circumstances makes it easier to share
experiences and to gain support. So, someone in her 60s may have, indeed,
encountered resistance early in her career from male colleagues. In order to overcome
the glass ceiling effect, she may have asked a successful woman for guidance and
mentoring.

By the time the 40, and 50-year-old presidents were making progress in

their careers, some of the resistance may have faded and they received support from
male colleagues.
Another dissimilarity is their career paths. Routes to their presidency have
been circuitous and haven’t followed the traditional academic track. One president
began her career in industry, another in government service, while the third focused
exclusively on higher education. President Smith, the youngest, has been the
incumbent for 4.5 years; President Jones, the oldest, has been in her position for 13
years; and President Thomas, with the middle age, has been president for 9 years. It
is not an unexpected finding that the older president is the more experienced.
A fourth divergence concerns mentoring. President Thomas indicates she has
a formal mentor while Presidents Smith and Jones declare their mentoring
relationships were, initially, informal. Both their formal and informal mentoring
relationships developed into friendships. Along with friendships, all three women
indicate they have a support network of family, friends, colleagues, and staff. The
strength of multi-level support from mentors, family, and friends, helps them make
difficult decisions concerning their careers and their jobs as college CEOs.
A fifth difference is professional development. Only one President, Dr. Thomas,
has attended professional development specifically designed to provide her with the
skills and knowledge to become a community college president. When President
Smith worked in private industry she attended numerous leadership development
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workshops. While they prepared her for her industry experience, they also provided
valuable transferable leadership skills.

In contrast, President Jones developed her

leadership skills at various conferences on nontraditional education. When asked
what professional development they would recommend for other women aspiring to
senior leadership positions, overwhelmingly they agree earning an advanced degree (a
Ph.D. or an Ed.D.) is requisite.
Despite the similarities and dissimilarities of their backgrounds and experience,
all three women presidents state that they enjoy their jobs. Their Boards of Trustees
believe in them and enrollments at their institutions have increased as a result of
changes they’ve made. While only one of the women presidents in this study follows
the traditional academic route to a college presidency, they all have a plethora of
experience that helps them understand the unique needs of all of the stakeholders in
higher education. Although this research is a case study, the variety of experiences
these women bring to their current jobs corroborates research by Lipman-Blumen
(1998). These researchers write that the structure of higher education encompasses
diverse disciplines, departments, and stakeholder’s needs and that it is imperative for
the college CEO to have a macro view of the needs of this loosely coupled structure of
“diverse disciplines and departments, all interdependent^ dwelling under one
institutional roof (p. 3).
Lipman-Blumen(1998) further suggest that higher education leaders must
nurture constituents (proteges) and prepare them for leadership by mentoring.
Mentoring was extremely important to the three women college presidents in this study
and they believe in the value of preparing the next generation of leaders for their
institutions or for another college. Indeed, their visions of mentoring closely mirror the
Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) theory that advocates “exchanges between leaders
and subordinates for leadership-making” (Northouse, 2001, p. 115) and Women’s
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Leadership Theory (WLT) that advocates building relationships. LMX Theory purports
that leaders nurture high-quality exchanges with subordinates. These high-quality
exchanges describe the types of mentoring relationships Presidents Smith, Jones, and
Thomas have with both their mentors and their proteges.

Finally, their advice to

women aspiring to senior level positions is simple. They all express the same
sentiments - work hard, be visible, network, be true to yourself, and most importantly enjoy the trip.
The Mentors
The mentors that participated in this study have all earned doctorates. Two
have retired and one is currently an active faculty member at a university in the
southeastern United States. Like their proteges’ there is a difference in their ages that
range from the 60s to the 80s.
President Smith’s Mentor
This mentor is a professor and former dean in his late 70s. Although his father
was a president at this same small college, he has never been a college president.
Instead he has served as a senior level administrator and faculty member for many
years and he knows (the states) politics - something that is new for President Smith.
When he was ready to retire, President Smith created the position of Vice President of
External Academic Affairs so that he can provide the council, support, and guidance
she needs. She feels that she needs his expertise on her senior staff. Their
relationship is both formal and informal.
Formally, in President Smith’s previous position as a vice president of
academic affairs, she and her mentor had an immediate working relationship since he
reported to her. They also had a basic agreement about academic issues and the
institution’s strengths, weaknesses, and what one person can accomplish. Since this
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is a small college with a small administration, the president is expected to do
everything. In fact he remarks that “being an administrator in a small college required
mentoring/role modeling because you wear so many hats”.

He helped provide the

level of administrative experience that she lacked - at that time. Also, formally, his role
is to make sure President Smith has consistent direction for an institution she hasn’t
worked at for very long.
Informally, she is new to the college. When she is appointed the college CEO,
she needs support in her new role to help make the changes necessary for the
institution to move forward. He feels that he provides some expertise and some
awareness of the issues but doesn’t tell her what to do or how to do it. He believes
that he is a sounding board and that they agree to disagree on issues. President Smith
agrees that this informal relationship has been invaluable to her since a college
president doesn’t have anyone to “vent” to. Being a sounding board defines the type of
mentoring relationship that they have. It’s also the type of mentoring relationship
President Smith has with her protege.
President Jones’ Mentor
President Jones’ mentor is a woman in her 80s who is also a role model. This
mentor is most proud of her ability to spot and develop talent as she did with President
Jones.

Most of this woman’s career has been in Higher Education and Government

Relations. Even though she had never served as a college president, she recognized
this path as a possible career option for her protege. She earned her doctorate while
raising a family and understands the pressures of balancing family, personal, and
professional responsibilities - something her protege is facing. This mentor describes
their relationship as “a close professional relationship”. The former mentor/protege
relationship is now a friendship.
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This mentor sees their alliance as an opportunity to “pass on knowledge,
wisdom, and skills to do a job” and “to provide a push when needed”. She prides
herself on her ability to spot and develop talent and quickly recognized President
Jones’ high leadership potential. In order to develop these leadership skills, she
recommended her protege for liaison work with the legislature, provided opportunities
for her to serve on committees, and gradually released more responsibilities to her to
help build self-confidence. With her style of mentoring she engages her protege to
develop a macro view of higher education and government relations.
President Jones reports their mentoring relationship is “very informal but very
effective”.

Informally, they have similar experiences as working women with families

and their working relationship evolves into a close personal friendship. This mentor
provides her protege with advice and role modeling that is timely and effective about
how to juggle the multiple roles of a married woman, with children, working in a high
profile job. They are able to talk about issues outside of the workplaces that are
important to both of them as career women. Since this mentor is older and has
experienced some roadblocks, she helped her protege identify, avoid, or handle
potential obstacles.
This mentor describes the role of mentoring as “providing opportunities to
observe, to develop skills, and to know when to let your protege fly”. This describes
the mentoring relationship between President Jones and her mentor as well as
describes the relationship between the president and her current protege. Clearly the
relationship has a positive impact on President Jones’ development and she
deliberately tries to emulate that bond.
President Thomas’ Mentor
The relationship President Thomas has with her current mentor is ongoing. Her
mentor said “it just developed, it wasn’t intentional at first; we had similar assignments
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and career aspirations”. Even though they are close in age, are both Assistant Deans
at the same college, and go through the same community college leadership program,
her mentor has more higher education knowledge and experience than President
Thomas. Through their close professional connection she has been able to influence
and support the career of her colleague and future protege. President Thomas
describes her mentor as “a woman who continues to give me advice and sort of always
seems to be one step ahead of me in my career”. By being one-step ahead, this
mentor often encounters issues that she knows her protege will run into. Thus she is
able to gain insight into potential problems, and solutions, her protege might encounter.
Formally, she believes that their relationship is conscious and purposeful. Informally
they are close friends. They share values and confidence in each other. Their
relationship has been mutually beneficial.

President Thomas’ mentor nominated her

for her first presidency and is delighted to help her protege reach her goal.

In fact, she

is the keynote speaker at the inauguration of her protege and friend. She notes that
although the relationship is reciprocal, she feels she receives more than she gives.
She acknowledges that she admires her protege’s style and intellect. This mentor also
admits that although she is proud to be one of President Thomas’ mentors, she feels it
is important to have more than one mentor for leadership development. Having more
than one mentor throughout one’s career allows proteges the opportunity to learn from
many experts. Thus their skills are more widely developed and less specialized and
are more in concert with research that indicates college presidents need a plethora of
skills including finance, leadership, strategic planning, fundraising, working with boards,
and student affairs issues (ACE 2002; Hamilton, 2000; Green and McDade, 1994; Dill,
1984). The mentoring that she provides to her protege encourages and allows
President Thomas to develop these skills. These are the skills that President Thomas
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encourages her protege to develop so that he will be competent and comfortable as a
college president. Like her colleagues in this study, President Thomas’ mentor laid a
foundation for mentoring that her protege follows and passes on.
Table 11.
Profile of the Mentors
Mentor for:

Gender

Age

President
Smith

Male

President
Jones
President
Thomas

Faculty
Experience

70s

Highest
Degree
Earned
Ph.D.

Female

80s

Female

60s

Retired

Yes

College
Administrative
Experience
Yes

Ph.D.

No

No

Yes

Ph.D.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Synthesis of the Mentors
Table 11 is a comparative profile of the three mentors that participated in this
study. Like their proteges, their ages covered three decades. Like their proteges they
have all earned a doctorate. Two have retired and one is an active faculty member at
a state university in the southeastern United States. Although, as a cohort, one mentor
is a man and the other two are women, they share some common understandings
about mentoring and their roles as mentors.
Bower (1993) writes that “mentoring is a common aspect of every successful
administrator’s career” (p. 91) and this cohort of mentors believes in the importance
and value of mentoring. When asked to define mentoring all of the mentors use similar
words and state that it: 1) provides experience and introductions; 2) is a sounding
board; 3) provides some expertise and an awareness of the issues; 4) provides an
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opportunity for a protege to test their wings; 5) gives the protege a push when needed
and knows when to let them fly; 6) is an ongoing relationship and not a one-shot deal;
7) is a conscious, purposeful relationship; and most importantly 8) is based on trust.
Indeed, the one word that is used most frequently by both mentors and
proteges in this study is trust.

Mentors regard their proteges as colleagues because

they feel comfortable with the relationship.

Interestingly, they believe that they don’t

contribute much to the leadership development of their proteges because they already
have the skills. They believe that their mentoring role is to make sure their proteges
have the confidence in their education and skills to take their careers to a higher level.
As a cohort, the mentors offer similar advice to other women that are aspiring to
senior leadership positions. They all agree that a doctorate is requisite. They advise
women to gain leadership experience by considering other options and opportunities to
broaden skills. This advice is supported by LeBlanc (1993) who writes that “women
who aspire to advance into positions of leadership in higher education should actively
plan and develop multi-dimensional career paths” (p. 48). Like LeBlanc, the mentors
all stress how important it is to have a broad skill base and be a generalist and “not
know more and more about less and less”.

In addition, women need good mentors to

help them plan their career paths (Bower, 1993).
Research by Bower (1993) indicates that “having a mentor has been linked to
faster promotion and higher pay, and greater knowledge of both technical and
organizational aspects of business” (p. 91) whether the mentor is a man or a woman.
Despite the one partnership where the mentor is a man and the protege is a woman, it
doesn’t affect the mentoring relationships in this study. Mentors reiterate that they treat
their proteges the same and give them the same advice regardless of their gender.
Indeed, the relationships between mentors and proteges has moved from teacher to
colleague and finally to friendship.
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The Proteges
The final group that contributed to this research is the current cohort of
proteges. As a cohort they are the closest in age of any of the dyadic relationships.
Two of them have earned doctorates while one is still considering whether or not to
apply to a program. The first, President Smith’s protege, was recently awarded his
doctorate.
President Smith’s Protege
This protege is a man in his thirties and serves on the senior administrative staff
of his mentor.

He remarks that his relationship with Dr. Smith is the best working

relationship he’s ever had. He is honored to be her protege and by the trust she places
in him. Their relationship is respectful, supportive, and collegial. They have also
become friends.
The lines between their formal and informal mentoring relationship are blurred.
Like other mentoring relationships in this study, this one just seems to evolve out of
mutual respect, interests, and career goals. In fact when President Smith begins her
tenure, her protege tells her that he’d like to become a college president, thus
beginning their mentor/protege relationship. This proteges’ background is mostly
administrative with little faculty or teaching experience.

Research by McDade (1988)

points out that most college administrators have no faculty interest or experience.
Conversely, most faculty members have no administrative experience or interest
(Tierney and Rhoads, 1993; McDade, 1988). With his mentor’s encouragement, he is
beginning to teach some courses in order to develop the experience and confidence to
work with faculty thus developing a leadership approach that is holistic and inclusive.
This additional experience and exposure provides him with a macro view of post-
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secondary institution’s organizational goals. President Smith recognizes that her
institution needs exceptional leaders and encourages her protege to take his place as
an emerging leader.
While he is gaining a wealth of knowledge and experience, he acknowledges
that one important credential that he was lacking was a doctorate. Credentials are
essential for a senior level college position, especially the presidency (Twombly, 1986).
With his mentor’s encouragement he applied to a doctoral program.

He is proud that

he was recently awarded his doctorate and that he is the youngest Dean ever
appointed at the institution in which he works. With his mentor’s guidance he is
developing the skills to become a college president.

His mentor has even provided

executive coaching for him to enable him to move to a new career level.
He explains that even though he has had previous mentors none of them have
been men.

In fact, he believes that potential male mentors never took the opportunity

to mentor him. He feels that since most of them are 15-20 years older they might see
him as a potential threat to their jobs. None of them are role models he wants to
emulate. On the other hand, his mentoring relationships with women have always
been positive and enriching. Neither he nor his career ambitions are threatening to
them. They have been understanding and supportive. The guidance he receives is
consistent with Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) and Leader-Member Exchange
(LMX) Theory that support empowerment for development and corroborates research
by Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) who confirm that women’s leadership is less
hierarchical, more open, diffuse, and communication was multiplicitous. This protege’s
experience confirms Aburdene and Naisbitt’s findings regarding women, mentoring,
and leadership.
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President Jones’ Protege
President Jones’ protege is in her thirties and is the only female mentee in this
study. She is a member of the president’s senior administrative staff. She is also the
only participant in this study who does not have a doctorate even though her mentor
constantly encourages her to pursue this advanced degree.

In fact, President Jones

suggests schools and programs and is willing to be flexible with her proteges work
schedule so that she can attend school. This participant’s short-term career goal is to
become a dean; her long-term goal is to become a college vice president. She has no
desire to emulate her mentor and become a college president.
The mentor/protege relationship is still more formal than informal. Formally,
they have a good relationship. This protege explains that because of their good
working relationship her mentor has been very supportive of her professional
development.

For instance, her mentor watched her develop a Financial Aid program

for a distance learning college that has become very successful in meeting the needs
of students.
As part of their formal mentoring relationship, this protege developed a career
map, with her mentor, to address “this is where I want to be, how do I get there?” She
looks to her mentor for the guidance, feedback, and advice to achieve her career
goals. This study participant feels that her mentor has set high standards for her, and
she wants to live up to those expectations but isn’t willing to earn a doctorate.
Importantly, her mentor is holding her accountable for reaching career goals.
The informal part of their relationship takes the form of role modeling. Since
her mentor has been able to successfully juggle multiple roles, she is trying to help her
protege find a balance between work, family, school, and other obligations. This
protege observes the ethical and respectful way her mentor interacts with people and
uses these observations as the basis for her own interactions with staff.
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By observing

her mentor, this study participant has learned not to put her goals on hold because
she s a woman. She also learning to be more comfortable with decisions she makes in
her personal and professional life. With regard to some decisions she notes
“understand that everyone is not looking out for your best interest; you can remove an
obstacle or become an obstacle”.
This protege and mentor share the same philosophy about mentoring.
Mentoring, to them, is providing career guidance and direction; leading by example;
and presenting opportunities for professional growth and development. Their
description of mentoring matches Wellington’s (1998) definition when he states, “the
responsibility of a mentor is to provide the protege with the recognition, attention, and
guidance she needs for optimum personal and professional growth” (p. 62).
President Thomas’ Protege
The final member of this study is a man in his forties. This participant had
earned his doctorate prior to working with his mentor. Like the other proteges in this
study, he was a member of the president’s senior staff serving as a vice president. He
was not interested in becoming a college president, but President Thomas influenced
him to consider becoming one. She helped him create the vision that he, too, can lead
an institution. Within a few years he realized his dream of becoming a college CEO
and is currently serving as the president of a small community college.
Initially his relationship with Dr. Thomas is formal because he is a member of
her staff and they share an office suite. Like his mentor, this protege has a great deal
of experience in community colleges. This study participant considers their mentoring
relationship essential for leadership development in higher education. Even though
their styles are different, her methods have an impact on his leadership philosophy and
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he includes them in his development. For instance, his style of leadership is reflective
of skills learned in the classroom; her style is based on training from professional
development programs. She is a role model to emulate and to learn from but not to
copy.
The informal aspect of their mentoring relationship develops because they
share values and cultural perspectives. Sharing these common interests makes their
relationship unique. They care personally and professionally about the same academic
and nonacademic issues. There is a mutual understanding that, concurrent with
supporting the institution’s mission, they also support each other’s career goals and
objectives. When this protege finally makes the decision to apply for a college
presidency, his mentor supports his nomination.
Both of them define a mentor similarly as a very special relationship between
two people. To them a mentor promotes independence and growth; is balanced and
caring. Mentors share experience and insight with proteges; insights that are important
for their professional development. This study participant and his mentor agree with
the October 2001 ACE news article that reports that mentoring plays an important role
in the careers of college presidents. As a result of their relationship, both have grown
professionally and they now consider themselves colleagues, equals, and friends.
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Table 12.
Profile of the Proteges
Protege

Gender

Age

President
Smith’s

Male

President
Jones’

President
Thomas’

Current
Position

Faculty
Experience

30s

Highest
Degree
Earned
Ed.D.

Dean

Yes

Female

30s

M.S.

Director

No

Male

40s

Ph.D.

College
President

Yes

Synthesis of the Proteges
Table 12 is a comparison of the three proteges in this study. Most interesting is
the fact that they are closer in age than the other groups. They are at various career
levels ranging from director to dean to president. The two male proteges are at higher
career levels than the lone female. Also, interesting to note is the fact that both of the
men have earned doctorates while the woman has not. They have teaching
experience and she doesn’t. Despite these differences, they have comparable
experiences as proteges.
First, and most obvious, their mentors are women college presidents. Second,
they describe their relationships as respectful, open, supportive, and collegial. Third,
they are members of the institution’s senior staff. Fourth, the lines between formal and
informal mentoring are often blurred since their mentors have taken a personal interest
in their professional development.

Fifth, their definitions of mentoring are

indistinguishable.
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When asked if they feel that their mentoring experience would have been
different if their mentor had been a man they all respond no - at first. After further
prompting, the two men reveal their most influential mentors have been women.
Ironically, they actually prefer the relationships they have with their female mentors.
Perhaps it is due to leadership style differences articulated by Sitterly (1993) and by
Aburdene and Naisbitt (1992) who use one word to describe the difference between
Traditional Management and Women’s Leadership. That word is empowerment. Rost
(1993) supports their one-word descriptor when he affirms that an effective leader is
one who empowers others.
Or perhaps it is because the women college presidents are inclusive in their
decision making, thus flattening the organizational hierarchy. Women ask for input
from their senior staff, which includes their proteges. Inclusion in the decision making
exposes proteges to a higher level of leadership.

Bolman and Deal (1997) call this

type of decision-making a web of inclusion and note that, as leaders, women tend to
put themselves at the center of their organizations emphasizing both accessibility and
equality, and that they labor constantly to include people in their decision making (p.
69).
All three proteges offer the same advice for mentors and for proteges. For
mentors they recommend that future mentors give proteges stretch assignments and
then hold them accountable for the results. However, the stretch assignments should
be intended to assist with professional development and not be so difficult that the
protege becomes frustrated by an impossible assignment. Other advice for mentors is
to: 1) be supportive; 2) give more than one set of directions for a project, but at the
same time, 3) let your protege choose a course of action even if it is different from
yours; 4) insist your protege have some goals and hold them accountable for reaching
those goals; and 5) know when to let go.
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On the other hand, they have related advice for future proteges. Collectively
they reiterate: 1) pick your mentor(s) and use them wisely; 2) establish boundaries for
the relationship; 3) don’t be concerned about too much contact with your mentor; 4)
learn by watching and asking questions; 5) be open to criticism; 6) agree to disagree,
and 7) invest in your own development. The two male proteges believe a doctorate is
a “must have” while the woman protege is still considering the importance of one particularly for her career goals.
The protege participants in this study use their mentors as their role models but
don’t copy them - they learn from them. Berger (1990) believes that a role model’s
support and encouragement are very beneficial and that it is incumbent upon mentors
to set an example, to offer intellectual stimulation, to provide challenging work
assignments, and to understand their proteges’ professional development needs. Two
final traits that they all share are perseverance and confidence - perseverance to go
after their career goals and the confidence that they will reach them.
Cohort and Generation Comparison
The first noteworthy comparison between the cohorts is the age differences.
The presidents’ ages range from the 40s to the 60s. Their mentors’ ages range from
the 60s to the 80s. Their proteges are in their 30s and 40s. The presidents’ mentors
have been both men and women, as have their proteges’.
President Smith’s last mentor is a male in his 70s while her protege is a male in
his 30s - giving this cohort a wide age span with gender differences. All three
principles in this cohort have earned doctorates and have worked, or are working, in
senior level positions.

President Smith’s mentor has a long history of teaching, writing

and research, leadership, and senior administrative experience. Her protege, on the
other hand, has been teaching for a short period of time and has limited research
experience - compared to the President and her mentor. The protege is developing
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his leadership skills and has recently appointed to a senior position on President
Smith s staff.

Both Dr. Smith and her protege describe their relationship as colleagues

and as friends. Their friendship is borne from their mutual respect, career aspirations,
and interests.
Unlike President Smith, President Jones’ last mentor is a woman in her 80s and
her current protege’ is a woman in her 30s. This cohort also has a wide age range but
no gender difference. This president and her mentor have earned doctorates. The
protege, the youngest of all of the study participants and the only woman protege’, is
still considering her career options and has not made the decision to pursue an
advanced degree.
President Jones’ mentor has the distinction of being one of the first women to
hold a senior level position in Government Relations and is the first woman
Commissioner of Higher Education, although she has never held a college presidency.
President Jones’ proteges’ work experience has been mostly in higher education.
However, she has aspirations of working in some type of community service whether it
is post secondary education or public service. Further, she has expressed no desire to
become a college president. Like her counterparts in this study, this protege is a
member of the president’s senior administrative staff. This mentoring relationship is
still evolving from mentor/protege to colleagues.
Similar to President Jones, President Thomas’ most recent mentor is a woman
in her 60s whereas her protege is a man in his 40s. All three members of this cohort
have earned doctorates. Even though there is a gender difference in this cohort, the
age range is not quite as stark as with the other two cohorts. President Thomas’
mentor has a very distinguished teaching, research, and administrative career in higher
education and is the only mentor that has not retired.
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She has held several high level

positions including Dean but has never been a college president. The president’s
mentor has rediscovered the joys of teaching college students whereas her protege
has taken a decidedly administrative career track.
President Thomas’ protege is the president of a small community college and
had subconsciously contemplated becoming a college president for several years
before consciously making the decision to pursue a presidency.

Dr. Thomas hired him

to be the Vice President of Academic Affairs. During his tenure in that position, she
influenced him to consider becoming a college president. Both of them described their
relationship as colleagues and friends.
The cohorts have both similarities and dissimilarities as the following table
indicates. There is no consistent cohort pattern; there are male and female mentors
and proteges; all but one study participant has earned a doctorate; their ages range
from the 30s to the 80s; and the institutions are both private and public four year and
two year.
Table 13.
Cohort comparison
Cohort

CEOs
Age

Mentor’s
Gender

Mentor’s
Age

Proteges
Gender

Proteges
Age

Earned
Doctorates

Type of
College

President
Smith

40s

Male

70s

Male

30s

Yes

4-year
private

President
Jones

60s

Female

80s

Female

30s

No

4-year
public

President
Thomas

50s

Female

60s

Male

40s

Yes

2-year
public

The three separate cohorts share more similarities than differences regarding
mentoring and its importance for leadership development. While gender differences
can be problematic for some mentoring relationships, all of the cohorts in this study
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agree that it hasn’t been an issue for them. In fact, the two male proteges note that
they prefer women as mentors because they are more open, caring, and sharing and
that they are genuinely concerned about the leadership development of their proteges.
Finally, their leadership styles are very similar.

For the most part they believe

that their leadership styles are participatory. Surprisingly, analysis of the interviews
indicates that their styles are more indicative of Transformational Leadership.
Northouse (2001) and Bolman and Deal (1997) state that transformational leadership is
contingent upon the ability of the leader to adapt or persuade followers to follow a
particular course of action.
Northouse (2001) describes Transformational Leadership as an “approach that
can be used to describe a wide range of leadership” (p. 131).

But crucial to

transformational leadership is the knowledge that a transformational leader tries to
change his or her organization’s values to reflect more humane standards. The
interviews detail examples of how the women presidents are trying to make their
organizations more aware of some important societal issues. One striking example is
President Smith’s efforts. Shortly after joining the college she noticed the scarcity of
women on campus and the lack of interest in women’s issues. With her guidance the
college started a Women’s Mentoring Program, hosts a Women’s History Month, and
has a Battered Women’s display on campus - all to raise awareness of women’s
issues.
President Smith’s endeavor is just one example. Changing an organization’s
values often begins with the leader and one other person. Indeed Northouse (2001)
writes that leaders act as coaches to help followers grow through personal challenges.
Coincidentally, this describes a function of the mentor/protege relationship.

He also

writes that there are four common strategies used by transformational leaders.
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First, they have a clear vision of the future state of their organizations. When
all three women assumed their presidencies they articulated clear visions of growth
and change for the colleges. President Smith refocused the college on its business
orientation; President Jones doubled the number of students and staff and started new
programs; President Thomas refocused the college on its commitment to the
community. They concentrate on long-range issues and trends to monitor how their
institutions are meeting societal needs. They are the social architects of their colleges
- which is the second transformational strategy.
Second, as social architects of their organizations they communicate the need
for change to all of the institution’s stakeholders.

Focus groups, staff meetings,

forums, and newsletters help include everyone in the change process. Staffs are free
to discuss any matters at meetings and disagree on issues. They know that their
opinions are respected. They know their CEOs have high ethical standards.
Third, Northouse (2001) notes that transformational leaders create trust by
making their own positions clear and then standing by them. The women presidents in
this study built trust within their organizations by their fairness, their open
communication, by their ethical behavior, their value systems, and their reliability.
They are the standard bearers for their institutions, and their stakeholders look to them
to articulate the vision and the direction.
Finally, they know their strengths and weaknesses and aren’t afraid to admit
them. Dr. Thomas knows that one of her strengths is that she can quickly get to the
root of a problem and solve it; and as a weakness, she is well aware that she gets so
engrossed in thought that she can be unaware of people around her. Dr. Jones has
developed a high level of expertise in technology. A weakness that she admits to is
that in meetings she prefers to collect information before speaking up. Dr. Smith
knows that she has great communication and consensus-building skills. While she
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doesn’t mention any specific weakness, she admits that she seeks out tasks and
opportunities that strengthen any weaknesses. To the women presidents, their
weaknesses are opportunities for improvement and admissions that they are part of a
team.
While the three women presidents lead different types of institutions, they have
similar transformational leadership styles. It is unclear if their styles are the result of
mentoring, women’s leadership theory, or an amalgamation of several types of
leadership development theories that they’ve learned through experience. However, it
is clear that despite the age differences, all three women acknowledge the influence of
mentoring on their leadership development, and they provide similar guidance in their
current dyadic relationships.
The women presidents in this study welcome feedback and input from everyone
before making decisions that will affect the institutions and their stakeholders.
However, when feedback isn’t forthcoming and they can’t persuade subordinates to a
particular point of view, their leadership styles become “directed and commanding” and
they make the final decisions. They are ultimately responsible for any decisions
affecting their institutions. Consequently, as a result of mentoring and leadership
development, they have developed the skills necessary to make difficult decisions and
to lead institutions.
This section presented the cohort’s stories and provided cohort comparisons.
Throughout this section, I relied heavily on the subjects’ interviews to provide
descriptions of their interpretations of leadership and mentoring. Patton (1983)
believes that “the primary data of in-depth interviews are quotations. What people say,
what they think, how they feel, what they’ve done, and what they know” (p. 246).
Sperling (1994) adds that in-depth interviews “allow us to learn as much as possible
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from them; it also allows us to come to understand them more fully as individuals” (p.
89). Data from this study provides a better understanding of the study participants,
particularly the women college presidents, and their leadership development.
Summary
Emerging from this study is a new model of cross-generational leader
development. As the cross-generational leader development process emerged, this
researcher came to realize that leader development is an action and response
relationship between mentors and proteges. Mentors model a behavior (an action) and
proteges incorporate the behavior (a response); mentors challenge by offering
developmental opportunities (an action) and proteges respond by developing new
skills; mentors show support by empowering their proteges (an action) and proteges
respond by accepting greater responsibility and authority (a response).

Further

findings from the study indicate that leader development is a process with three key
mentoring strategies - Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting and two key relationship
transitions - Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding.
The process of leader development usually begins with an organizational
relationship between a supervisor/leader and a subordinate/follower.

In some

instances the relationships develop to address strategic business needs; in other
instances the relationships are self-initiated by highly motivated junior level
administrators; and in still other instances, the relationships develop from senior level
administrators recognizing leader potential in less senior Staff members. Then again,
sometimes organizational relationships develop between peers - particularly if one
person in the relationship has more leadership experience or institutional knowledge.
However, there is no uniformity in the development of the organizational
relationships in this study.

In the cross-generational leader development process, the

only common occurrences in the organizational relationships are that the mentors and
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proteges work in the same institutions.

Nonetheless, there is uniformity in the process

of leader development that includes the specific relationship transitions of
Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding and the strategic mentoring strategies of
Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting. These actions occur within all three cohorts
and across generations.
Analyses of the data indicate that Modeling occurs in organizational
relationships as a type of “self assessment. Proteges observe the behavior of senior
leaders in order to learn from, but not to copy, them. Modeling is very similar to
Tierney and Rhoads (1993) explanation of socialization. Tierney and Rhoads explain
that adopting leader behavior (Modeling in this research) is both implied and overt.
Modeling for the proteges is “acquiring the values, attitudes, norms, knowledge, and
skills” (Tierney and Rhoads, 1993, p. 6) necessary for their future leader goals.
An explanation of Challenging also emerges from the data. Analysis of the
interview transcripts reveals that being Challenged to set goals and then being held
accountable for reaching them can occur without Modeling someone else’s behavior.
Like the strategy of Modeling, Challenging, can be “self imposed without the
involvement of a mentor or a supervisor. Dr. Smith recalls always seeking jobs in
which she has to learn a new skill - a self- imposed challenge. She declares that “I’m
very goal oriented and early in my career I would see weaknesses and then decide I
needed to work on that and then I would look for a job that would help me actually
resolve that weakness”. While not a self-imposed challenge, Dr. Thomas recalls being
challenged to develop a proposal for Media Technology - something she claims to
have known nothing about. However, she says, “I learned how to do it; I just managed
to find a way to figure it out”. Similarly, one of Dr. Jones mentors challenges her to
take over the technology program in Government Relations. She recalls, “I certainly
am not someone who would call themselves a computer guru, but I learned so much
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about how that operates and what’s important and you know it made a huge
difference . She goes on to say that “whenever I volunteered to take on something
new, they (her mentors) always said yes”. They actively support her leader
development by encouraging her to take on new assignments to increase her skills and
knowledge in order to have a macro organizational perspective for future leadership.
Supporting, the last mentoring strategy that emerges from the study is quite
different from previous leader development as reported by Astin and Leland (1991).
Astin and Leland determined that early support for women leaders was friendships,
supportive relationships, and networks and was not part of an intentional leader
development process. In this study, the cross-generational leader development
process is very intentional, very focused, and very overt. VanVelsor and McCauley
(2004) write, “support is a key factor in managing (emerging) leaders’ motivation to
learn and grow” (p. 11). VanVelsor and McCauley further state that “support of one’s
current boss is particularly important when trying to learn new skills” (p. 11) for leader
development and career advancement.
For instance, President Jones’ mentor understands some of the obstacles
facing women trying to advance their careers. She provides the support of “one who’s
been there” because she can identify with the struggles her protege, another woman,
will face. Likewise Dr. Jones guides and advises her current protege, also a woman,
around some of the organizational obstacles that women still face such as old beliefs
about women’s leadership capabilities. LeBlanc (1992) believes that women still face
double standards about proper roles and assumptions about men and women.
Because of this assumption, support is critical for women trying to obtain senior
leadership positions.
The kind of support that President Smith received is an introduction to (state)
politics from “one who has been there”, knows the system, also the “white water
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rapids . Her mentor recalls that he “provided some guidance to navigate the waters
and an awareness of some of the issues” in the (state) political system. He also
believes that his Supporting role is minor because she already had the skills necessary
to lead the institution.
All of the first generation mentors downplay their roles in the leader
development of their proteges — the women presidents. They do acknowledge that
assisting their proteges begins as an organizational need, progresses to a
mentor/protege relationship, and evolves into colleagues, peers, and friends.

Further,

the first generation of mentors used the same strategic mentoring strategies of
Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting that their proteges, the women presidents, are
using with their current proteges.
This researcher initially thought that Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting
coincided with Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory and Women’s Leadership
Theory (WLT). As a consequence, LMX and WLT formed the conceptual framework
for this research. However, both LMX and WLT focus on developments that align
professional development with an immediate or future organizational need (VanVelsor
and McCauley, 2004; Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord, 2002; Northouse, 2001;
Dansereau, Graen, and Haga, 1975).

Moreover, while the locus of WLT is more

egalitarian than LMX, the locus for both of these models is dyadic, vertical one-on-one
relationships. Neither LMX nor WLT appears to articulate a system or process for
long-term leader development.
Emerging from this research is a process of cross-generational, long-term
leader development. The process involves three very specific strategic mentoring
strategies that are consistently used between the three generations interviewed for this
research. The three generations in this study are very intentional about developing the
skills of future leaders and use the strategies of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting
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in their mentor/protege relationships. Leader development is an evolution from
developmental bonding to peer bonding through the use of Mentoring, Challenging,
and Supporting as mentoring strategies. The model that developed from this research
provides clear evidence that these strategies can be successfully transmitted across
multiple generations for long-term, sustained leader development.
The key points of this chapter provided a description of the data analyses as a
means for identifying the cross-generational leader development process. This chapter
provided a description of a new process of long-term leader development. The first
section presented the findings of the research and the new model of leader
development. An explanation of the significance of the concepts was also included in
this section. The second section presented profiles of the study participants,
demographic profiles, and summaries of the background characteristics. A discussion
of this research and implications for future research will be presented in the next
chapter, Chapter 5 - Discussion and Implications.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to build a grounded theory about the influence
of mentoring and dyadic relationships on the leadership development of women
presidents in post-secondary institutions. Upon completion of the data collection and
analyses; synthesis and comparisons of the cohorts; identifying categories, themes,
and patterns; and summarizing the results, the findings from this study demonstrate
how the influence of mentoring and dyadic relationships, across generations of leaders,
promote the process of leader development.
This study revealed a consistent leader development strategy that began with
organizational relationships between superiors/leaders and subordinates/followers,
then transitioned into mentor and protege relationships, and finally evolved into
colleague and peer relationships. The leader development strategy was a long-term
commitment between mentors and proteges with some relationships spanning more
than 10 years. Moreover, this research accomplished more than the initial purpose of
building theory about mentoring and dyadic relationships. Emerging from this research
was a more complex understanding of the nature of mentoring relationships across
generations of female leaders in higher education. Further, this research revealed a
leader development model, a cross-generational leader development process, which
incorporated three strategic mentoring strategies (Modeling, Challenging, and
Supporting) and two bonding transitions (Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding).
There are two major sections in this chapter: 1) Research Findings, and 2)
Implications and Recommendations. The Research Findings are presented as a
discussion of the leader development process that emerged from the study. The
Implications and Recommendations section is used to discuss implications for the
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policy and practice of the cross-generational leader development process for higher
education. In addition, implications for future research and unanswered questions that
emerged from the research are also presented.
To review briefly, Chapter One described the necessity of women’s leadership
development for senior level administrative positions. This first chapter articulated
some of the obstacles that women face while trying to advance their careers. Chapter
Two reviewed literature related to major leadership development models. The
conceptual framework for this research was drawn primarily from key aspects of two
models, Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) and Leader-Member Exchange (LMX)
Theory, models that implied the importance of mentoring relationships. Chapter Three
presented the research plan for the study and included the research question; research
design; data sources, collection, and analysis strategies; trustworthiness strategies;
ethical considerations; and limitations of the study. Chapter Four provided an in depth
explanation of the data collection and analyses complete with explanations of the data
collection strategy, category development, emerging themes, and unfolding patterns
that informed the development of theory for the study.
Research Findings
The research findings evolved out of the narrower original focus on dyadic
mentoring and women’s leadership development in higher education and emerged in
the form of a model describing cross-generational leader development. In order to
develop a better understanding of dyadic mentoring and leadership development, this
researcher interviewed women college presidents, their mentors, and their protege to
build grounded theory about the influence of mentoring on leadership development.
In this study, three generations of higher education administrators provide
evidence of sustained leader development and mentoring relationships.

In the cross-

generational leader development process, the first generation of mentors consistently
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use three strategic mentoring strategies that help their protege focus on and reach their
career goals. These mentoring strategies are Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting.
In addition, two bonding transitions, Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding,
complement the mentoring strategies. The women presidents interviewed for this study
have dual roles as former proteges and as current mentors. Likewise, the second
generation of mentors identified using the same strategies and bonding transitions to
mentor their proteges - the third generation. Importantly, the third generation, the
current proteges indicate that they intend to use the same strategies and transitions as
they become mentors. One protege is already using these same mentoring strategies
to aid in the professional development of two members of his staff.
Cross-Generational Leader Development Process
The Cross-Generational Leader Development Process that emerged from this
research offers a perspective that builds on existing models of leader development.
The cross-generational leader development perspective moves from the traditional
management perspective (Birnbaum, 1991) of leader development (focusing leader
development on organizational needs) in higher education to a perspective focusing
leader development toward the career goals of individuals for long-term, sustained
development. Findings from this study indicate that leader development is also an
ongoing, cross-generational transition process. Cross-generational relationships are
not only vertical, they are also horizontal, and they focus on long-term sustained
professional development. Vertical relationships have a tendency to be hierarchical
and generally occur between supervisors (leaders) and subordinates (followers)
whereas horizontal relationships generally occur between organizational peers.
This model is a cross-generational approach for sustained leader development
emphasizing specific mentoring strategies used in various stages of development that
are sustained by bonding transitions. These three mentoring strategies are Modeling,
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Challenging, and Supporting. These strategies are transmitted consistently between
generations and cohorts; they are woven within the cross-generational process and are
guiding the professional development of the next generation of leaders. This new
model includes Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding transitions as the
relationships grow from supervisors/leaders and subordinates/followers, to mentors
and proteges, and finally to colleagues and peers. Further, the process of leadership
development involves dyadic bonding and dyadic relationships.
The following figure illustrates the organizational relationship that is the first
step of the cross-generational leader development process that emerged from this
research. This figure also illustrates one part of the conceptual framework - the
connection to Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory.
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Figure 10, above, illustrates organizational relationships between
supervisors/leaders and subordinates/followers as defined by Leader Member
Exchange (LMX) Theory, and traditional organizational relationships. The traditional
organizational relationship serves as the foundation for the vertical linkage between the
supervisor/leader and the subordinate/follower. Furthermore, the organizational
relationship is a formal relationship where supervisors/leaders and
subordinates/followers interact within “prescribed organizational roles” (Northouse,
2001, p. 116). Data from this study indicate that organizational relationships occur
when the supervisors/leaders and subordinates/followers work within the same
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organization. In their “prescribed organizational roles”, the presidents (the
organizational CEOs) are the supervisors/leaders while their proteges (the deans and
directors) are the subordinates/followers.

However, data from this study reveals that

organizational relationships are not always supervisor/leader and subordinate/follower
roles.
For example, Dr. Thomas notes one of her mentors is a woman that she met at
the Leadership for Ladies Program. She recalls that they both worked at the same
college and that they were both Deans but that her mentor “continues to give me
advice and always seems to be one step ahead of me in my career.”

Dr. Thomas’

mentor is her peer - not her supervisor.
In another example, Dr. Smith, as a protege, is new to the institution but works
at a higher organizational level than her mentor. She recalls “when I took over as
president, I asked a professor to take over as a vice president because he had been
here almost 40 years . .. and I thought it would be helpful as my first presidency to
have someone of his stature working with me and he’s just wonderful in that capacity.
He’s actually a member of the Board of Trustees.” Organizationally their relationship
is vertical. Even though Dr. Smith is the college president, the Board of Trustees
governs her responsibilities. Since her mentor is older than she, and a professor
emeritus, their relationship is cross-generational. The organizational relationships of
the other study participants are between senior and junior staff; they are horizontal as
well as vertical, and they are cross-generational.
VanVelsor and McCauley (2004) refer to these types of organizational
relationships as learning partnerships and suggest that lateral and external
connections are equally important for leader development. Data from this study
indicate that lateral connections are interdepartmental, inter-organizational, or are
relationships between organizational peers, whereas external connections are
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professional associations and networks that are outside of the organization. Literature
on women’s leadership also suggests that internal, as well as external, connections are
important relationships for professional development (Tedrow, 1999; Morgan, 1997;
Rost, 1993; Sitterly, 1993; Warner and DeFleur, 1993). Further, Wellington (1990) and
Sitterly (1993) believe that women must continue to develop these personal and
network competencies that can affect their leadership development.
Findings from this study indicate that leader development is a strategic process
that evolves in stages beginning with organizational relationships. A senior staff
member usually initiates the leader development process. However, data from this
study indicate that in one cohort the leader development process was initiated by the
protege. It is during this initial stage of the relationship that professional development
is initiated for one of two reasons: 1) to meet an organizational need such as the
financial aid program proposed by Dr. Jones’ protege; or 2) is self-initiated for
professional development and career goals, as Dr. Smith’s protege had done, without
identifying a specific organizational need. The difference between this model and the
initial conceptual framework that guided this study is that the relationships are not
embedded in organizational contexts as they are in the models that informed the
conceptual framework. An example of the difference can be seen in the relationship
between Dr. Thomas and her protege.

Her protege is already a senior level staff

member at the college in which they both work and there is no exclusive organizational
project - other than his regular academic responsibilities. However, Dr. Thomas
recognizes that her protege has the potential to be a college president. Importantly,
developing these skills under her tutelage will have a direct impact on higher education
in two ways. First, while he is developing the leader skills to be a college president, the
college in which they both work will benefit directly from his increased competency.
Second, his leader development will have an impact on higher education writ large -
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specifically community colleges. In the model of leader development that emerges
from the data from this study, the process of leader development is likely to involve
mentoring relationships that mirror aspects of Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT) such
as sharing power and information, enhancing other people’s self-worth, and
transforming people’s self interests into organizational goals (Aburdene and Naisbitt,
1992, p. 92).
In the initial conceptual framework developed for this study, leader development
begins with organizational needs - mentors and proteges are brought together to
support the organization’s formal objectives and the role of mentoring is not always
voluntary. VanVelsor and McCauley (2004) note that in organizations the
“development process is embedded in a particular organizational context: the
organization’s business strategy, its culture, and the various systems and processes
within the organization” (p. 5) for the benefit of the organization. VanVelsor and
McCauley note that the organization also determines the focus, integration, and
responsibility for leader development. Thus, the organization’s strategic business
goals and hierarchy determine who will be mentors and who will be proteges. The
formal goals of the organization lead and define the relationships. Developmental
bonding hasn’t occurred yet since the relationships are still organizational and are
focused on the business goals of the organization and not on the professional
development of individuals.
In the model developed in this study, the leader development process
illuminates how an organizational need can become a professional development
process through developmental bonding when mentors and proteges are brought
together to support an individual’s career objectives. The relationship between Dr.
Jones and her protege provides an example of how an organizational need can
become a professional development process. The institution in which they work is a
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nontraditional college with limited staff to support students’ administrative needs.

Dr.

Jones protege recognizes that the financial aid process can be improved to better
serve students. She proposes and develops a financial aid program and process that
is more “user friendly” while at the same time, streamlines the administrative process
for students and staff. Developing this program meets an organizational need and a
professional development goal for Dr. Jones’ protege. While developing the financial
aid program, Dr. Jones and her protege work closely together to “fine tune” the
program; they gain approval from the Board of Trustees and funding agencies; and
build trust into their relationship with shared personal and professional values.
Further, Dr. Jones’ protege notes that since her mentor is older and has more higher
education knowledge and experience, she “learned some of the obstacles women face
when trying to make a change in an organization”, such as developing the financial aid
program.
Data from this study also indicate that leader development can be multigenerational and less hierarchical than traditional conceptions of mentor/protege
relationships. Moreover, cross-generational relationships evolve from organizational
relationships to mentor/protege relationships and finally to colleagues, peers, and
friends. Analyses of the data indicate that senior staff members sometimes identify
high-potential staff for leader development, while at other times junior staff members
self-initiate leader development. Data indicate that success can be gained regardless
of who initiates the mentor relationship. For example, Dr. Smith’s protege initiates the
mentor relationship when he announces to her “I want your job. How do I get there?”
She recalls “I’ve worked with him over the last few years ... trying to guide him in that
direction, so we talk about what skills he might need and how to develop those.”
In another example, Dr. Thomas recognizes leader potential in one of her
Deans and urges him to consider becoming a college president. She recalls "... the
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Dean (to the college) came and it was really clear that he was going to be a president,
although he said all along that he wasn’t sure. He said if it’s right for me, I’ll do it. One
of the things I always say is ‘well, if I can help you make that decision either way’. .
He remembers thinking “ten years ago when Dr. Thomas hired me as her VP of
Academic Affairs, I wasn’t interested in being a president at that time. However, she
influenced me to consider becoming one. Her methods had an impact on my
philosophy.”
In this cross-generational model, mentors and proteges collaborate on the
proteges leader development. Figure 11 illustrates the next step of the crossgenerational leader development process - moving the relationship from an
organizational context to a mentor/protege context and the introduction of
developmental bonding.
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Developmental bonding is the first transition in the cross-generational leader
development process that emerges from this study. Analyses of the data indicate that
developmental bonding involves trust-building activities between future mentors and
proteges. Trust building activities include sharing personal philosophies, values,
beliefs, and developmental goals. Importantly, trust building activities and
developmental bonding help formalize the mentor/protege relationship. Formalizing
relationships does not necessarily mean developing written agreements regarding
shared values; rather the formalizing of relationships involves verbal agreements,
constructive dialogues, and ongoing discussions. Moreover, by formalizing the
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relationships, both mentors and proteges clearly understand what is expected from
each other and the foundation is laid for what both hope to gain from the relationships.
Dr. Smith and her protege exemplify this type of arrangement.
Dr. Smith’s relationship with her protege offers an example of a formal
mentoring relationship and ongoing discussions. She notes “currently I have a staff
member who has considered, is considering, someday maybe wanting to be a
president, and so he told me that early on. So, I’ve worked with him over the last few
years trying to guide him in that direction, so we talk about what skills he might need
and how to develop those ...” Dr. Smith’s protege affirms that they meet regularly to
discuss his career goals and have ever since he first mentioned his career goal. He
recalls an early conversation with her shortly after she was installed as the president.
During their conversation he articulated his career goal by saying “I want your job; how
do I get there?” This interaction is the beginning of their formal mentor/protege
relationship. Dr. Smith’s protege articulated his goal, and Dr. Smith is helping him
achieve his goal. By formalizing the relationships, both mentors and proteges clearly
understand what is expected from each other. Groundwork is established for what
both mentors and proteges hope to gain from the organizational relationship.
During the Organizational Relationship phase, subordinates/followers are
observing their supervisors/leaders’ behaviors while developing “cooperative
relationships” (VanVelsor and McCauley, 2004, p. 14). This study calls cooperative
relationships “developmental bonding.” Developmental bonding is the transition
between organizational relationships and mentor/protege relationships in the leader
development process. In this study, mentors are as committed to leader development
as are their proteges. Study participants articulate this commitment to leader
development.
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Dr. Thomas remarks that when she participated in the Leader for Ladies
program she was a mentor. She recalls “I was an official mentor of someone; I was the
person who needed to guide them through the politics and the process and I have a
little pin that says ‘Mentor’ on it and I’m prouder of that than my ‘Leader’s’ pin. I’d be
glad to do it again. I think those relationships have to evolve on a personal as well as
professional level. I always say to people ‘Well, what do you want to do and how can I
help you get there?’ I’m going to put you in this moment where I know you’re going to
get a lot of attention, or you do this presentation because I want people to see what
you’re capable of. Mentoring creates a real sense of obligation.” When speaking
specifically about her last protege, Dr. Thomas notes that their relationship evolved
“partly because of our jobs. In this case, the Dean came (to the college) and it was
really clear that he was going to be a president. Although he said all along that he
wasn’t sure. If it’s right for me I’ll do it. One of the things I always say is Well, if I can
help you make that decision either way ... ‘ Every once in a while I would say to him,
‘okay what did you do today? Was this a ‘yes’ I definitely want to do this or thank God
and I’m not going to do it? That commitment has to be part of it.”
Indeed, mentors work with their proteges until one of two things happens: 1)
proteges recognize that they have developed the skills to move into senior leadership
positions and actively pursue higher level positions; or 2) mentors recognize that their
proteges have developed the skills necessary for senior level leadership positions and
urge them to actively pursue higher level positions. Dr. Smith promoted her protege to
a Dean when he had developed higher level leader skills; Dr. Thomas’ protege is now
a college president; and Dr. Jones’ protege directs a financial aid program that she
developed. All three proteges are experiencing career success in higher-level
positions than when their mentor/protege relationships began.
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Formal organizational relationships generally “integrated mentoring into larger
management strategies clearly linked to business strategies” (McCauley and Douglas,
2004, p. 107) indicating that the organization’s business needs determined when
proteges have developed skills for other positions or promotions. However, in this
study both formal and informal mentoring relationships shape the leader development
of proteges.

In the formal mentoring phase mentors are more active in guiding the

leader development of their proteges by assigning new tasks that will benefit the
organizations as well as their proteges. In the informal mentoring phase, mentors are
still actively guiding their proteges’ development but the focus has shifted slightly and
the emphasis is more on the individuals’ professional development goals than on the
organization’s business strategies. The relationship that Dr. Jones has with her
protege is an example of the shifting focus. Developing a financial aid program for a
distance learning college helps the institution better serve its constituents - an
organizational goal.

Dr. Jones is now encouraging her protege to consider returning to

school to earn a doctorate - a professional development goal. This protege notes
“she’s (Dr. Jones) always encouraging me to pursue a doctorate. She suggests
programs and schools for me and she’s flexible with my schedule.” Dr. Jones believes
that earning a doctorate is a requisite for women that aspire to higher level positions in
post-secondary education.
Data from this study indicate that mentor/protege relationships involve both
organizational and personal connections. Analyses of the data reveal that during the
mentor/protege relationship stage, mentors are engaged in a systemic process of
leader development. While each institution has different issues, mentors and proteges
agree that having a career goal is the first step of a systematic process. All of the
study participants agree that there are many stages of a systematic process and
having “an advanced degree (a doctorate) is a must have.” Second, joining
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professional organizations for networking and for building a community of supporters is
requisite. Third, working in “stretch” assignments to develop skills and knowledge
outside of one’s current position provides a macro view of the organization. Fourth,
inclusion on the senior management team builds organizational relationships which
helps build the proteges’ self-confidence. Fifth, allowing the protege to make decisions
and judging the results on the outcome and not the process. Sixth, rewarding for
performance. Last, mentors and proteges spend time together, outside of work, to
further enhance their relationship. Study participants mirror these stages of systematic
leader development in comments.
I think it helps if you can se the macro of the
college, not an individual department.
Dr. Smith
A macro view is needed; join professional
organizations; a doctorate is a MUST;
inclusion.
Dr. Smith’s protege
Allowing me the opportunity for new
experiences ...
Dr. Jones
She watched me develop the program I
manage; she’s watched me grow and learn
about myself.
Dr. Jones’ protege
I’m going to put you in this moment where I
know you’ll get a lot of attention; you do the
presentation because I want people to see
what you’re capable of.
Dr. Thomas
Learn by watching and asking questions.
Dr. Thomas’ protege
Bensimon and Neumann (1993) reveal a growing interest in interactive
leadership development for executives.

Interactive leadership development includes

on-the-job training, special work assignments, and professional development (such as
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executive coaching) that are similar to the experiences of the participants in this study.
The leader development of the proteges, in this study, includes on-the-job training,
special work assignments, and professional development opportunities in a systematic
process. The process involves the three strategic mentoring strategies of Modeling,
Challenging, and Supporting and two bonding transitions. These strategies and
transitions occur within all of the cohorts and across the generations.
In the cross-generational leader development process, mentor/protege
relationships are evolutionary, a transition, from formal organizational relationships to
informal peer and colleague relationships. Developmental bonding is occurring as
mentors “help their mentees envision goals and work toward fulfilling those goals”
(Shea, 1992, p. 45) by assigning new tasks, projects, and responsibilities to their
proteges to increase their leader skills, knowledge, and abilities.

Data from the study

indicate that skills, projects, and responsibilities include: 1) developing new student
services such as a financial aid program or assuming responsibility for technology
implementation; 2) teaching classes to better understand academic issues; 3) serving
as a liaison with external constituents to develop public speaking skills; 4) joining
professional organizations to develop a network of peers; 5) serving on the president’s
cabinet and attending staff meetings to interact with other senior staff members; 6)
receiving executive coaching to develop leader skills; 7) co-authoring scholarly journal
articles to enhance writing abilities; and 8) developing relationships with internal as well
as external stakeholders to acquire a macro view of higher educational issues such as
fund raising and government relations.
Lack of competence or confidence in one’s skills, knowledge, and abilities
severely affects leadership development (Morgan, 1997; Sitterly, 1993; Shea, 1992;
Wellington, 1990) particularly since the role of college presidents is changing.

Dill

(1986) reports that presidents spend up to 60% of their time meeting with the public.
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However a more recent report by ACE (2002) indicates that college presidents now
spend the majority of their time on planning, fund raising, and budget issues. In
addition Sitterly (1993) and Wellington (1990) indicate that given the changing priorities
of college presidents, interpersonal communication skills, technical skills, conceptual
skills, and collegiality are essential for leader success. These skills echo skills that
proteges note are important for success. Dr. Smith’s protege recommends “develop
skills in interpersonal communication, public speaking, crisis management, public
relations, consensus building, and team building.” In addition he strongly recommends
“moving on to another institution once you develop those skills.” Dr. Jones’ protege
believes emerging leaders need to develop similar skill sets. She notes “emerging
leaders need skills in team building, creating organizational ‘visions’, consensus
decision-making, and planning and organizing.” Dr. Thomas’ protege suggests
“aspiring leaders should invest in their own development, pick a good mentor, have
confidence in yourself, care about people, and have the courage of your convictions.”
While all of the presidents discuss the importance of planning and developing fund
raising skills, interestingly, none of the proteges mentions fund raising and budget
issues and only one of the proteges mentions planning. Planning and fund raising are
issues that the ACE (2002) article and several authors (Morgan, 1997; Sitterly, 1993;
Shea, 1992; Wellington, 1990) suggest are important skills for future college
presidents.
One mentor acknowledges that she is committed to helping her protege
achieve his goal of becoming a college president. They often talk about his career
goals, the skills that he will need to develop (such as planning, teaching, writing journal
articles, financial management, and team building) and how to go about developing
these skills. She is so supportive of him developing the requisite CEO skills that she
approved time off from work to allow him to finish his doctorate. She also retained an
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executive coach to help him refine his leader skills. With the exception of executive
coaching, this mentor/protege relationship is typical of mentoring relationships
described by other study participants.
Mentors, in this study, encourage their proteges to seek guidance and advice
from as many sources as possible. Study participants consistently state that it is
important to have more than one mentor (if possible), to form networks of “like minded
people”, and to develop friends in higher organizational levels. All of the first
generation mentors state that they encourage feedback and input from their proteges.
Likewise the second generation of mentors, the presidents, assert that they have open
door policies with their proteges; they are always willing to provide guidance and
support; they are sounding boards; they help their proteges focus their career goals
and aspirations, and they empower their proteges to accept higher levels of
responsibility and authority.
Empowerment is instrumental in the transition to peer bonding and informal
relationships. However, empowerment is not peer bonding. Empowerment is being
given the confidence and competence to make respected decisions (Aburdene and
Naisbitt, 1992) whereas peer bonding is a relationship transition that begins with
developmental bonding. During developmental bonding, proteges are developing the
skills to gain the competence and the confidence to make decisions that will be
supported by management. Shea (1992) adds, “traditionally our society thinks of
mentoring as a process whereby an older, more experienced person helps guide a
younger person in learning the organization ...” (p. 7). McCauley and Douglas (2004)
add, “mentoring relationships are typically defined as a committed, long-term
relationship in which a senior person (mentor) supports the personal and professional
development of a junior person (protege) (p. 92).
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Figure 12: Peer Bonding

Data from this study indicate that peer bonding is an evolving relationship that
changes as proteges acquire the skills, knowledge, and abilities to advance into higher
level positions. More importantly, proteges in this study have acquired the selfconfidence to assume leadership positions. Self-confidence, for the proteges, results
from being empowered to make decisions. Peer bonding is the second transition in the
cross-generational leader development process. All of the first and second
generations of mentors indicate that they don’t provide answers to problems; instead
they encourage their proteges to resolve problems. The mentors also stress that they
have to recognize that there are many ways to solve problems and the solutions may
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not be the ones that they’d choose. Moreover, mentors feel that resolving problems
(with minimal interference from them) is essential for their proteges’ professional
growth and self-esteem.
Peer bonding is the transition that most closely resembles descriptions of
women’s leadership. Data indicate that during peer bonding proteges are spending
time with their mentors at work and outside of work; mentors include proteges on their
senior management teams; and proteges are respected as colleagues. Descriptors of
women’s leadership include: 1) inclusion; 2) relationships; 3) collegiality; 4)
connections; 5) role modeling; and 6) personal interest (Wellington, 1997; Sitterly,
1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992). Peer bonding occurs consistently in the research
and consequently in the cross-generational leader development process that emerges
from the research. Mentors and proteges have relationships that are based on mutual
trust, inclusion, role modeling, and sharing personal values and philosophies.

Both

mentors and proteges indicate that peer bonding is instrumental in helping them to
recognize that their mentoring relationships are changing and that they are moving
from mentors and proteges and becoming colleagues and peers.

Peer relationships

occur when proteges have reached their career goals.
Data from the study indicate that colleague and peer relationships are mutually
respectful and mutually beneficial. Proteges indicate that “this is the best working
relationship they’ve ever had”; “there is distance but support”; and “they respect each
other.” Mentors describe their relationships similarly and add “mentors should consider
their protege a colleague”; “we keep in touch and we have a close professional
relationship”; “our relationship goes beyond mentor/protege - we’re close friends with a
clear professional connection”; “we’re available (for each other) and have a reciprocal
relationship” and “I received more than I gave.”
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The transition from mentor/protege to colleague/peer is a major turning point in
the relationship and in the developmental process. It is the last transition in the crossgenerational leader development process for proteges.

However, it is also the first

stage of a transition process for those proteges who are the next generation of
supervisors/leaders. The relationships are now informal, the former proteges have
achieved some major career goals, and the proteges are no longer under the direct
tutelage of their mentors. In most instances in this study, proteges are working in other
institutions and are on the same organizational level as their former mentors or are
working at higher levels. The cross-generational leader development process has
come full circle. Proteges are now mentoring the next generation of
subordinates/followers - the next generation of senior level, post-secondary
institutional administrators.
Key Findings from the Cross-Generational Leader Development Process
•

Leader development is a strategic process that evolves in stages beginning with
organizational relationships.

•

Organizational relationships occur when the supervisors/leaders and
subordinates/followers work within the same organization.

•

Organizational relationships are not always between supervisors/leaders and
subordinates/followers.

•

During developmental bonding, the relationship moves from an organizational
context to a mentor/protege context.

•

Mentor/protege relationships involve both organizational and personal connections.

•

Peer bonding is the second transition in the cross-generational leader development
process.
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•

Peer bonding is instrumental in helping mentors and proteges to recognize that
their relationship is changing from mentors and proteges to colleagues and peers.

•

Collegial and peer relationships are mutually beneficial and are mutually respectful.

•

The transition from mentor/protege is a major transition in the relationship and in
the developmental process. It is the last stage in the cross-generational leader
development process for proteges.

•

Protege are now mentoring the next generation of senior level post-secondary
institutional leaders.

•

The cross-generational leader development process has come full circle.
In summary, the cross-generational leader development process that emerges

from this study reveals a long-term leader development strategy that evolves from
organizational relationships between superiors/leaders and subordinates/followers, into
mentor and protege relationships, and transitions into colleague and peer relationships.
Further, cross-generational leader development engages three strategic mentoring
strategies of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting in concert with two transitional
bonding stages - Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding. These mentoring
strategies and bonding transitions generate a more complex understanding of the
nature of mentoring relationships across generations of female leaders in higher
education. Additionally, although this research focused on the leader development of
women in higher education, findings from this case study raise policy and practice
implications for implementing leader development in post-secondary institutions.
Implications and Recommendations
Emerging from this case study is a cross-generational leader development
process that emphasizes strategic mentoring strategies. The three cohorts in this
study are best cases of mentoring relationships and professional development.
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Further, this study is a “best practice case study” of leader development because of the
active involvement of mentors in the professional development of their proteges. We
can learn from these dyadic leader development relationships, replicate the
relationships, and form stronger networks of post-secondary educational
administrators. These relationships are best cases because both mentors and
proteges actively participate in the leader development of proteges and together they
are the driving forces behind these organizational best practices. This study reveals
that mentors are: 1) helping high-potential staff members (their future proteges)
develop, identify, or clarify career goals; 2) providing professional development
opportunities for their proteges (such as executive coaching or serving on boards and
committees; 3) modeling leader behavior; 4) challenging their proteges to develop
programs and to develop internal and external organizational networks of “like minded
people”; 5) supporting their proteges professional development efforts; and 6)
empowering their proteges to assume higher levels of authority and responsibility. As
a result of these mentor initiated best practices, proteges have been able to develop
leader skills, assume higher level organizational positions, and meet many of their
career goals within the organizations.
Many industry best-practice organizations advocate mentoring and creating
career tracks within the organization to ensure that a pool of high-potential candidates
are ready to assume leadership roles (Yearout, Miles, and Koonce, 2000; Bush, 1995;
McDade, 1988; Twombly, 1986). Taylor (1987) studied the presidential search process
in higher education and writes “given the high rate of turnover in senior campus
leadership positions, large pools of candidates are needed ...” (p. 17). Moreover,
these candidates will need leadership skills to build multidirectional relationships to
benefit the organization (Rost, 1991).

Rost continues, “leadership delivers excellent
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organizations, products, services, and people” (p. 116). In addition, Harrow (1993)
writes, “acquiring a leadership position requires a record of achievement, a plan for
career advancement, and a strong, powerful support web” (p. 148).
This study identifies specific strategies to build leader skills in higher
educational administrators. Warner and DeFleur (1993) write “because higher
education is still a relatively small field with many strong networks, mentoring and
sponsorships play a particularly important role in the advancement of women” (p. 7).
Warner and DeFleur point to studies that indicate that women administrators
experience more career success when they are mentored than when they are trying to
achieve career success without the ongoing support of a more senior administrator.
This research suggests that mentors help proteges to identify career goals; mentors
initiate a process to help proteges achieve these goals; and mentors sustain the leader
development process by passing on their leader development strategies to their
proteges, who in turn, use the same leader development strategies when they become
mentors.
The leader development process utilizes the three strategic mentoring
strategies of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting, as well as two bonding transitions
- Developmental and Peer Bonding. Further, leader development is an action and
response relationship. Mentors model behavior (action) and proteges incorporate the
behavior (response); mentors challenge skill development (action) and proteges
develop new skills (response); mentors support leader development by empowering
(action) and proteges accept new responsibilities and authority (response) thus
achieving career success. This action and response characterizes the crossgenerational leader development process. A developmental strategy, such as this
cross-generational leader development process, raises implementation implications for
higher education’s administrative policies and practices. The next section, Implications
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for Higher Education Policy and Practice, will discuss why the cross-generational
leader development processes that proved successful in this case study can be
applicable to other institutions.
Implications for Higher Education Policy and Practice
Findings from this study reveal implications for higher education policies and
practices regarding leader development. Policies and practices supporting the type of
cross-generational leader development process that emerged from this research may
appear to be somewhat easier to implement in small institutions, such as those in this
study. The colleges represented in this study are small, local institutions with limited
administrative staffs. As such, there is more opportunity for the presidents to work
more closely with their staff and for camaraderie to develop. Further, since the number
of administrative staff is small, they appear to have more opportunities to move outside
of the confines of their job descriptions and cross-train in other job functions.
Additionally in these small colleges, the administrative offices are located more closely
together (usually in the same building), thus allowing these CEOs to have contact with
more staff members. Therefore, it has been easier for the presidents to form
relationships with their staffs.

However, regardless of the institutional size and

complexity, policy and practice implications that emerged from this research are
practices that all colleges can strive to do by creating more opportunities for personal
interaction between leaders and key subordinates.
Moreover, the success of these mentor/protege relationships isn’t based solely
on the small size of the institutions, proximity of administrative offices, or the number of
staff members. Data indicate that the relationships are also successful because the
presidents, their mentors, and their proteges share personal as well as professional
values. Dr. Thomas and her protege note that they shared an office space for many
years but more importantly both affirmed, “we have similar philosophies.” Dr. Smith
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and her mentor also state that “we share similar academic philosophies and goals for
the college.”

Furthermore, in this study, shared philosophies often blurred hierarchical

lines thus encouraging shared governance in some administrative matters.

Dr. Smith

and her mentor both comment that “this is a small college and you wear a lot of hats.”
(Small college means fewer facilities, buildings, academic programs, grounds, and
staff.)

President Jones observes that although her administrative staff has grown from

less than 20 to more than 40 during her 13-year tenure, she is well acquainted with all
of her staff members and that everyone works together collaboratively.
Working together collaboratively further contributes to the successful mentoring
relationships in this study.

Dr. Smith’s story provides an example of “whole campus

collaboration” in which her mentor and protege played integral parts. For example, Dr.
Smith and her mentor acknowledge “we had a basic agreement about academic
problems” as well as program and administrative changes (such as promoting her
protege to a dean). Dr. Smith recalls “... as I was trying to implement a lot of
changes here, which is hard to do and can be frustrating, he (her mentor) would keep
saying to me ‘an organization that doesn’t change won’t make it’. I did a program
review, we got rid of some programs, added new ones. I adjusted faculty salaries both
up and down to bring them into ranges that were appropriate. Redid the faculty policy
manual - with the faculty. It’s working great and the faculty were involved in helping
design post tenure review and merit pay. So, we did a lot of changes ... I reorganized
the college - all of the senior administrators are new within the last four and a half
years. So, it was a lot of change. The faculty hung in there and the staff hung in there
.. .” Her mentor reminded her that “the strongest points of this college are when we
work constantly changing.” .She notes “he was very supportive of my desire to make
changes here.” Not only did Dr. Smith and her mentor collaborate on changing the
college’s programs and administration, the entire faculty and administrative staff
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collaborated to ensure the changes were successful. Further, by being an integral part
of the college’s program and administrative changes, Dr. Smith’s protege gained first¬
hand knowledge of the some of the skills necessary for leading a post-secondary
institution. These skills include participatory management, financial planning, working
with internal and external constituents, governance issues, and team building. Many of
the skills that this protege developed are supported by Sitterly (1993) and Wellington
(1990) who suggest that future presidents will also need skills in team building,
collaboration, and interpersonal communications. Research by Hamilton (2000)
suggests future leaders will need skills in integrity, management, and the ability to
motivate others. Dr. Smith believes that her protege is quickly developing leader skills
and that the small size of the institution is advantageous for refining these
competencies.
Furthermore, the types of professional development relationships that emerged
in this study, in three small colleges, provide opportunities for engagement regardless
of the institution’s size and complexity. The colleges represented in this study are
three different types of institutions. One is a small, one-campus private college; the
second one is a distance-learning, one-campus college; while the last one is a twocampus community college. The cross-generational leader development process can
help institutions meet future business needs such as refocusing a college on its original
mission as Dr. Smith did. She recalls “we refocused on our core competencies; our
original mission is to be a business school.” Dr. Smith, her mentor, and her protege
agree on the direction in which the college is heading. Both Dr. Smith’s mentor and
protege believe that under her guidance, the college (a one-campus site) will be
stronger, more financially stable, and have higher enrollments in their day and evening
programs.
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At the time this research was conducted, Dr. Thomas was the president of a
community college with multiple campuses. (She has since resigned that position.)
Unlike the single-campus institutions that Drs. Smith and Jones lead, Dr. Thomas
divided her time between campuses and faculty and administrative staffs. She notes
“I’m very aware of not being able to do everything and so I think my style is very much
to listen and let groups make decisions. For me it’s a balance of consultation,
collaboration, and then owning responsibility for the final decision.” Bensimon and
Neumann (1993) write that “leadership is not a one-person act but a collaborative
endeavor” (p. ix).

Dr. Thomas concurs with Bensimon and Neumann and adds that

participatory management, financial management, working with internal and external
stakeholders, governance issues, and collaboration are leader skills that her protege
developed under her tutelage. They are skills that he uses in his current CEO position.
Dr. Thomas’ protege reflects on sharing information and collaboration with his current
proteges when he notes that he “works to support others’ objectives and goals” and
that “when I achieve something that adds to the collective information for community
colleges I feel good.”
Dr. Jones reveals further evidence of collaboration for professional
development when she notes that one of her mentors “gave me opportunities to write
with him, because his name was the name that was publishable at the time. He gave
me that opportunity to really do a lot of writing. That was tremendously important...”
for her leader development and she believes that it contributed to her appointment as
the CEO of a distance-learning college. Dr. Jones and her protege’ work
collaboratively on implementing programs at the college in which they both work.
Programs such as the financial aid program that this protege developed are helping her
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to develop skills in program development and management, team building, and
participatory management — competencies that Dr. Jones believes are important for
senior level administrative staff.
All three presidents note that learning to work collaboratively, developing
financial and budget skills, management skills, interpersonal communication skills,
sharing values and philosophies, major organizational changes (such as refocusing a
college’s mission), establishing trusting relationships, and leader development of their
proteges developed over several years.

Data from the study indicate that leader

development is a long-term process. This ongoing leader preparation addresses
concerns about the length of the commitment between mentors and proteges for the
professional development of proteges. Data further indicate that the mentor/protege
relationships in this study have been continual for many years. Moreover, mentors
indicate that these leader development activities are time consuming and have taken
years to develop. Further, these development activities suggest that we need time to
better prepare and develop leaders to move into leadership positions.
Key to developing future leaders is ensuring that mentors have the skills,
knowledge, and ability to be mentors and to recognize the time commitment required
for successful mentoring. VanVelsor, Moxley, and Bunker (2004) write that “leader
development is a lifelong, ongoing process” and “... development, by its very nature,
occurs as a process over time. There is no such thing as a quick fix” (p. 205).
Additionally, mentors must consider how this long-term mentoring commitment affects
their own career plans. However, the mentors in this study emphasize that the time
involved in mentoring commitments is minimal compared to the results. Good
mentoring results in good leaders.
Data indicate that these mentoring commitments and relationships continue
even when mentors and proteges no longer work together. One mentor/protege
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relationship has endured for over 10 years primarily because both the mentor and the
protege continue to work at the same college. The mentor is a retired professor
emeritus and a member of the Board of Trustees, while the protege is the college
president. However, other long term mentor/protege relationships endure because of
/

shared values, support, and friendships even though mentors and proteges may no
longer work together.

Indeed, only one of the three cohorts in this study continues to

work together. Dr. Smith’s cohort is the only “intact” three-person mentoring
relationship. All three participants continue to work at the college.
Dr. Jones’ mentor is retired and is living in the mid-west and both note that they
stay in contact with each other. However, Dr. Jones and her protege continue to work
together sustaining the mentor/protege relationship. Dr. Thomas’ mentor is actively
teaching in a college in the southeastern U.S. while her protege is now a community
college president. Still, Dr. Thomas notes that she and her mentor stay in touch and
that she still seeks her mentor’s guidance and advice.
Despite the fact that mentors and proteges may no longer work in the same
institutions, the presidents in this study established a standard by: 1) helping proteges
set career goals and holding them accountable; 2) offering new assignments and
assigning new tasks; 3) providing developmental opportunities; 4) critiquing job
progress and providing feedback and advice; 5) formalizing the organizational
relationship; and 6) spending time with proteges at work and outside of work - among
other relationship and developmental activities. Data indicate that the presidents
believe that their mentor/protege relationships are successful and point to notable
career accomplishments and leader development of their proteges. Among these
accomplishments are: 1) one protege is now a community college president; 2) one
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protege is now a Dean and is continuing to develop skills requisite for a college
presidency; 3) one protege developed a new program specifically for a distancelearning college and is considering her higher education career options.
Bower (1993) concludes that post-secondary institutions must view mentoring
/

as a major way to develop “a fresh group of administrators” (p. 90). This research
reveals a cross-generational leader development process that utilizes strategic
mentoring strategies for the professional development of the next generation of senior
level staff. Furthermore, research by Kerka (1998) reveals that organizational mentors
help preserve institutional memory while sharing information and experience about the
company with their proteges.

Dr. Smith’s story supports Kerka’s assertion about

preserving institutional memory. Dr. Smith’s mentor, a professor emeritus, worked at
the college for most of his adult life. He was familiar with the institution’s history,
mission, academic philosophy, and faculty and staff. More importantly, he notes that
“he knew (the state’s) politics - something she (the president) was unfamiliar with.”
Thus, he has been able to help Dr. Smith fulfill her vision for the college and return the
institution to its original mission of being a business school. Kerka contends that today
“many organizations are instituting formal, internal, mentoring programs as costeffective ways to upgrade skills, enhance recruitment and retention, and increase job
satisfaction” (p. 2) thus preparing staff for higher level positions. While the colleges
represented in this case study haven’t instituted formal mentoring programs for all
junior-level administrative staff, the presidents support professional development and
actively participate by mentoring high-potential staff members.
However, not all formal mentoring initiatives are as successful as those in this
research. McCauley and Douglas (2004) write that although formal mentoring
initiatives are generally successful, there are exceptions. For example, favoritism, or
the perception of favoritism, can create negative reactions from the “non-favored” and
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inadvertently damage other organizational relationships. Northouse (2000) refers to
these two groups of employees as “in groups” and ‘”out groups” and cautions against
“the development of privileged groups in the workplace” (p. 120). Another caution
regarding formal mentoring initiatives is failure to integrate mentoring initiatives into
strategic business initiatives. VanVelsor and McCauley (2004) note that most formal
mentoring relationships are defined by the organization’s business goals and that
mentoring is not always voluntary. Sometimes a mentor is “selected” because of his or
her position in the organization and not because of a desire or ability to mentor.
Further, formal mentoring relationships can also create tension between supervisors
and subordinates if the supervisor is not the subordinate’s mentor. McCauley and
Douglas (2004) explain that “it’s important to assess the potential for role conflict
between the mentor and the (proteges’) boss” (p. 107). Any conflict can be detrimental
to the leader development of the protege and may restrict opportunities for further
development. Another consideration regarding unsuccessful formal mentoring
initiatives is the cost and time commitment. Senior leaders may not have the skills
necessary to mentor; they may not have the time to commit to a long-term relationship;
and the most senior organizational leaders may not support formal mentoring
initiatives. Another consideration is that senior staff may not support formal mentoring
because the organization is large, complex, hierarchical, and male-dominated
(Wellington, 1998; Morgan, 1997; Rothwell, 1995; Bower, 1993; LeBlanc, 1993;
Harrow, 1993; Warner and DeFleur, 1993; Astin and Leland, 1991).
Nonetheless, this study points out that the process of cross-generational leader
development can be successfully implemented for the professional development of
junior level staff regardless of the complexity, size, type of institution, or gender.
What’s important for successful implementation of a cross-generational leader
development process is the willingness of senior level staff to mentor junior staff
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members — as the presidents in this study are doing. This cross-generational model
has an advantage over traditional leader development models because either senior or
junior staff members can initiate the leader development process. In most traditional
development models, senior level staff initiate leader development of junior level staff
for a specific organizational need. In this model, organizational and professional needs
are considered equally. However, both staff levels need to be exposed to this model
as well as the leader development strategies of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting
and the Developmental and Bonding transitions that emerged from this research.
This research identified implications for higher education policy and higher
education practice. Nonetheless, these implications are only suggestions for leader
development and as such institutions should read them with the idea of shaping them
to fit their own missions, visions, philosophies, and business strategies. Moreover, this
study raises other questions about leader development that will have an impact on
more than just higher education. These questions concern leader development “writ
large” for academia, for private industry, and for leader development theories, models,
and perspectives. Furthermore, the policy and practice implications that this research
raise, point to comparable implications for future research on leader development in
post-secondary institutions.
Implications for Future Research
While this research identified a new process for leader development based on
cross-generational mentoring, there are some unanswered questions about the
process and about mentoring strategies. The cross-generational leader development
process incorporates ideas from traditional leadership theories and from perspectives
that frame women’s leadership. Traditional leadership theories, as well as women’s
leadership perspectives, typically focus on “leadership” and not on “leader making”
(Chappelow, 2004; O’Connor and Quinn, 2004; VanVelsor and McCauley, 2004;
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Sperling, 1994). This study reflects a process of leader development that is based on
cross-generational cohorts inculcating three strategic mentoring strategies. The leader
development strategies in this research emphasize developing good leaders —
regardless of staff level or gender. The participants in this research are both males
and females and the mentoring relationships are between both males and females.
Early leadership development studies and mentors focused on industry, from a
traditional male perspective, and for a male audience (Rudderman, 2004; Chliwniak,
1997; Morgan, 1997; Sitterly, 1993). Vestiges of this androcentric perspective can still
prevent women entering into some senior level positions. Further, these mentoring
relationships enhance the skills necessary to be a mentor as proteges’ model their
mentor’s behavior.
However, while this study reveals three mentoring strategies, this research also
raises questions about mentoring skills and abilities, mentoring strategies, and about
sustaining cross-generational leader development. Consequently, these questions are
the weakest links in this model, have the least information, and imply the need for
future research.
First, how can these mentor/protege relationships be facilitated? More
importantly, can these relationships be facilitated? The mentor/protege relationships in
this study succeed because the women presidents are committed to, and approve, the
professional development of key staff members. However the proteges in this study
were identified as “high potential” by the CEOs, or self-identified a senior level career
goal. In the future we may want to develop and administer a large-scale survey to
identify further “high potential” staff that didn’t self-identify or weren’t recognized by the
CEO or another senior level staff member.
Second, while this research studied women leaders in post-secondary
education, are the findings from this study applicable to other types of settings outside
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of higher education, such as professional development in business and industry;
preparation for careers in elementary and high school education; or leadership
positions in other not-for-profit organizations? Further, while this study focused on
women college presidents, will these mentoring strategies work for staff in less senior
positions - staff that don’t have the same level of authority to “make it happen” as a
CEO or more senior level staff member?
In addition, while the participants in this study model exemplary mentor
behavior, how does one acquire the skills, knowledge, and ability to mentor? Can
mentoring skills be successfully taught? Are there mentoring standards? These
questions imply the need for additional research on authority level and ability to
mentor.
Third, what is the influence of personality on these mentoring strategies? The
literature review reveals that “once legitimized as a leader, women actually do not
behave differently from men” (Bass, 1981, p. 500). Maier (1999) points out that women
tend to value relationship building rather than individual advancement that excludes
peers and that women tend to share information more than their male counterparts.
Perhaps building relationships and sharing information are two of the reasons that the
male proteges in this study state that they prefer women mentors. No psychological
assessment was administered to any of the study participants by this researcher, and I
didn’t ask any of the mentors if they had ever completed an assessment and shared
the results with their protege. However, it would be interesting to see if their
personalities are similar. There are many well-known psychological and “personality”
assessments such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), the COPSystem
(Career Occupational Preference System), MAPP (Motivational Appraisal of Personal
Potential), and the DiSC Dimensions of Behavior Personal Profile System. Personality
tests, widely used in the 1940s and 1950s for selecting employees, assessed “leader
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potential” on traditional male perspectives (Flynn, 1993; Power, 1993; Kerka, 1992).
Moreover, today traditional perspectives are used less often to predict job-related
behavior such as job effectiveness and leader ability. Today, perspectives associated
with women’s leadership that emphasize mentoring as a leader development tool are
gaining acceptance (Kerka, 1998). Therefore, the connection between personality and
mentoring style between mentors and proteges should be further researched to
corroborate a link between personality and mentoring style.
Fourth, what sustains cross-generational leader development? The cohort
participants in this study work within the same institutions and thus share
organizational relationships. The participants also work within higher education - a
field that traditionally has narrower career paths for administrators. The second
generation, the women college presidents, seem to be the catalysts for the
relationships between the first and third generations, but the extent of their influence is
unknown in sustaining the relationships. Will the strategic mentoring strategies that
have proven so successful be passed on to the fourth generation of emerging leaders?
This question should also be tested for generalizability and for transferability to other
types of organizations.
Fifth, what conditions lead to these types of relationships? Is it similar
personality types, similar career goals, working in the same organizations,
organizational hierarchy, or other circumstances? The participants in this study all
work in post-secondary institutions and therefore have organizational relationships.
Furthermore, is the relationship influenced by: 1) the type of organization (post¬
secondary institutions); 2) the simplicity of the organization (meaning small colleges
with few administrative staff; 3) similar career goals of the participants; or 4) the
positive mentoring relationships experienced by the women presidents when they were
proteges? In the future we may want to conduct research across a larger spectrum of
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colleges to determine if the types of conditions that led to the successful
mentor/protege relationships in three small colleges is transferable across higher
education.
Sixth, how does gender influence the mentoring relationship? Participants in
this study have had both male and female mentors although the current proteges’
expressed a preference for female mentors. All three participants in one of the cohorts
are women and as such the first mentor was able to help her protege’ (the president)
overcome some of the obstacles that women face while trying to ascend to higher level
positions. Likewise, the president and her protege’ (a young woman) discuss issues
that women face such as balancing work and life relationships and overcoming
stereotypes about women’s leadership abilities.

In the future we may want to conduct

research to see how the mentor’s gender affects career success.

Is there a difference

in career success when one’s mentor is a female vs. when one’s mentor is a male?
Seventh, are the mentoring strategies of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting
unique to this study or are they common occurrences? Data from the study indicate
that Modeling is role modeling and sharing values; Challenging is establishing career
goals and being held accountable; Supporting is guiding and advising. Data also
indicate that these mentoring strategies are a common occurrence within and between
cohorts. The review of literature indicates that a mixture of the mentoring strategies of
Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting do occur but not always in this combination
(Chappelow, 2004; VanVelsor and McCauley, 2004; VanVelsor, Moxley, and Bunker,
2004; Moorhead and Griffin, 1995). Moreover, the combination of these particular
strategies doesn’t appear in existing leadership development theories despite a vast
amount of literature on mentoring and leader development as well as leader
development models and theories.

Many of the leadership development models have
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traditional management perspectives (Rothwell, 1995; Birnbaum, 1991) and don’t
emphasize the importance of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting as a pattern of
mentoring strategies.
Furthermore, are there other combinations of the strategic mentoring strategies
of Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting and are there other manifestations of these
strategies? While Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting are effective mentoring
strategies for the participants in this study, there is no indication that they always occur
in the combination that emerged from this research. Since this research was a small
case study with nine participants, in the future we may want to investigate, with a largescale survey outside of higher education, to see if these strategies are transferable to
other settings.
Finally, a follow-up question is related to the strategic mentoring strategies specifically the action-and-response characteristics of these mentoring relationships.
Mentors Modeled leader behavior (an action); proteges incorporated the behavior (a
response). Mentors Challenged development (an action); proteges developed skills (a
response). Mentors Supported professional development (an action); proteges
achieved career goals (a response). While these two-part actions-and-responses are
embedded in roles that shift overtime, the question that remains unanswered is “Are
the actions and responses to Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting unique to these
strategic mentoring strategies? Like the previous questions, this question on actionand-response should be tested for generalizability or transferability to other settings.
Conclusion
This research identified an inclusive approach to leader development that
enables women to move into more leadership positions and makes men better leaders.
The approach is a cross-generational leader development process that emphasizes
three strategic mentoring strategies (Modeling, Challenging, and Supporting) and two

bonding transitions (Developmental Bonding and Peer Bonding). When I began this
study I focused on women s leadership development but what I discovered is a crossgenerational leader development process that applies to men, also. Rudderman
(2004) writes “a key feature of the modern American organizational environment is that
large corporations are designed around the historic needs of men” (p. 274). She
continues with “to effectively develop women leaders, the whole organization needs to
be in the picture” and “... development needs that address the need for wholeness. ..
may help create a more inclusive environment in which organizations can gain a
competitive advantage from the full utilization of the skills of both genders” (pp. 302 303). The leader development process that emerged from this study is multigenerational with both men and women. The mentoring strategies of Modeling,
Challenging, and Supporting are age and gender neutral.
This study started with one assumption about women’s leadership development
and ended with a process of leader development for both men and women. The
assumption formed the conceptual framework that drew on key aspects of two existing
leadership development theories - Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory and
Women’s Leadership Theory (WLT). LMX is a traditional leadership development
approach (Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord, 2002; Bauer and Green, 1996; Duarte,
Goodson, and Klich, 1994); WLT is a collection of leadership development
perspectives (Morgan, 1997, Rost, 1993; Sitterly, 1993). The leader development
process that emerged from this study incorporates viewpoints from both LMX and WLT
but expands on them by adding key aspects that are missing from both LMX and WLT.
This study takes Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Theory and Women’s
Leadership Theory (WLT) beyond basic leadership development theories and raises
leader development to a higher level. The cross-generational leader development
process ultimately provides mentors with the skills to be good mentors for future
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leaders. Developing good mentors will result in developing good leaders thus
sustaining multiple generations of leaders. Analyses of the data reveal that we need to
focus and broaden our dyadic relationships to form chains of dyads across multiple
generations of mentors and proteges’ for sustained leader development.
These key aspects are what make this new approach unique as this approach
enhances the knowledge base of leadership development. This new approach
describes a systematic, informed process that employs three strategic mentoring
strategies and two significant bonding stages. This leader development process
demonstrates that men and women can be mentors and proteges to each other as
evidenced by the cohorts.

Important to this leader development process is the cross-

generational approach used by the study participants.
A cross-generational approach to leader development helps preserve
institutional history that is lost when senior administrative staff retire or leave. Further,
cross-generational mentoring, in post-secondary institutions, opens up opportunities for
faculty and staff to gain leadership knowledge and experience by working with senior
level staff. Cross-generational mentoring builds relationships, and shares knowledge
and experience thus creating more internal candidates for senior level positions (Green
and McDade, 1994; Twombly, 1986).

Moreover, the cross-generational leader

development process is not restricted to vertical, dyadic relationships that characterize
traditional leadership theories like Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) and Women’s
Leadership Theory (WLT).

In many organizations, supervisor/leader and

subordinate/follower relationships are vertical, dyadic relationships as are most
mentor/protege relationships (Northouse, 2001; Bolman and Deal, 1997; Morgan,
1997; Sitterly, 1993; Aburdene and Naisbitt, 1992).

In the cross-generational leader

development process relationships are vertical, horizontal, and multi-generational.
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While this research focuses on dyads, it presents a snapshot of dyadic
mentoring relationships that are more complicated than simple dyads. These
mentoring relationships are chains of dyads informing leader development across
multiple generations of leaders that are instrumental in ongoing, sustained leader
development. Data also reveal that, in addition to broadening our relationships, we
need to create on-going approaches to leader development inculcating strategic
mentoring concepts such as those that emerged from the study. VanVelsor and
McCauley (2004) note that leader development and leadership are not synonymous.
These authors write that leader development is a process while leadership is the end
result of that process. While “we are just beginning to develop knowledge and
expertise in the aspects of leadership development that go beyond individual
development” (VanVelsor and McCauley, 2004, p. 22), the cross-generational leader
development process is a means to a better understanding of the influence of crossgenerational mentoring on leader development.
Early studies note that women and men differ on a number of leadership
characteristics while later studies note little gender difference. This study found no
difference in leadership characteristics. However, the proteges expressed a
preference for female mentors because they believe they are more open,
communicative, share knowledge, and empower for leader development. Mentoring is
still a common aspect of successful women administrators’ careers (Bower, 1993).
Mentoring relationships, for men and women, are still important aspects of leadership
development (Tedrow, 1999). Furthermore, perspectives that make up women’s
leadership theory, such as mentoring, building relationships, and empowering have
proven to be beneficial to men, women, and organizations (Bolman and Deal, 1997).
This study found that mentors are instrumental in the leader development
process as they Model, Challenge, and Support leader development for proteges.
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Mentors are instrumental in Developmental and Peer Bonding for ongoing, sustained
leader development. Furthermore, ongoing leader development leads to the
development of leader networks as former proteges become mentors, they Model,
Challenge, and Support the leader development of their proteges. When these
proteges become mentors, they Model, Challenge, and Support the next generation of
leaders - thus sustaining the cross-generational leader development process.
Ongoing, sustained leader development brings closure to one mentoring relationship
but opens the door for continuing the process with the next generation of emerging
leaders.
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Dear
My name is Cheryl Braxton and I am a doctoral student at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst in the School of Education. I am writing to formally request
your consent to participate in this study.
The focus of my proposed research focuses on a three-generation approach to
women’s leadership development in higher education, focusing on college presidents.
The three generations are: 1) the current president; 2) her mentor; and 3) her proteges.
The nature of this study is emergent but is expected to provide pertinent information
about the role of mentoring and dyadic relationships in the development of female
college and university presidents.
A decision to participate will mean the following:
1. agreeing to complete a brief questionnaire (attached);
2. agreeing to complete a background questionnaire; and
3. agreeing to a maximum of two one-hour interviews.
The interviews will be scheduled at your convenience and all information provided will
be kept strictly confidential. Pseudonyms will be used for all participants and the
results will be grouped and reported as an aggregate.
I look forward to your response to the attached questionnaire. I will be calling your
office in the near future to arrange a mutually convenient time to meet. If you have any
questions, I can be reached at 413-545-6469 (from 7:00 am - 3:00 pm) or 413-XXXXXXX (after 4:00 pm.)
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Cheryl E. Braxton
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Questionnaire to be attached to email

1. Name _

2. Institution _

3. Interim President

4. Phone number (

Yes_

No.

)_

5. Best day/time to contact for an interview _
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Date

Dear
This letter is to thank you for responding to my initial questionnaire and agreeing to be
part of my research study. I appreciate your taking time from your busy schedule to
assist me. I would also like to take this opportunity to brief you about my research
study and to explain what I will need from you.
My proposed research study is a three-generation approach to women’s leadership in
higher education focusing on college presidents. The three generations are: 1) the
current president; 2) who mentored her; and 3) who she is currently mentoring. The
specific locus of my research is the dyadic relationship between women college
presidents and mentoring.
As one of a handful of women college presidents in the New England area, I consider
your contribution essential to this study. As outlined in my initial email, your decision to
participate will mean the following:
1.

agreeing to complete a brief questionnaire - COMPLETED;

2.

agreeing to complete a background questionnaire (attached);

3. agreeing to a maximum of two one-hour interviews (with the possibility of one
follow-up interview); and
4. agreeing to provide the names of your mentor(s) and protege(s) so I can contact
them for interviews.
I will call your office on_to schedule the interview. In keeping in
concert with the Human Subjects Review Board at the University of Massachusetts, all
information provided will be kept strictly confidential. A pseudonym will be used and
your responses will be grouped with other participants and reported as an aggregate.
I look forward to your response to the attached questionnaire. If you have any
questions, I can be reached at 413-545-6469 (from 7:00 am - 3:00 pm) or 413-XXXXXXX (after 4:00 pm.)
Again, thank you for participating in this research study.

Sincerely,

Cheryl E. Braxton
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CONFIDENTIAL BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE
The Role of Mentoring and Dyadic Relationships
in the Development of Female College and University Presidents

Subject: Demographic Data
1. Name__
2. Job Title __
3. Age_
4. Ethnic Background _
5. Highest degree earned_Field (s)

6. Length of time in current position _
7. Number of years working in current organization
8. Previous positions in current organization_

9. Please describe the career path leading to your present appointment starting with
your current position.
A. University or College_
Job Title__
Length of time in position_
Position (

) Faculty

(

) Administrative Staff

(

) Other (please

describe)
B. University or College___
Job Title ___
Length of time in position ___
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Position (
C.

) Faculty (

) Administrative Staff

(

) Other (please describe)

University or College
Job Title

__

Length of time in position __
Position (

) Faculty

(

) Administrative Staff (

) Other (please describe)

10. Please list any “in-house” professional development/education you attended.

11. Please list any “off-campus” professional development/education you attended.

12. Did you/do you have a “formal” mentor?

(

) No

(

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Yes

(

) Yes.

If yes, please briefly describe the relationship

13. Did you/do you have an “informal” mentor?
If yes, please briefly describe the relationship

14. Did you/do you have a support network?
If yes, please describe
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(

) No

15. Are you currently mentoring a protege(s)

(

) No

(

) Yes

If yes, please describe your mentoring relationship

16. Thinking back about your career, is there anything that you would have done
differently? (Please explain)

17. What would you recommend for other women aspiring to senior leadership
positions? (Education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)

18. Do you have any other comments or observations that you feel are important for
women aspiring to college presidency positions?

19. Would you like a copy of the results of this research?
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Thank you for completing this confidential background questionnaire. Please return it
in the pre-stamped, self-addressed envelope provided. I want to reassure you again
that information provided on the questionnaire and from your interview will remain
strictly confidential. Your responses will be part of an aggregate with all of the other
participants.
Again, thank you for taking time from your busy schedule to meet with me and share
your experiences.

Sincerely,

Cheryl E. Braxton
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INTERVIEW QUESITONS FOR WOMEN COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
(First Interview)

1. What sources of influence have had a significant impact on the development of you
as a leader?
•

(A prompt) Have there been individuals who have been particularly
influential on your development as a leader?

2. What can you tell me about the person/people that mentored you?

3. How specifically did (name of mentor) help prepare you as a leader?
•

(A prompt) What other kind of advice did you receive from your mentor(s)?

4. Do you think you would have had a different experience if your mentor had been
male vs. female? (Please explain)

5. We have been talking about mentoring and often it means different things for
different people. Therefore, I would like to know how do you define mentoring and
what does it mean to you?

6. Please describe your experience as a mentor?

7.

What can you tell me about the person/people you are mentoring?

8. How are you mentoring her/him/them?
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9. In what ways does the gender of a protege influence your mentoring relationship
with them?

Question to ask if I don’t have the names prior to the interview
10. How can I contact your mentor(s) and protege(s)?
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APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR WOMEN COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
(Second Interview - if needed)
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR WOMEN COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
(Second Interview - if needed)

1. What is unique about being a female leader in higher education?

2. We have been talking about your development as a leader, and given the many
definitions of leadership, 1 would like to hear how YOU define leadership.

3. How do you describe your leadership style?

4. Do you modify your leadership style when interacting with women vs. men? (Please

explain.)

5. As a leader, and mentor, what type of advice would you give young aspiring
leaders?
•

(A prompt) Do you have any advice specifically for women?

6. Given what you now know about this study, do you have any other comments or
observations that you feel are important?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR MENTORS

Introduction: You have been identified as a mentor to_. In
thinking about your role as a leader and as a mentor,

1. How would you describe your relationship?

2. How would you define mentoring?

3. How would you describe the role of mentoring in leadership development?

4. What can you tell me about your experiences mentoring this person?

5. What do you consider most satisfying about your role as a mentor? What are you
most proud of?

6. What do you consider the most challenging aspect(s) of being a mentor?

7. Thinking back about your mentoring relationship(s) both as a mentor and as a
protege, is there anything that you would have done differently?

8. What advice do you have for other mentors?

9. What advice would you recommend for women aspiring to senior leadership
positions? (Education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)
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10. Do you have any other comments or observations that you feel are important for
women aspiring to college presidency and other leadership positions?

11. Would you like a copy of the results of this research?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PROTEGES

Introduction: You have been identified as a protege to_. In
thinking about your role as a leader and as a protege,

1. How would you describe your relationship?

2. How would you define mentoring?

3. How would you describe the role of mentoring in leadership development?

4. What can you tell me about your experiences being mentored this person?

5. What do you consider most satisfying about your role as a protege? What are you
most proud of?

6. What do you consider the most challenging aspect(s) of being a protege?

7. Thinking back about your relationship as a protege, is there anything that you
would like done differently?

8. What advice do you have for other proteges?

9. What advice would you recommend for women aspiring to leadership positions?

(Education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)
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10. Do you have any other comments or observations that you feel are important for
women aspiring to leadership positions?

11. Would you like a copy of the results of this research?
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HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
Doctoral Form D-7B

Student’s Name: Cheryl E. Braxton

Social Security #:

XXX-XX-XXXX

Please answer the following questions:

1. How will human participants be used?
The participants in my study will take part in two one-hour interviews, with possible
follow-up, with the researcher.
2. How have you ensured that the rights and welfare of the human participants will be

adequately protected?
(a) Individual written consent will be obtained from all interviewees (see attached
form).
(b) Strict confidentiality will be maintained during interviews.
(c) Information on the results of the study will be made available to all participants
after the research is completed. The consent form describes this process (see
attached form).
3. How will you provide information about your research methodology to the

participants involved?
The written consent form provides a general overview of the study, its purpose, and
what participation will involve (see attached form).

4. How will you obtain the informed voluntary consent of the human participants or
their legal guardians? (Criteria for and samples of content of consent forms are
available from the Graduate Program Office.) Please attach a copy of your consent
form.
Individual written consent will be obtained from all participants. A form to be used for
this purpose is attached. It will be made clear to all participants that their participation
is voluntary and they may discontinue at any time.
5. How will you protect the identity and/or confidentiality of your participants?
Strict confidentiality will be maintained during interviews.
and institutions will be used in reporting the results.
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Pseudonyms of individuals

APPENDIX I
INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH - COLLEGE PRESIDENTS

■

INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH - COLLEGE PRESIDENT

You are being asked to participate in a study on the role of mentoring and dyadic
relationships in the development of female college and university presidents. The
focus of this study is a three-generation approach to women’s leadership development
in higher education. The three generations being interviewed are: 1) the current
president; 2) her mentor; and 3) her protege. Through a sequence of interviews, the
research will examine role modeling and mentoring relationships as major influences
on women who have ascended to college presidency positions.
You are being furnished with two copies of this informed consent, both of which should
be signed if you are willing to participate. Please retain one copy for your records and
return the other copy to me. You signature below indicates that you have read and
understand the information provided above and that you willingly agree to participate.
You may withdraw your consent at any time. If you have any questions about the
research, you can contact me by phone at (413) 545-6469 between 7:00 am and 3:00
pm or at (413) XXX-XXXX after 5:00 pm. You can also contact me by email at
cbraxt38@netscaoe.net.
I volunteer to participate in this inductive, qualitative research study and understand
that:
1. I will participate in two one-hour interviews with the possibility of one follow-up
interview.
2. The questions I will be answering concern my experience as a college president,
protege and role model/ mentor.
3. My name will not be used, I will not be identified personally in any way at any time,
nor will the institution I represent be identified. To preserve confidentiality in the
final research report, pseudonyms will be used for all participants and institutions.
4.

Information I choose to disclose during the interview with the researcher will not be
shared with any other study participants.

5. My participation is voluntary and I may withdraw from any part of this study at any
time.
6. I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other publication.
After the project is complete, I will be contacted with a summary of the results.
7. I have the right to request additional details if I desire.
8. I understand that the results will be used in Cheryl Braxton’s doctoral dissertation
and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional journals for
publication.
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9. I understand and agree to be tape recorded during the interviews to facilitate
analysis of the data.

Participant’s Signature:_Date:

Researcher’s Signature:_Date:
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INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH - MENTOR

You are being asked to participate in a study on the role of mentoring and dyadic
relationships in the development of female college and university presidents. The
focus of this study is a three-generation approach to women’s leadership development
in higher education. The three generations being interviewed are: 1) the current
president; 2) her mentor; and 3) her protege. Through a sequence of interviews, the
research will examine role modeling and mentoring relationships as major influences
on women who have ascended to college presidency positions.
You are being furnished with two copies of this informed consent, both of which should
be signed if you are willing to participate. Please retain one copy for your records and
return the other copy to me. You signature below indicates that you have read and
understand the information provided above and that you willingly agree to participate.
You may withdraw your consent at any time. If you have any questions about the
research, you can contact me by phone at (413) 545-6469 between 7:00 am and 3:00
pm or at (413) XXX-XXXX after 5:00 pm. You can also contact me by email at
cbraxt38@netscaoe. net.
I volunteer to participate in this inductive, qualitative research study and understand
that:
1. I will participate in two one-hour interviews with the possibility of one follow-up
interview.
2. The questions I will be answering concern my experience as a role model/mentor.
3. My name will not be used, I will not be identified personally in any way at any time,
nor will the institution I represent be identified. To preserve confidentiality in the
final research report, pseudonyms will be used for all participants and institutions.
4. Information I choose to disclose during the interview with the researcher will not be
shared with any other study participants.
5. My participation is voluntary and I may withdraw from any part of this study at any
time.
6. I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other publication.
After the project is complete, I will be contacted with a summary of the results.
7. I have the right to request additional details if I desire.
8. I understand that the results will be used in Cheryl Braxton’s doctoral dissertation
and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional journals for
publication.
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9. I understand and agree to be tape recorded during the interviews to facilitate
analysis of the data.

Participant’s Signature:_Date:_

Researcher’s Signature:_Date:_
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INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH - PROTEGE

You are being asked to participate in a study on the role of mentoring and dyadic
relationships in the development of female college and university presidents. The
focus of this study is a three-generation approach to women’s leadership development
in higher education. The three generations being interviewed are: 1) the current
president; 2) her mentor; and 3) her protege. Through a sequence of interviews, the
research will examine role modeling and mentoring relationships as major influences
on women who have ascended to college presidency positions.
You are being furnished with two copies of this informed consent, both of which should
be signed if you are willing to participate. Please retain one copy for your records and
return the other copy to me. You signature below indicates that you have read and
understand the information provided above and that you willingly agree to participate.
You may withdraw your consent at any time. If you have any questions about the
research, you can contact me by phone at (413) 545-6469 between 7:00 am and 3:00
pm or at (413) XXX-XXXX after 5:00 pm. You can also contact me by email at
cbraxt38@netscape. net.
I volunteer to participate in this inductive, qualitative research study and understand
that:
1.

I will participate in two one-hour interviews with the possibility of one follow-up
interview.

2. The questions I will be answering concern my experience as a protege.
3. My name will not be used, I will not be identified personally in any way at any time,
nor will the institution I represent be identified. To preserve confidentiality in the
final research report, pseudonyms will be used for all participants and institutions.
4. Information I choose to disclose during the interview with the researcher will not be
shared with any other study participants.
5. My participation is voluntary and I may withdraw from any part of this study at any
time.
6.

I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other publication.
After the project is complete, I will be contacted with a summary of the results.

7. I have the right to request additional details if I desire.
8.

I understand that the results will be used in Cheryl Braxton’s doctoral dissertation
and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional journals for
publication.
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9. I understand and agree to be tape recorded during the interviews to facilitate
analysis of the data.

Participant’s Signature:_Date:_

Researcher’s Signature:_Date:_
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APPENDIX L
THE INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS

The Interview Transcripts
This portion of the appendices is the transcripts from the interviews. Reported
in their own words, the research participants tell their stories about their leadership
development and mentoring experiences.

While this researcher had prepared a

series of interview questions, and tried to follow the script, at times participants
volunteered information which led to related questions. Therefore, although most of
the questions were asked in the same sequence, there are additional inquiries
prompted by this related information.
President Smith
Researcher:
What sources of influence have had a significant impact on the development of
you as a leader? Have there been individuals who have been particularly influential on
your development as a leader?
President Smith:
“Well, I worked in industry before I worked in higher education ... I worked at
IBM and had some really great managers and leaders there and learned a lot by
watching them and they gave me a lot of responsibility so I was able to learn. Maybe
every place I’ve worked I’ve gotten different responsibilities. I started in high school in
Friendly Ice Cream and they moved me right into supervisor and then a trainer... so I
picked up experience there and then I went to work at IBM and got leadership
opportunities there. I became a trainer and I got opportunities to go to national
conferences to present what I was doing and then I went to Booz Allen as a consultant
... So I got a lot of leadership experience in industry. The other thing is as a child I
was involved in Girl Scouts and they have individual group leaders within the troop so I
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had my own group and was involved in leadership from an early age. And I think I
learned a lot there as well, to be honest, about leading people ... it’s been a long
career. I did lots of clubs in high school and was a leader in those clubs_“
Researcher:
What about mentoring?
President Smith:
Tor mentoring, well, the last person was a professor (here) and when I took
over as president, I asked him to take over as a vice president.. . because he had
been here almost 40 years. And I thought it would be helpful as my first presidency to
have someone of his stature working with me. And, he was just wonderful in that
capacity. He’s retired. He’s probably one of the wisest men I’ve ever met. He’s just
an amazing man. I’d go up there with issues and sometimes he would just let me talk,
and other times he would ask questions that would direct me to find the answers. And
only rarely did he tell me what he thought I should do. I was so impressed with his
ability to mentor and to have people develop because he allowed me to develop
without him telling me what to do. And he asked very pertinent questions. He was a
sounding board. He listened. He would let me vent because you don’t have anybody
to vent to when you’re the college president. There’s nobody to call and say ‘I can’t
believe this just happened!’. So I’d occasionally just go up and unload everything and
then he’d ... I don’t know how he felt but I felt a lot better. And that was very nice of
him. And he would tell me constantly that change is a good thing as I was trying to
implement a lot of changes here which is hard to do and can be frustrating and he
would keep saying to me an organization that doesn’t change won’t make it. We have
to change. He said the strongest points of this college are when we work constantly
changing so he was very encouraging and supportive of my desire to make changes.”
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Researcher:
What kinds of changes were you proposing?
President Smith:
“Oh, I did quite a few things. Um, well, it included things on the academic side
so I did a program review. We got rid of some programs, added new programs. Redid
the faculty policy manual, with the faculty. I adjusted faculty salaries both up and down
to bring them into ranges that are appropriate. I got rid of a lot of special deals and
favoritism. The faculty now has post-tenure review and merit pay. There is a lot of
ownership now and it’s working great because faculty have been involved. I
reorganized the college and all of the senior administrators are new within the last four
and a half years. I reorganized some departments and put new procedures in place.
And a new computer system meant new marketing literature and new programs.
Faculty and staff that stayed through all these changes stayed because they really
want to be part of the new organization and to help make the changes. Throughout all
this no one was laid off. The faculty and staff worked creatively together to avoid any
personnel downsizing. When we deleted one of the programs, for example, the person
who was in charge of that program had a similar background to the new program we
were starting so we gave her administrative leave and paid for her to go back to school
and retool and then she came back as the faculty member to direct that program.
We refocused on our original mission which is to be a business school. The
school was sort of losing its focus and trying to be more of a liberal arts school with a
business major in it. So ... we refocused on our mission, our core mission, we
refocused on our core competencies ... and I think the vision is to stay the course with
that. Our business mission is reflected in both our day programs and the growing
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evening programs. We now have an MBA and an evening continuing education
department. Those programs have grown dramatically at close to 120% in the last four
and a half years.
I like all the changes and that one-in-ten of our alumni are presidents, CEOs or
owners of their own companies. On average, over 90% of our students get placed even in today’s economy. I think these changes were the right ones for the institution.
The experience I gained in business contributed to my ability to make sound business
decisions. I got a lot of experience in industry.”
Researcher;
Do you think you would have received different mentoring or a different
leadership experience if your mentor had been a woman?
President Smith:
“I don’t think I would have received different mentoring or leadership experience
if my mentor had been a woman. Well, my Ph.D. is in leadership, you can give this in
context... I did research on women and men in leadership and what I found actually
is that there isn’t a lot of difference. What I found in my research was that there weren’t
many differences and that goes back to the psych lit which shows that there aren’t
many difference either. There’s a greater difference within genders than between the
genders. I’ve had women managers and I’ve had males for managers and as people
some have been better than others. I’ve had terrible men and women managers, and
I’ve had great men and women managers, so I don’t think it makes a difference. I think
it depends on who the person is that you’re working with and what their skills and traits
are and what they have to offer. At IBM I actually had a woman who was my mentor
who was fabulous, and so I think it depends on if there’s a connection and if that
person has what you need to develop.
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I do think having a mentor is helpful. In my career early on, every place I
worked, I would wait about six months and decide who my mentor would be and would
go in and ask them to be my mentor so that I could learn what I thought they had to
offer. But I think you have to sit back and take it all in at first and figure out who the
right person is. It may or may not be your boss. You need to ask them because
people don’t know unless you tell them you really would like to work with them in that
way and that’s when I think you benefit the most when you’re looking for a mentor. ...
if they know that what their role is then they will offer you assistance when you ask or
when they think you need it. So I think it’s, that’s really important to do.”
Researcher:
What does mentoring mean to you?
President Smith:
“Mentoring to me means, well the expression that always comes to mind when
you say mentoring is someone taking you under their wing, and just guiding you along,
being there for you, giving you advice when you need it or you ask for it, supporting
you, boosting you up when you need it, asking what your goals and aspirations are and
then helping you achieve those.

I currently have a staff member who has considered,

is considering, someday maybe wanting to be a president, and so he told me that early
on. So I worked with him over the last few years, and trying to guide him in that
direction. So we talk about what skills he might need and how to develop those. I
think it helps if you see the macro view of the college, not an individual department and
that’s hard when you’re leading an individual department. But to develop the skills you
need to see the whole picture, and you have to understand the needs of all of the
institution. I think that it’s important to have some faculty experience. I am grateful that
I came through the faculty ranks and I think that helps a lot. So this person didn’t
come through the faculty
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ranks, but I’ve been encouraging him to teach and he’s been teaching more classes so
that he has that experience of teaching, working with faculty and students. I think
that’s very important to pursuing a president’s position.”
Researcher:
Can you tell me why?
President Smith:
“Well, because every college has student life issues, faculty issues, financial
issues, athletic issues, enrollment issues, development issues, so it’s that macro
approach of not just seeing what you know. .. You have to understand that everybody
has issues and needs and it takes all of those pieces to make a college run. So, as a
president you have to be able to see what everybody’s issues are. There’s someone
I’m working with now.
He’s involved in his own discipline.. and he’s in a leadership position there,
which is skill development, which is good. I really think it’s important to have a degree
as a president so I really encouraged him and gave him time off to finish his doctorate.
He found it difficult because he came here as a new job and then he had two children
along the way, and we were making lots of changes and so he said ‘I can’t find time’
and I said ‘I’ll give you time’ and so he just finished.
I’ve had a variety of consultants in to work with individuals in various
departments and I make those available to senior administrators as well to help them
manage their departments. I’ve had people come up to me and say ‘I really want
and my feeling is, if you’ve got somebody good then try and keep them. I’ll give them
new responsibilities; I’ll give them new opportunities
Researcher
Does gender influence the way that you mentor?
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President Smith:
“Gender doesn’t influence my mentoring relationships. I think it’s more do you
have a good relationship with somebody, and do you connect with somebody, and
does that person have the skills that you need, or the knowledge that you need to help
develop.”
Researcher:
What’s unique about being a woman in higher education?
President Smith:
“There aren’t many. Now in Massachusetts there are which is nice but I think
where I’ve found it to be more unique is with alumni because this is a business college.
It always has been and it started as a business college for men. Women were just
admitted in the 70s and so there isn’t a long history of women, so a lot of the alumni
are obviously male and I’m the first woman college president they had here and it’s
been fascinating!
It’s been fascinating here because I have to tell you every place I’ve worked,
I’ve had gender issues and you have to fight. This is the first place I’ve ever worked
where gender has not been an issue. When I was Dean I brought Women in History
month here and really stressed women in business and women on campus and
starting a Mentoring Program for Women and we did a Women’s History Month and we
had a Battered Women Display here and we’ve had Women in Sports Management
Week. We do all sorts of stuff now, because I think that’s part of the educational
process in learning. But I couldn’t do that as easily if I wasn’t high up in the
organization.
And, so at a school that has only 30% women, because women aren’t
majoring in business, which is so frustrating because we know that when you come out
of a business major over your lifetime you earn more money and most people are
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going to work in business unless you’re very directed, you’re going to be a nurse or a
doctor, or a teacher. But other than that you end up in business and women just aren’t
majoring in business anymore, so it’s primarily a male institution all around. But the
Board loved the work I did and that was one of the factors in asking me to be President
they said.
I worked at a women’s college and a man got hired in a similar position, a
faculty position to me, and I had more credentials than he did at the time and I said to a
colleague ‘I bet he’s making more than me’, and she said ‘Why do you say that?’ and I
said ‘I don’t know, it just feels like he is. I’m going to ask him’ so I said ' Jim, how much
are they paying you?’ and he said ‘$14,000! Well I was making $11,000 as a full-time
faculty member and so that’s a huge difference. So I went to my chairman of the
department and I said ... What’s up with this?’ and he said Well you have a husband
to support you’. So I had to get an attorney and they saw the light, but that kind of
thing.“
Researcher:
How would you define leadership?
President Smith:
“I think leadership is getting things accomplished through people. You can’t be
a leader if you don’t have people. That’s the difference between a manager and a
leader. You can only lead people. And, I think you can’t do it all especially as you
move up in an organization. I can’t do it all. I count on everybody else to do their jobs.
So it’s getting things done through others. I’m pretty much a laissez faire leader and I
really use a combination, especially at this level. I am also participatory in that we
meet weekly, and major decisions, budgeting even, is all done as a group and we
argue it out and everybody can disagree with me and often does disagree with me.
That’s fine. And sometimes I end up making the decision and other times they do and
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we all agree when we walk out of the room. That’s one of the criteria that I have. If
you work with me, you can disagree with me behind these doors, but when we walk out
whatever the decision is, we’re all on board. And then are other times I can be very
autocratic. I don’t want to make all of the decisions, but the ones I have to I do. I have
to make decisions based on what I believe are in the best interest of the institution;
they may not be popular but I’m responsible to the Board of Trustees for leading the
institution. But everybody who wants to can give me feedback. It’s very situational."
Researcher:
As a leader, and as a mentor, what type of advice do you give to young aspiring
leaders? Do you have any specific advice specifically for women?
President Smith:
“My advice to women leaders is to take advantage of all opportunities and to
identify what your skills are and where your weaknesses are and then go for things that
will improve your weaknesses. Women need to earn a doctorate; get training and
professional development; take management and leadership classes; attend relevant
conferences, network with people in positions that you want. And, stay marketable and
interview periodically to make sure your skills are current with market demands. I think
women who want to become college presidents should take advantage of all
opportunities; be mobile; keep a portfolio of what you’ve done; do your current job well;
teach; and understand boards and their needs. You don’t need to improve your
strengths as much as you need to improve your weaknesses and you have to know
what they are and that’s what you have to work and you have to go through jobs then
that develop your weaknesses. I think that education is important, obviously, so I
encourage people if they are in higher education to pursue that, if they’re not, they’re in
business for example, to earn an MBA, to earn the Master’s that appropriate for your
area because I really think education is invaluable and it builds your resume. I
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encourage people to pursue their dreams because you only have one life to live and
along the way enjoy life. I didn’t do that well in my early years. I was too directed on
my career and I think it’s really nice if you can enjoy life along the way too because life
is great. So much to do, so much fun, you have to have fun while you go, and so you
gotta take it all in any chance you have, and so enjoy it along the way! “
President Smith’s Protege
Researcher:
You have been identified as a protege to Dr. Smith. In thinking about your role
as an emerging leader and as a protege, how would you describe your relationship?
President Smith’s protege
“I worked other places before coming here. I’ve had three mentors and all of
them were women. Potential male mentors never took advantage of the opportunity to
mentor me. Since most of them were probably 15-20 years older, perhaps they saw
me as a threat after their jobs. They didn’t have to worry .... I wasn’t after their job
and none of them were role models I wanted to copy. ... All of the mentors that I’ve
had are women. I think I have a better relationship with (her name). I like the
relationship we have because she isn’t threatened by my career goals - even when 1
asked how to get her job. I like her style but I don’t think a protege should follow
someone’s coattails. I’m developing my own style. But proteges have to ask questions
to learn and be open to criticism. You have to be honest about not agreeing, (her
name) and I can agree to disagree and still maintain our mutual respect and trust.”
Researcher.
Can you describe the types or sources of influence?
Protege:
“Sources of influence ... hmmm. I think this is the best working relationship
that I’ve ever had. I believe in (her name); I trust her decisions and respect her
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decisions. She’s able to give and receive constructive criticism. Not many people can
do that in her position. (Her name)... we also maintain respect for each other and
I’m able to make decisions that I wouldn’t be able to without her respect. We support
each other and I think the respect is mutual because personally the lines get blurred
and we’re close friends. I’m honored to be her protege and the trust she places in me.
A good mentor like (her name) provides opportunities to be successful by having a
macro view of the institution. She includes me. She’s a good leader. Shows
vulnerabilities. Normal. But (her name) never formally said “you’re my protege. I said
to her “I want your job. How do I get there"?. That’s how our relationship started.
Researcher:
What is your leadership style?
Protege:
“I think my leadership style is like hers - democratic; supportive. I think a
leader provides opportunities and sees the “big” picture. A leader and a mentor gives
more than one set of directions and sets high standards. And, it’s important for a leader
to acknowledge people, to show appreciation. It’s important to reward people for doing
a good job. (Dr. Smith) started doing this when she reorganized the college.
She provided professional coaching for me so I could move to a higher level
and develop confidence and executive skills. And I’m doing some teaching so I’ll have
faculty experience. I just finished my doctorate, (her name) encouraged me to get my
doctorate and allowed me to work a flexible schedule so that I could go to UMass and
continue to work here. It was challenging, but I’m glad it’s done. I’m also proud of my
family. I’m the youngest Dean this college has ever had! I’m well on my way to
accomplishing some of my career goals. My short-term goal was to become a Dean of
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Students — which I am now. My long-term goal is to become a college president in a
New England college. I don’t know where yet and I’m not worried because I need time
to further develop my leadership skills.”
Researcher:
What advice would you recommend for people aspiring to leadership positions?
(education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)
Protege:
“My advice for people aspiring to leadership positions ... develop a macro
view. And it’s important to join professional organizations. Develop skills in public
speaking, law (torte liability), crisis management, and public relations - especially
dealing with the press. Learn about consensus building and team building and learn
SPIN marketing. SPIN is the art of persuasion/the art of manipulation. And earn a
doctorate. And go to work in a school different than the one you received your degree
from; after you get the degree, move on; put some distance between you and the
school as well as put some distance between you and others. You need to develop
friends in higher organizational levels so that you get some exposure. Identify a role
model and a mentor. Find someone to confide in and develop a support network that’s important. Get executive coaching if you can. Above all ‘perseverance is key’.”
President Smith’s Mentor
Researcher:
You have been identified as a mentor to Dr. Smith. In thinking about your role
a leader and as a mentor, how would you describe your relationship?
Dr. Smith’s mentor
“I really didn’t contribute much to her leadership development. She had most of
the skills. I just needed to make sure she had consistent direction for the institution.
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When (her name) started as the Dean of the Faculty, Vice President of Academic
Affairs, she was new to the college but we had an immediate working relationship. She
set up a program and asked me to be part of it and I agreed because we had a basic
agreement about academic problems. When she became president, she needed
someone to support her new role but I was ready to retire. She created the role of Vice
President of External Academic Affairs for me so I could provide council. I had an
academic background and knew the college and she didn’t know Massachusetts
politics. So I agreed to stay on. Because of her we overcame a series of significant
obstacles with a steady, fruitful course. The college “righted” itself.
This is a small college with small college administration. The president is
expected to do everything but can’t. I provided experience and introductions for her.
I’m a sounding board and we agree to disagree on issues. Now, as a Dean I mentored
others; as the VP I didn’t mentor anyone else - just (her name). Being an
administrator in a small college requires mentoring/role modeling because you wear so
many hats. A mentor helps fill in where they can contribute. They provide experience
and introductions.
Researcher:
Thinking back about your mentoring relationships, both as a mentor and as a
protege is there anything that you would have done differently?
Mentor:
“I learned leadership from my father who was the college president, and a role
model for 35 years. I wouldn’t have mentored Dr. Smith any different even though her
work experience is different. My whole career has been in academia and her private
industry experience provided another perspective on organizational management. I
know the institutional policies and steered her around, over, and under some of the
institutional turbulence or I tried to prepare her to face it head on. This type of
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mentoring is crucial during her first year on the job — especially considering all of the
changes she was proposing. All of the former presidents have been men and this is a
predominantly male organization. Her leadership and vision for the institution are
exceptional. Even though we weren’t in financial crisis when (her name) arrived, she
did help us “right’ ourselves by turning our attention to our core academic
competencies and values. I think women have a harder time than men. Unfortunately,
although there are more women college presidents than ever before, they are being
hired to run institutions that are in financial crises. It’s tough to lead then.”
Researcher.
How would you describe the role of mentoring in leadership development?
Mentor:
“I think being a mentor means having an open relationship and being open to
criticism. Be honorable; can’t have anything “at stake”. And no conflict of interest
between self and the institution and the president. A mentor shouldn’t expect the
protege to follow your footsteps. Challenging is letting go - meaning your proteg6 has
to do something that you as a mentor have a very definite idea about. Be a role model;
be broad in the role and enjoy it.”
Researcher:
What is your leadership style?
Mentor:
“My leadership style is different depending on the situation. But a leader
provides clear direction. I need people to tell me how they feel or I won’t know. My
background is different than (her name) and that may have contributed to her vision as
the president. I wouldn’t have done anything different with ... (her). She hasn’t made
any mistakes yet! A leader tends to be someone that makes the hard decisions and
has to avoid being in positions that don’t require dramatic decisions. A leader
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anticipates future problems, like (her name) did. Be proactive to avoid problems. My
advice for men and women is different because they have different issues. But, the
advice should be consistent and honest. For women trying to get to leadership
positions, I advise getting a doctorate; joining professional organizations; network; be
aware of opportunities; and understand all sides of an issue.”
President Jones
Researcher:
What sources of influence have had a significant impact on the development of
you as a leader; have there been individuals who have been particularly influential in
your development?
President Jones
“I would say there are probably three people that were very influential on my
development, two males and one female. The first person is someone that isn’t in
Higher Education directly, but was a legislator that worked for (the state) when I was a
clerk for the Education Committee.... I watched his leadership skills, his ability
particularly to reach consensus through negotiating. That’s the reason he was
successful in legislature, and to watch that I think was a really dramatic effect on me.
Secondly, he did encourage me to move out of public school education and into higher
education ... He encouraged me to go back to school and get my doctorate, because
he felt that I should stay in higher education, and it was an important thing to move into
higher education. I had come out of public school work. I had done Government
Relations work and then I went back into public school and he encouraged me to go
back to school and get my doctorate.”
Researcher:
Can you tell me what some of these experiences are, and how specifically did
that help prepare you to become a future leader of an institution?
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President Jones:
“So, I was working on an administrative certificate at the time, which would
have been great for public school, but it wasn’t what was needed in higher education,
and so that was the first thing that he did for me, he encouraged that. He also gave me
opportunities to write with him, because his name was publishable at that time. He
gave me the opportunity to really do a lot of writing. That was tremendously important.
I didn’t understand it at the time, but he decided I should become Secretary of the
Ward in Government Relations. I was an Assistant to the Commissioner with
Government Relations. I wasn’t a voting member but I went to every board meeting,
actually was the secretary that took the Minutes, but I had that kind of title and it
allowed me to see policy details from the perspective of what staff contributed to make
it a policy. It allowed me to see policy details, how it would operate effectively and
ineffectively at times, and for me that was a tremendously important experience being
able to do that... Because of that experience, when he left, they asked me to staff
their search committee which gave me a whole new array of experiences. I was in on
all the interviews for the new Commissioner so here I could see a whole group of
people, how they operated when they were being interviewed. There’s no better way
of learning how to go through an interview as to see other people that are very
professional, see what they did well, what the committee questioned, you know, things
like that. I didn’t even realize the value of it at the time, that it was kind of handed to
me. The other thing is whenever I volunteered to take on something new, they always
said yes - both the first and second commissioner. These relationships were very
informal but effective.
The second commissioner was a female, so she really provided that female role
model which I think is tremendously important... she continued with allowing me the
opportunity for new experiences. She allowed me to really take the technology stuff
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under me, and I’m certainly not someone who would call themselves a computer guru,
but I leaned so much about how that operated and what’s important and it made a
huge difference. I think perhaps from the female mentor I did see more of the
roadblocks that very often come in a woman’s way. She was a very assertive person,
a very definite person, and you could see at times that that wasn’t accepted because
she was female. If she had been male the description would have been very different
of her behavior. So I did, I guess, see some of those situations having worth. She was
a woman who had raised a family on her own and she was able to really combine a lot
of things, raising a family, working on her doctorate, working full-time. She did all of
those things and probably seeing that was very positive whereas the males that I
worked with didn’t have that same family responsibility. I had children but I had a
husband who was very much a part of my career and was very supportive of my career
and did what he could, so I didn’t have the same situation, but at least it was a good
way of viewing, talking to her about you do handle some of this. But as far as giving
me opportunities, critiquing what I did, positive and negative critique, I probably would
have to say I did get that. Those are just a few examples of the type of experience so
all those things together have a benefit. That probably was one of the most important
things in mentoring. Being mentored is to give someone the opportunity for new
experiences, because then they add that to their repertoire of what they can do.”
Researcher:
How do you define mentoring and what does it mean to you?
President Jones:
“I think to me, mentoring means really having someone that you can learn from
by watching them, and someone who will give you the opportunity to learn ...
hopefully that kind of relationship. Part of it is just observation, behavior that is
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effective in leadership roles, and like I said, giving you the opportunity to do things, that
really allow you to grow, including professional development opportunities at work ...
professional opportunities.
When I was at (name of another college) I was Interim President there while
they were doing a search for a president. I was on loan and it took a year to do that
and the reason was they had several candidates internally and they didn’t want to favor
anyone by putting them in that position. There I had some students that I felt that I had
a mentoring relationship with. Women who wanted, young ladies who were
considering careers in higher education ... When I started here we were small... we
had only 20 employees, and now we have 45 over the period of time that I’ve been
here. So there wasn’t anyone that was kind of at that level, and there weren’t people
really interested in presidencies or careers, or leaning in that direction. I think today
there are probably more people leaning that way, and we try to encourage people to go
on to get their doctorate. I feel that’s particularly important.”
Researcher:
We’ve been talking about leadership and mentoring. Leadership means
different things to different people. Can you tell me how you define leadership?
President Jones:
“Leadership is being in a position, or the ability to draw people together so that
they are a consensus, and the leader has to kind of set the pace, set the tone so that
the relationship, hopefully provides the opportunities for others to come along and to
listen as well. Because obviously you’re going to have to disagree not so much with
the tone of the climate but with the directions. I think I would describe my leadership
style as building consensus, but probably helping to bring others along to reach a
conclusion, not by expressing my opinion as the end of the law.
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Researcher:
Do you modify your leadership style when you interact with men or women or is
it pretty much the same?
President Jones:
“I don’t see myself as being very different when I interact with men or women.”
Researcher
What’s unique about being a woman leader in higher education?
President Jones:
“Being a woman in higher education, generally you’re still the minority but I’m
not sure that’s unique because I think in the business world that’s still the case too. I’m
not sure that there really is a great deal that’s unique for a women that’s in leadership
in higher education. I think in many cases you face the same problems, the same
issues, the same concerns. Probably the one thing that I think is that you may not be
taken quite as seriously as quickly by those in CEO positions from the larger business
and corporations because they’re not used to women leaders. Years ago none of the
large insurance companies, none of the large manufacturing companies here had
females. It’s changed slightly in recent years, but there’s still a huge minority. One of
our large insurance companies now has a female CEO. So I think that that’s part of
the difficulty. And even in Government Relations working at the higher level, until
recently, that is changing dramatically, more of the leaders were males. We had our
first female Speaker she’s been replaced now for five years. She has moved into a
Deputy leadership position, the Deputy Speaker. The Governor was female, we
actually had a female governor many years ago. Again, there’s been a male since
then and until recently the Lieutenant Governor was female. We’ve had many women
in the General Assembly, but they weren’t in leadership positions. They may have
headed a committee
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like Education, that was okay, but to really get into the Speaker’s Office, the Majority
Leader’s Office, there weren’t opportunities at that time. That’s the one thing that’s
unique ... very often being alone or almost alone in a leadership role.
I’m here because of a twist of fate in a lot of ways. I just ended up in higher
education. It wasn’t something that I predicted early in my life. This college was
founded in 1973 and until 1987 the same man that developed the college had been its
president. He retired in 1987 and the Board of Trustees took one year to find a new
president. Well, to make a long story short, he (the new president) didn’t stay and the
Board was really frustrated because they felt that they had lost valuable time. It took
them 18 months because they were looking for someone that understood the
nontraditional culture and (the state). I know this state and since my doctoral work is in
nontraditional education I think I was prepared for the position as president. They were
looking for someone with my credentials. This was really just a fortunate set of
circumstances that had all come together.”
Researcher:
Can I ask you about your relationship with the Board of Trustees here? Do you
feel that your role as a leader has been taken less seriously because you’re a woman?
President Jones:
"Have I been taken less seriously by my Board because I’m a women? That
has never been a problem. My Board is open, looks at what you do not whether you’re
a male or female, and again they hired me too, and so they knew I was a female. I
think the relationship was established at that point when they made that decision. It’s
the first getting them to know you that’s really critical, really important then some of
those barriers are a little wounded.”
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Researcher:
As a leader, and as a mentor, what kind of advice do you give to young women
and men aspiring to senior leadership positions?
President Jones:
“My advice to women aspiring to senior leadership positions is to take risks.
Put yourself in places where you have to leam new things, and at times you may not
exactly know what you’re getting yourself into, but once you’re there the clarity comes
and you’re given the opportunity to have done something you wouldn’t have done.

I

think I gave males and females the same advice. I know I do, it’s a definite. I think a
full range of experiences is important. One other thing that I think is tremendously
important, that I probably didn’t have enough experience at and is hard to gain, but
today is so critical, is the whole business around fund raising. When my career was
evolving, fundraising wasn’t particularly important in public higher education. But now,
no matter where you’re at in higher education, it’s something that needs to be done, so
if someone can gain some opportunities to observe or to actually go out and do, I think
that that is important to the job market. And that’s a skill you have to be comfortable
with. So, I think that’s the one thing that I would definitely advise someone to do as
something very, very specific - to have opportunities to work with Boards, various
kinds of Boards. I began to see how policy is developed and it’s something in the
public sector. I’m sort of amazed at how people don’t understand that role and those
relationships between staff and administration and that’s hard if you’re the president
because you really need to have that to be comfortable.”
Dr. Jones’ Protege
Researcher:
You have been identified as a protege to Dr. Jones. In thinking about your role
as an emerging leader and as a protege, how would you describe your relationship?
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Dr. Jones’ protege
“Well, I think Dr. (her name) has been very influential on me. I can bounce
ideas off of her. She’s open to suggestions. She provides feedback and advice. She
has a capacity to understand ... I think we have a good relationship because I can see
things from her perspective and she can see things from mine. She’s confident with
my ability because she watched me develop the program I manage and she’s watched
me grow and learn about myself. We share pride in the program and in the college; we
have a commonality ... As a mentor, she’s always encouraging me to pursue a
doctorate and had even suggested programs and schools for me. She gives me
brochures. She’d be flexible with my schedule if I wanted to go back to school. But..
. still I have to consider the impact on the organization of becoming a full-time student
in college. “
Researcher:
How do you define leadership?
Dr. Jones’ Protege
“I think a leader is someone who takes control; knows the direction.
Understands and develops a roadmap for planning and organizational goals. Able to
read plans and share them with staff. Creates a clear picture/vision. Leaders involve
those that will play a role in the ownership. Develops a team. My leadership style is a
lot like Dr. (her name). Open to suggestions. Expect people to do their jobs without
too much direction. A macro manager; democratic. I provide a road map but only
expect results. I don’t tell people how to get there. I have an open door policy. I set
priorities but am open to discussing how to accomplish them. I like open
communication. A leader is a role model.”
Researcher:
How do you define mentoring?
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President Jones* Protege:
“Well,... mentoring is an important leadership relationship. A mentor is
someone who has gone along through the years and takes someone under their wing.
A mentor provides career guidance and direction. They explain their experience and
know job trends. They have a better assessment of situations. Leading is role
modeling to me. Being a protege is hard, especially living up to the expectations of the
mentor - they set a high standard. But, this makes me set personal high standards. I
don’t want to let anyone down. I think I need a “kick” more often. Proteges should get
a road map for where you want to be; share the map with your mentor and explain,
‘this is where I want to be, how do I get there?’.”
Researcher:
What advice do you think you would have received if your mentor had been a
man?
President Jones’ Protege:
“I think if I were a man, the leadership advice would be mostly the same but
men can separate their feelings from everything. I appreciate having a female role
model and mentor. I believe that if my mentor had been a man I probably would
receive some of the same advice but he would have probably said ‘roll with the
punches; don’t worry about everything else; don’t take the world on your shoulders;
save yourself. I think that men can separate their feelings from everything whereas
women are, by nature, more nurturing and caring. I think that women in leadership
positions feel guilty if they’re not always open and nurturing. You have to save yourself
and not take the world on your shoulders. That’s why it’s important for women to find a
female mentor in the organization. A woman mentor can give advice based on
personal experiences. And that experience can be both good and bad. You have to
understand that not everyone is looking out for your best interests; be aware of hidden
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motives from others but don’t let them stop your progress. You can remove an
obstacle or become an obstacle. A mentor can help identify some of those obstacles,
hidden motives, and gender barriers. A mentor provides leadership for a protege much
the same way that a leader guides an organization. A leader treats people how you’d
like to be treated. A leader establishes good positive relationships between managers
and staff. A leader understands and develops a road map planning organizational
goals. A leader creates a clear picture or vision of the organization and its future. I
believe a leader shares that vision with their staff and develops a team. That team
involves those that will play a role in the ownership of the organizational goals - some
of the stakeholders.
I admire (Dr. Jones) her leadership style, and she’s always open to
suggestions. She expects people to do their jobs without too much direction and she
has an open door policy. I like open communication so that I can set departmental
priorities and discuss how to accomplish them with my staff. I don’t try and
micromanage them. I expect results but I don’t tell them how to accomplish their tasks.
I think that letting people do their jobs without micromanaging them is an important
leadership skill to leam.”
Researcher:
What advice would you recommend for people aspiring to leadership positions
(education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)?
President Jones’ Protege:
“I think people need to have an idea where they want to be; set goals and
expectations and work with your mentor on how to accomplish those goals. You
should take classes on ethics and attend professional development seminars and
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courses. I believe women have to understand that personal sacrifices are necessary to
get to your goal and you have to be okay with it. More importantly don’t put your goals
on hold if you’re a woman.”
Dr. Jones’ Mentor
Researcher:
You have been identified as a mentor to Dr. Jones. In thinking about your role
as a leader and as a mentor, how would you describe your relationship?
Dr. Jones’ Mentor:
“She (her name) is an excellent person; we have a close professional
relationship. She was a competent effective Assistant Commissioner of Higher
Educational Administration when she was in that position and I wish I had released
more responsibility to her sooner.”
Researcher
Can you describe the role of mentoring in leadership development?
Dr. Jones’ Mentor:
“Describe the role of mentoring in leadership development? Umm, I think
mentoring is a constant. It provides opportunities to observe and provides
responsibility to develop skills. But it has to be a gradual transition to share then turn
over responsibilities.

Mentoring and leadership .... it’s a relationship to pass on

knowledge and wisdom and skills to do a job. It’s providing an opportunity to test your
wings. And providing a push when needed; know when to let them fly!
When I was mentoring (her name) I tried to encourage her to trust her own
abilities. She’s quietly effective and she anticipates what needs to be done. No ego
problem. I tried to make clear our roles and my expectations and said she could turn to
me if she ran into problems. Being a mentor is challenging, like staying out of the way
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and turning the protege loose. Finding ways to help without interfering or intervening
without robbing them of self-confidence is hard. So is realizing you made a mistake
about the protege’s ability to become a leader.”
Researcher:
What advice would you recommend for women aspiring to senior leadership
positions (education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)?
President Jones’ Mentor:
My advice for women aspiring to leadership positions .... be your self; trust
yourself; trust others. There are many paths that lead to leadership and a doctorate is
a must - anything that ends with “D”. For a president, to gain acceptance from college
faculty you must do scholarly work and be sure it’s solid - be good in your field. And
look for ways to broaden your skills by looking at other paths. A leader shouldn’t know
more and more about less and less. I think ... don’t be too specialized; be a
generalist.”
President Thomas
Researcher:
What sources of influence have had a significant impact on the development or
you as a leader; have there been individuals who have been particularly influential in
your development?
President Thomas:
“Well, first of all, the person who hired me for my first job in Higher Education ..
. His picture is over there getting on the boat and he was in fact, my first mentor,
sponsor, whatever you want to call it. He was wonderful really. He communicated a
sense of values so I still think about him. I still think about what he taught me. I still
think about the questions he’d ask me. He was just vital... He shared a set of values
that I just continued to carry with me. So that came at a time when I was just starting
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out and really growing and that’s when you instill values in people... I think that had a
lot to do with it... and I’ve had some extraordinary leadership development
opportunities."
Researcher:
Can you tell me about those opportunities?
President Thomas:
“Sure. Very early in my job as a research assistant l looked around the
community college and said to myself ‘this guy’s having the most fun. He’s the person
who’s really making things happen. He can say ‘I want this to happen and it happens’.
That was the college president and that’s when I decided on my career goal even
though I didn’t have much community college experience. It was an epiphany, a total
shift, because I always wanted to teach English - especially Shakespeare.
Shortly after that I was accepted into a doctoral program at Fairleigh Dickinson
University in the National Institute for Leadership Development and at that time was
called Leadership for Ladies and that was a program for women in community colleges
and it was developed because they looked around and said there aren’t many women
around that were college presidents. It was a multidisciplinary program, kind of a
design-your-own program, and the focus of my studies was on women and community
colleges because I was very interested in adult development theory then, too. To
strengthen my credentials I worked with faculty and used the program and my work
with as faculty as a career builder. I was able to combine my love of English literature
and women’s studies into my doctoral studies. My dissertation was on Women’s Model
Development and Contemporary Fiction. Shortly after graduation I accepted new
assignments at work to add to my vitae. I think one of the things that happens at
community colleges is because we are always under funded and always short staffed,
you can do almost anything if you volunteer for it. It’s probably done more here than in
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universities because you can’t just cross those lines. You can’t take on those extra
responsibilities; you can’t do certain things because you weren’t hired to do it; or
because you’re not likely to meet the people who need you to do it.
My boss gave me a proposal to write. One day he asked me to write the
degree program proposal for Media Technology - something I know nothing about. He
gave me a proposal to look at so I could figure out how to write one. I wasn’t expected
to write the course proposals just expected to look at the objectives and put the
package together. I wasn’t prepared for this type of assignment but I learned how to
write proposals. I thrived under that type of leadership. Whenever there was an
opportunity to be part of a new program, I’d volunteer to work on it. My volunteering
was very intentional to develop my leadership skills.
The Kellogg Fellowship enhanced my leadership skills and helped prepare me
for a community college presidency. I followed the typical career path from Assistant,
to a Director of Programs, to an Assistant Dean, Associate Dean ... but I never had
the same position for more than three years. I stayed at the same college but kept
getting promoted. That was one part of my career building; the other part was restless
for new challenges. Luckily the college was big enough for me to do that. Shortly after
becoming a Dean I started applying elsewhere for vice presidencies because I wasn’t
ready for president. Fortunately, the Vice President for Administration (at the college)
left and I went to the president and said ‘well, it’s been three years and I’m bored. I’d
like to try that’. I had no real experience but he said ok. In that role I wrote proposals
for grants and supervised all publications and public relations. I had terrific people and
I loved that part of the job. And, I’ll ask anybody for any amount of money for a
community college! When I felt comfortable in that role, I started interviewing for
presidencies.
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The Kellogg Program was a program to increase those numbers so I was very
fortunate to take part in it. I don’t think it was just the program. What was so powerful
was the connections that I made to other women, who I still know and work with and
see at every convention and who I used when I was looking for my first presidency. If I
had an interview I could call somebody and say ‘What do you know about this college?
Who should I talk to? And that was very valuable. Probably the most profound was
the Kellogg National Fellowship. It was a leadership development program that
brought people together from all walks of life. I still have friends form the Kellogg
Fellowship and that was 1986 to 1989; life changing experiences. So those are the
things I think that shaped me.”
Researcher:
You mentioned a person that was your first mentor, can you tell me about him?
How did he mentor you? How did he prepare you as a leader?
President Thomas:
My first mentor was an extraordinary human being and I got the job with him by
accident. I wanted to be a faculty member and I was working on my Master’s degree in
English Literature and I saw an ad for a Research Assistant. I needed a job and I
already knew the community college so I applied. It was a grant-funded vacancy to
develop something called the College of Public Service, which was experiential based
and organized liberal arts around the students’ direct experience. It turns out the job
was working for him and he was an Assistant Dean. He was fascinating from the
moment I met him. He would make appointments and keep me waiting forever and
having an appointment meant absolutely nothing. But if you had a problem he opened
the door right away, and he had a box of tissues in the right hand drawer-He was
the person who said family matters and absolutely meant it, and as a new employee
and single parent I struggled with what to do when my children are sick because I
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always had a hodge podge of daycare arrangements. Having had it modeled for me
mattered. He was funny. He was loud. He drove a truck. I mean he just introduced
me to a lot of other things in life that were not in my experience. He was creative; he
could work with anyone. He could see good in everybody, no matter what it was, who
it was, he could find some good in it. He was a special person. He was diagnosed
with cancer and he died while I was in the middle of my Kellogg Fellowship. He lived in
Maine, he had just moved into this community and the whole community had organized
itself to help him. I went up there, and I’d never been with anybody who was dying and
now of course, now the roles were totally reversed. He was completely dependent on
me. Here was the man who hired me for my first job and mentored me and now I was
taking care of him. He died the year I came here.
He was a good mentor and teacher. A teacher, which I think is the original
meaning of the word. I think of the mentor in The Odyssey. A teacher, someone who
knows how to set limits, you know, encourage, and by limits I think limits to what they’ll
do for you so that you grow. Someone who promotes independence and growth. So, I
think a good mentor knows that they have to allow the person to grow and sometimes
they don’t agree but you’ve got to do that. So, he was the best at both teaching and
then saying ‘but you are who you are and go fly’.”
Researcher:
He sounds like a good mentor. How would you define being a mentor?
President Thomas:
“Mentoring is a personal relationship. You can always be a role model even
though there is an end to the mentoring relationship. Even when they end you hope
you can still preserve the personal part of it - the friendship. I hope that mentoring
doesn’t become a cliche because it’s such a valuable relationship.
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I think the truly wonderful thing about some of the people I’ve met in my life is
that when you find your relationship with a man like that, the thing you always say is ‘it
was just like a woman’. The most special thing about the Kellogg Fellowship was that I
was in a group of men and women and I felt as comfortable as an all women’s group.
That’s where I met my next mentor but I’m not sure she would think of herself that way.
She’s both a mentor and a sponsor and maybe we spend a little time talking about
some of the sorts of family things ... We’ve built a friendship. It just goes in a
different direction because we are similar in terms of age and parenting and things like
that. This woman, who continues to give me advice, and sort of almost seems to be
one step ahead of me in my career and therefore be a sponsor to me, and writing
letters to nominate me. I like to think I learned (from them) in terms of allowing people
to grow but also being intentional about the teachable moment. I’m really proud to say
that there are three Deans of mine who are now college presidents.... I can’t take too
much credit for one because she was already looking when I got here and she left
shortly afterwards, so I think she was on her own. But two of them were people I was
really conscious about saying ‘How can I help them?’ One I actually interviewed when
I was a Dean. I remember asking her the typical ‘where do you want to go question’
and she says ‘well, I want your chair’! I gulped and said ‘I’m your supervisor but I’d
also like us to work toward our being a president. I always had this metaphorical book
of things to do or not do when you’re a president and I worked for a president who did
some crazy things, really some things that would drive me crazy and I would say to
myself ‘okay, this goes under the do not do list page’. I learned from that approach.
You have to tell me when I’m doing things that are on the ‘do not do’ page.”
Researcher:
Can you describe your experience as a mentor?
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President Thomas:
“From my proteges I learned what was working and what wasn’t working. I
think that one of the things that I learned from them is that I love to mentor. I really
enjoy that and you know, it just makes me feel good when someone says I regard you
as a mentor. In that Leaders for Ladies Program, I was an official mentor of someone
so I actually have ... I was the person who needed to guide them through the politics
and the processes and I have a little pin that says ‘Mentor’ on it and I’m prouder of that
than my Leader’s pin. You know, because I think it’s harder do to that and leadership
is something that, in some ways has come naturally for me.
I think that higher education brings issues of leadership that people in the
corporate world don’t face, like this notion that has to be, and even if you believe in it,
the notion of collaboration and faculty roles and people have lifetime jobs who want to
be part of a process. One of the tricks of leadership in higher education is figuring out
who does speak out. I really do like the ideas and processes but after a while I feel
you need to make a decision. That’s a leadership issue in higher education.”
Researcher:
How do you define leadership?
President Thomas:
“I would define leadership in sort of moral terms, which is the ability to get
people to be and do more than they would without you. I’m very aware of not being
able to do everything so I think my leadership style is very much to listen and let
groups make decisions. I will make tough decisions when they need to be made and I
think that goes with the title. This, the table where my executive council sits, and I know
that I don’t have all the expertise that they have, so we’ll wrestle with things. I don’t
ever remember voting at this table. It’s just much more of when we reach a decision
that everybody can feel comfortable with ... That’s easy when there are only six
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people; it’s harder if there’s a lot of people so I am very much a believer in consensus
building ... But there have been times when five people reach consensus and I don’t
agree and will say Thank you. I don’t think that’s the way and I’m going to make a
different decision’. So for me it’s a balance of consultation and then owning
responsibility for the final decision. It’s situational leadership. I can be a good follower,
so I think that another strength as a leader is to know about other people and I
deliberately surround myself with people who can be leaders. I want the smartest
people sitting at this table and they make me look good. Some people told me, which
I thought was pretty incredible to say about a leader, is that I was too smart. I think I
do analyze quickly and move to things quickly and I’ve always known that about
myself, that I need to spend more time letting people catch up. I have to remember
that not everybody understands my shorthand.”
Researcher:
What’s your leadership style?
President Thomas:
“I always have a lot of questions about my own leadership style but I have
courage as a strength. The willingness to make the hard decisions and I think the
strengths and weaknesses are just two sides of the coin. My ability to analyze and
make a leap is just what you need in a leader. I just need to pay attention to make
sure that everybody else understands it. I worry about it a lot. Did I do it the right way?
I really like the ideas and processes of decision-making but after a while I feel you
need to make a decision. That’s a leadership issue in higher education. But the other
is this ‘we’re all family’ and obviously we have people who are employed for life and
sometimes you have to make a business decision that shatters the family and we are
not a family. We are, but we’re also a business. Terry Deal has a model that he
shares about the role of the leader. If you see the organization as a family then the
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value is relationships and the role of the leader is to be the parent; you could see the
organization as a factory and then your value is the bottom line and your role is to be
manager; or you could see the organization as a jungle and the value then is winning
and your role is the fighter. The last one that nobody ever thinks about, which I love, is
you could see the organization as a temple and the value is sorts of values and the role
of he leader is the poet or prophet.

It was one of those ‘ah ha’ moments because I

realized that there’s a certain set of expectations of a leader to be a manager.”
Researcher:
Do you modify your leadership style when it comes to men and women?
President Thomas:
“My staff are both men and women and I don’t modify my leadership style for
either. I don’t think there’s anything unique about being a woman leader in higher
education. I base my leadership on principles and values and based on Terence Deal.
It’s a different perspective on leadership. I recognize the value and wisdom of looking
at an organization through difference lenses, especially if you’re the leader. But if
you’re going to be a leader and have a family, something will give at some point.
When it does, don’t feel guilty. Accept that there are limitations and ask for help.
Anyone that wants to be a leader should ask questions and look out for mentors and
people to learn from. Look around the organization to see who’s doing what and get
involved with them so you can move on from there.”
Researcher:
What advice do you have for women aspiring to senior leadership positions?
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President Thomas:
“My advice to women is ‘don’t be a man’. I mean don’t suppress qualities
associated with being a woman. The best leaders cull from both sides of their nature the sort of more nurturing, caring and what we used to call the feminine side and the
more assertive, outgoing side, what we used to call the masculine side.”
Dr. Thomas’ Protege
Researcher:
You have been identified as a protege to Dr. Thomas. In thinking about your
role as an emerging leader, and as a protege how would you describe your
relationship?
President Thomas’ Protege:
“My relationship with Dr. (her name) is .... urn, we are now colleagues. Ten
years ago she hired me as her Vice President of Academic Affairs but I wasn’t
interested in being a president at that time. She influenced me to consider becoming
one. Her leadership methods had an impact on my philosophy. We shared an office
suite for seven years when I was at (name of college)... and we became close
philosophically. I think we came from the same environment. Our shared values and
cultural perspective added to our personal and professional relationship. I’m still
pleased by praise from her and my other mentors. And especially when I do something
that adds to the collective information for community good -1 feel good then.”
Researcher:
How would you define mentoring?
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President Thomas’ Protege:
“Mentoring is a very special relationship between two people. A mentor has
experience and insight to share with a protege. The role of mentoring in leadership
development is extraordinary people caring personally and professionally about a
proteges development. A protege observes behavior to model but not copy.”
Researcher:
How would you describe the role of mentoring in leadership development?
President Thomas’ Protege:
“My leadership style’s different from hers (he name)... Mine’s based on, and
reflective of, skills learned in the classroom. I motivate other people based on their
needs and work to support other’s objectives and goals. The role of mentoring in
leadership development.... it’s having extraordinary people care personally and
professionally. It’s a very special relationship between two people. A mentor has
experience and insight to share with a protege’ and it’s an essential relationship for
leadership in higher education.
I’ve had both male and female mentors and the mentoring relationship is
different with women - it’s more open. I’m more comfortable with women as mentors.
I think my mentoring relationships were evolutionary and not intentional and I feel guilty
by not staying in contact with them more. I don’t tap into my resources (mentors) as
often as I should. I’d still like to feel more comfortable being a colleague and less like a
student when interacting with other college presidents.”
Researcher
Thinking back about your relationship as a protege’, is there anything that you
would like done differently?
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President Thomas* Protege:
“Thinking back on my relationship as a protege’ the only thing that I would have
done differently is that I would like to become more comfortable as a colleague and
feel less like a student with interacting with other college presidents. Even though I’m
a president now, I don’t always feel like a peer. I’m very proud to have been a protege
of Dr. Thomas. I still feel pleased by praise from her and from other mentors.”
Researcher:
What advice do you have for proteges?
President Thomas’ Protege:
“I think, for picking a mentor.. you should pick your mentor(s) wisely and use
them wisely but balance the relationship. The role of mentoring in leadership
development is extraordinary people caring personally and professionally about a
proteges development. A mentor fills the dual role of both advisor and role model. But
a protege observes behavior to model but not to copy. And let them (mentors) set the
boundaries for the relationship and learn by watching and asking questions. Proteges
should pick their mentors wisely and use them. Observe people to see whose
leadership behavior is admirable. Learn by watching and asking questions. Balance
the relationship but don’t be afraid of contacting your mentor too often. Proteges
develop leadership skills, become socialized for senior leadership positions, and
develop a peer network with the help of a mentor. I’m currently mentoring proteges.”
Researcher:
What advice would you recommend for women aspiring to leadership positions
(education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)?
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President Thomas’ Protect:
“ Women have to invest in your own development and pick a good mentor.
Have more confidence in themselves, care about people, and have the courage of your
convictions. Women must fight against external restraints that can be daunting such
as sexism. Just 'go for it!’
I support my staffs goals and objectives. I believe that I’ve made a positive
impact on the students and staff at this college. At my recent evaluation by the Board
of Trustees, they were overwhelmingly supportive of me and what I’m doing for the
college and the community. I’m proud of my accomplishments as a college president
and share the same sense of pride as my mentor. I’m very open and trusting.”
President Thomas’ Mentor
Researcher
You have been identified as a mentor to Dr. Thomas. In thinking about your
role as a leader and as a mentor, how would you describe your relationship?
President Thomas’ Mentor:
“My relationship with Dr. (her name) goes beyond the mentor-protege
relationship. We became friends when we both worked as Assistant Deans at another
college and it marked the beginning of our professional and mentoring connection.
We’re close friends and have a clear professional connection. Our relationship’s based
on trust and the foundation of our trust allowed engagement of the relationship. We
have similar backgrounds including the AAUW Program. In the mid-eighties there
were very few women college presidents, so Dr. Thomas and I learned together.
Researcher:
How would you define mentoring?
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President Thomas* Mentor:
“Mentoring is just a natural extension of our friendship. It’s not planned ... it
just happened. We have shared values, friendship, and confidence. Our
relationship’s mutually beneficial. I received more than I gave.

It’s been satisfying to

see someone reach their goals and it’s been equally satisfying to help her along - to
remove some of the barriers.”
Researcher:
How would you describe the role of mentoring in leadership development?
President Thomas* Mentor:
“The role of mentoring in leadership development... it’s important but not
essential for career advancement. It provides entry. I think there are different levels of
mentoring and there are dangers - the danger of outside people misinterpreting the
relationship and the danger of nepotism.

A person needs to have more than one

mentor for leadership development.
I think a mentor/protege relationship must be tailored to the two personalities.
A mentor must have highly developed skills because mentoring is a moral and ethical
obligation; and must set clear expectations for the relationship because it’s a
commitment. It’s not something to be taken lightly and someone makes a conscious
decision to mentor a protege. But a protege has obligations, too. They must
consciously develop their skills by asking questions and trying new assignments; meet
all kinds of people and go places for professional development; understand the
parameters of the relationship and accept the expectations. You should ask a potential
mentor if they are willing to be a mentor and then become familiar with each other’s
skills. You have to trust each other or the relationship won’t work. And, there are
different levels of mentoring. There’s informal and there’s formal. But, I don’t think a
mentor is always essential for leadership development - but it’s helpful."
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Researcher:
What advice would you recommend for women aspiring to senior leadership
positions (education, training, professional development, networking, etc.)?
President Thomas* Mentor:
“For women leaders a doctorate is essential and attending leadership
programs, such as National Institute for Leadership Development, MLE at Harvard,
HERS Program at Bryn Mawr, ACE Fellows Program, American Association of
Community Colleges ...

In the mid ‘80s there were few women college presidents.

They’re being appointed more often now. There’s still some homosocial reproduction.
And, discriminatory views may still exist because men may see women as a threat.
And, women and minorities are still being judged by tougher standards than ... When
it comes to mentoring men and women ... I’m more cautious sharing information with
a man. The relationship may be misinterpreted.
Women that want to be presidents should have a broad generalist background.
And that future leaders have to show real intention and focus for leadership. Develop
skills such as people skills; team building; negotiation and mediation; personnel
evaluation; management of people; understanding educational principles; fundraising;
networks in communities for women; working with legislators and government officials;
influence at policy levels - state and federal; lobbying ... Dr. Thomas is good at this. “
Researcher
What do you consider most satisfying about your role as a mentor? What are
you most proud of?
President Thomas’ Mentor:
“I was deeply honored to be the keynote speaker at her (Dr. Thomas)
inauguration. I admire her style and intellect and her ability to lead. It’s satisfying to
see her reach her goal. We have an ongoing relationship that started when we went
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through AAUW Community College Program for Leadership. It just developed ... not
intentional at first. We had similar assignments and career aspirations. Learning
leadership’s not a one shot deal. Mentoring and leadership ... it’s a moral and ethical
obligation - a commitment.”
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